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Dedication
The 2nd Edition of Through the Glass Darkly is dedicated to the 
memory of Ray Ferrer, who illustrated the first edition of my book. I 
met Ray online when he responded to a short story I published on my 
website, and discovered his artistic talent.

That was in 2012. Ray and I collaborated on illustration design. His 
work catches the essence of my stories. He is also responsible for the 
artwork used on the covers of both editions of the collection.

Ray succumbed to Glioblastoma, brain cancer, May 20th 2015 after a 
very short battle. Not only did he leave a rich legacy of artwork, but his 
wife, Rhian, and teenaged daughter, Georgia.

For more about Ray, his life, his work and his family, please go to the 
Facebook page dedicated to him: Ray Ferrar - Artist.

— LSM 
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For now we see as through a glass darkly,
but then face to face:

now I know in part; but then I shall know
even as I am known.

I Corinthians 13: 12
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Mrs. Foy’s Koi

Mrs. Foy lived in a large Tudor-style brick house which sat on one of 
the largest lots in our small town. She had been widowed for many 
years, her husband passing quite suddenly of a heart attack while at 

work. But Mr. Foy was more than adequately insured, and the business passed 
to his partner, who ran the firm successfully for years before bowing to the 
pressure of cheap imports. He closed everything, putting hundreds of factory 
workers on the street, and retired.

Mrs. Foy had assumed her husband’s title and duties as Chairman of the 
Board, and made out quite well despite the business failure at the end.

She came from money − old money − which was far more important than 
having new money. Especially among the wealthy in our town. She had no 
financial concerns at all. At least, that’s what I heard in our kitchen when 
Mom was on the phone.

The Foy’s yard was our playground. It was massive. What wasn’t 
meticulously manicured and landscaped had been allowed to become a forest 
of feral oak, elm, dogwood, magnolia and rhododendron. All arose from a 
thick carpet bed of ivy. Most of the tree trunks were sheathed in the ivy as 
well, which climbed nearly to the tops of some of the shorter trees.
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This was our South Pacific; where Guadalcanal and Midway Island and the 
Philippines merged boundaries in the thick greenery. My friends and I spent 
hundreds of hours playing war − crawling, crashing, dashing and charging 
through the trees and undergrowth with our plastic rifles, machine guns and 
pistols blazing away.

In contrast, the preened part of her yard bore edged sidewalks, beds and 
beds of various flowers and bushes and other plantings along stone walls that 
bordered the rectangular back yard. 

At one end of the rectangle was a cobblestone driveway and matching 
Tudor garage with two large car bays.

At the other end was a rectangular pool. It wasn’t for swimming. It was 
only a few feet deep, discovered by Billy when he crashed through the ice one 
winter.

Lily pads covered most of the water’s surface, and the rough, concrete sides 
were coated with green slime and algae. On the bottom of the pool were layers 
of blackened leaves and silt, which made the pond water dark and foreboding. 
Mrs. Foy never had the pool cleaned.

At the center of the pool was a stone statue of a chubby nude angel 
attached to its pedestal by one cherub foot. Tiny wings spread from its back 
— hardly large enough to carry the boy’s weight. During the warmer months, 
a stream of water spouted and arched from the cherub, and splashed into the 
pool.

The pool was home to many live things — peepers, tadpoles, skeeter bugs 
and mosquitos.

And the koi.

I had always thought they were goldfish that had grown enormous because 
they weren’t kept in a small bowl. Now I know better. I don’t know how many 
koi were in the pool − there were a lot. The koi hung suspended in the water 
a few inches below the surface, barely moving, and looked upward. They were 
all sorts of colors: orange and white, black and orange, red and electric blues. 
The colors were splotchy, as though randomly daubed onto the bodies of the 
fish. Once in a while a koi would roll over at the surface, and the sunlight 
would reveal the brilliance of the colors that were otherwise dulled in the 
murky water. 
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Whenever I stood a while at the edge of the pool, the koi would slowly 
group and head my way, as though waiting for something. Waiting and 
watching, just below the surface. I wondered how I looked to them through 
the water.

“Are the fish in Mrs. Foy’s pool dangerous?” I asked my mom.

“I don’t think so,” she said, dropping doughy corn fritter balls into the deep 
fryer.

“What do you think they eat?”

“I really don’t know. I’m sure Mrs. Foy has special food she feeds them. I’ve 
heard they can be very expensive, too — hundreds of dollars!”

“How old do you think they are? They’re so big! I bet they’re really old.”

“I wouldn’t know. Wash your hands for supper, Dear.”

I would often think about those big fish in Mrs. Foy’s pool. Every once in a 
while she or her house maid would catch us hovering around the edge of the 
pool and shout at us.

“You boys get away from that pool! You’ll fall in and the fish will eat you!”

We’d run and jump the stone wall and disappear into the South Pacific.

I’m not sure Mrs. Foy really minded us playing in her yard. Maybe, 
when she was cooling off on her screened porch, recovering from a hot July 
scorcher with a tall iced tea with a sprig of mint, maybe she would hear our 
voices drift up from the thick woods. Maybe a thin smile would spread on her 
lipsticked mouth across her powdered cheeks. Maybe she would stare off into 
the woods, remembering some other time and place and life.

§§§

I started feeding the koi.

At first I would grab a piece of toast or a biscuit and cram it into my 
pocket, head out the back door and take the shortcut through the neighbor’s 
yard to Mrs. Foy’s. I’d stand at the edge of the pool and wait until the koi 
gathered, then take the bread out and crumble it, dropping pieces into the 
water.
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The bread floated a while before one of the koi, always the one with a 
bright red splotch on its head, would drift up to the surface and suddenly 
suck in the bread. The other koi floated nearby, seeming to approve. The 
red-splotched koi grabbed piece after piece before finally disappearing to the 
bottom of the pool. Then the others would eat, in no particular order.

The red splotch looked like a drop of blood splattered onto his head. He 
seemed to be the ringleader, so I named him “Captain Blood.”

Over time I experimented to see what the fish would eat. They liked bread 
of all sorts. They didn’t like cutup celery or carrots. They would suck it in and 
spew it out quickly. Torn up lettuce was fine.

I decided one day to see if they would eat from my hand, and lay on 
my stomach at the edge of the pool with bread crumbs in my hand, which 
I dipped slightly into the water. Captain Blood had no problem at all. He 
floated up to my hand, studied the bread, and suddenly sucked it in with a 
flick of his head. That startled me and tickled. My heart pounded, throbbing 
in my head from the sheer excitement of it.

The other fish weren’t so adventurous. I had to drop their food into the 
water for them to warily eat.

I began to bring other food − meat − especially for Captain Blood. It 
started with hot dogs. I broke off small pieces and put them into my hand, 
which I dipped into the water. At first, I thought Captain Blood was going to 
refuse the hot dog. He floated in the water for the longest time near my hand.

Then he did something totally unexpected. He circled my hand —a wide 
circles at first. He drew nearer — like a shark — then leapt and grabbed the 
piece of hot dog! It scared me so I jerked my arm away from the pool and 
stood up, looking into the water.

Captain Blood was nowhere to be seen. The other fish milled about like 
cows. I could see a thrashing about near the bottom of the pool, which stirred 
the silt and leaves into a cloudy haze, making it difficult to see anything.

I wondered if I had done something wrong. Perhaps the hot dog lodged in 
Captain Blood’s throat! Perhaps he choked and drowned!

Can a fish drown?

I peered into the water and saw Captain Blood finally rise from the 
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bottom of the pool. He was alive! He floated up slowly and began to circle in 
a wide swathe. All the while, he seemed to peer up at me through the water. 
Watching me. Waiting for me.

I pulled off another piece of hot dog and put my hand into the water. 

This time Captain Blood made just a few passes before charging and 
grabbing the meat. Once again he disappeared into the depths of the pool.

“He’s gone to eat it by himself,” I thought.

The scene repeated until Captain Blood devoured all the hot dog. None of 
the other fish showed any interest. In fact, the other fish moved away from the 
area.

Over time I came back with different scraps of meat from the table. I 
minced chuck roast, fried chicken, ham hocks, bits of steak. Each time 
Captain Blood feasted. He was insatiable. The other fish ate bread, which the 
Captain now disdained.

This continued throughout the summer and into the fall.

After a time I noticed that Captain Blood seemed a bit larger than the 
other koi. “Must be the meat,” I thought, pleased to be the source of his 
growth.

When the weather turned cold I quit going to Mrs. Foy’s to feed Captain 
Blood. School and basketball and Boy Scouts took up all my time.

“What happens to fish in the winter?” I asked my mom when the days 
grew short and cold temperatures prevailed.

“Not sure. I think they sort of hibernate.”

“What about the fish in Mrs. Foy’s pool?”

“Well, if they’re like frogs or snakes, then their bodies slow down. Like I 
said, hibernate. They’ve survived many winters, Dear. I wouldn’t worry.”

So I didn’t worry.

When it snowed three Wednesdays in a row, and got really cold, and 
school was cancelled, some of the guys and I went to Mrs. Foy’s pool to see 
what we could. Billy refused to step out onto the ice again, and I don’t blame 
him.
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The surface of the pond was covered with snow. I went back home and 
grabbed a broom. We took turns and swept what we could from the iced pool. 
It was dark underneath. Only the lily pads were visible. Just before we left, I 
thought I saw something red flash under the ice. Captain Blood.

In the spring when the tree peepers began to sing and when the dogwoods 
budded, and the popcorn trees exploded with white blossoms, I went back to 
Mrs. Foy’s pool to check on Captain Blood and the other koi.

The pool was very murky, as though something had stirred the silt and the 
leaves at the bottom continuously.

Stare as I might, I could not see any fish. I stood with the spring sun 
warming my shoulders, my shadow cast across the pool’s surface. In the past, 
this was enough, and after a few minutes the koi would begin to assemble.

I opened my bread bag of crusts and loaf ends and crumbled some bread  
into the pool. Ripples circled out and widened on the water’s surface.

No response. Where were the koi?

Then, something moved down at the bottom of the pool. It was large. 
Turtle maybe? I knew snapping turtles ate fish. Maybe one had moved in 
when the ground had thawed. Maybe the turtle had eaten all of the koi in 
Mrs. Foy’s pool. Maybe all the fish were dead, even Captain Blood.

I couldn’t see anything. It thundered overhead and a light spring rain 
started to fall, and I turned away to go home. At that moment I heard a loud 
splash in the water, and turned just in time to see something very large with a 
bright red splotch dive to the bottom of the pool.

Captain Blood?

Peering intently into the cloudy water, I felt watched. Something in the 
pool looked at me from the bottom. I neared the edge and bent over. The 
water moved as something at the bottom stirred. Circular. Slowly. Large. 
Shadowy. My heart beat quickly. My breath came shallow and rapidly. The 
rain increased, and the surface of the pool was perforated with watery bullets.

I turned and left, sighing in relief, though I wasn’t sure why. As if I had 
escaped something ominous, something horrific. In the back of my mind I 
toyed with what it was, but shook the idea off as ridiculous and childish.
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Still, the shadow in the pool stayed on my mind.

§§§

I had a terrible dream that night.

It was dark, but a full moon was out, and I was in Mrs. Foy’s backyard. 
Everything was bluish-black in hue. The Tudor house rose gauntly into the 
half-lit sky like mountains. Its windows were like black eyes, the reflected 
moon its pupils. Ivy draped the walls like grizzled hair.

Ahead of me was the pool, its waters black. The angel statue was spouting 
− but not water. It spouted red from its mouth, and the red splashed into the 
pool, shattering the surface. The water in the pool was dark red − almost-
black red − and frothing and foaming.

I walked to the edge of the pool. All about on the grass were splotches of 
red foam, blowing slightly with the wind. The moon reflected in pieces on the 
stirred water’s surface.

I looked into it.

A shadowy figure rose slowly from the pool bottom and hovered below 
the surface of the water. It was large − as large as me. At its top was a bright 
splotch of red that seemed to change shape as I watched. It seemed to throb 
— to pulse — as with a regular beat.

The figure began to circle the pool, slowly at first, and then more quickly, 
more frenzied. The angel statue suddenly vanished, and an eddy formed in 
the middle of the pool, spinning and sucking. The watery whirlpool drew me 
closer and closer to its center, pulling and pulling.

Spinning around the edge of the whirlpool was the shape, the bright red 
splotch, pulsing, spinning, pulling.

And I fell into the water.

§§§

The smell of bacon frying awoke me. My pillow was damp. 

I gulped breakfast and stuffed a biscuit and some bacon into my pockets. 
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It was Saturday, and I was off and out of the back door before Mom could 
catch me and say, “You’ve got chores to do!” But I was well on my way, cutting 
through the neighbor’s yard to Mrs. Foy’s.

It was early morning, and the trees dripped rain from the previous 
evening’s thunderstorm.

When I reached the stone wall surrounding Mrs. Foy’s backyard, I stopped. 
An ambulance and two police cars were parked in the drive near the house. 
The housekeeper was standing near the garage, weeping into a handkerchief 
while a policeman questioned her.

I crept closer, trying not to be seen.

On the ground next to the pool was an oblong shape covered with a sheet. 
The sheet was stained red at one end. Two men dressed in white coveralls 
wheeled a stretcher across the lawn, leaving wet tracks in the grass. They 
stopped at the oblong shape. A shoeless foot protruded from under the sheet.

Another policeman talked to a third policeman.

“Musta drowned sometime during the night, or maybe yesterday 
afternoon. It’s hard to tell. Maybe the coroner can tell time of death. But, what 
the hell chewed her leg like that?”

“Snapping turtle could do that. It’d take a few hours, I think. Damnedest 
thing I’ve ever seen!”

The local evening news said Mrs. Foy drowned in her pool. Nothing was 
mentioned about her chewed leg, the missing koi, or the large red-splotched 
shadowy figure in the pool.

I, too,  said nothing.

§§§§§
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Guadalcanal

The entrance to Guadalcanal was along the creek that wound through 
Mrs. Foy’s immense yard. Along either bank of the creek grew 
large-leafed ivy, so thick you couldn’t see the ground. Magnolia, 

rhododendron, dogwood and thick-trunked oak covered the property as 
well. To add to the effect, wisteria vines curled snakelike from tree limbs and 
descended from overhead branches.

Stevie Dunn slowly pulled the tension knob back on his Mattel Tommy 
gun. With the squeeze of his finger, the drab green gun could erupt with “bap-
bap-bap-bap-bap,” while a red tube at the end of the muzzle rapidly shot in 
and out, like gunfire. He held the weapon tight to his side, the small buttocks 
tucked under his right arm, his finger on the trigger. He stood very still and 
peered up the creek pathway, alert for any movement.

A lone Cardinal chirped “pur-dy, pur-dy, pur-dy,” out of sight among the 
high branches of a large magnolia. It’s voice echoed through the thick forest. 
Stevie bent down to pick up a couple of “grenades” dropped by the tree and 
stuffed them into his flack jacket. He adjusted his plastic army helmet and 
tightened the chin strap, then slowly advanced along the creek.

Like his friends, Stevie strived for realism. In spite of the summer heat, he 
was dressed in his Boy Scout winter uniform, which consisted of long pants 
and long sleeve shirt made of heavy, olive-drab cotton. A plastic canteen full 
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of  lemonade hung from his belt on one hip, and a holstered pearl-handled 
Mattel Fanner 50 pistol on the other. He had seen a photo of George Patton 
wearing pistols, and judged it was okay to have the pistol as part of his gear.

Stevie borrowed his father’s sleeveless hunting vest and packed it with  
Mars bars, chewing gum, peanuts and Saltines. He also had the grenades — 
the browned Magnolia seed pods. They looked great, but didn’t explode, of 
course. They hurt like heck if you got hit by one. Some of the kids filled small 
balloons with water for grenades. If you got wet, you were hit. Others poured 
flour or baby powder into Dixie cups and folded the top over and fastened 
closed with masking tape.

Stevie had burned a wine cork and smeared soot around his eyes, across 
his brow, on each cheek and down along his neck for camouflage. Before 
going home, he would scrub it off with his handkerchief soaked in creek water 
along with the Ajax cleanser he packed in a sandwich bag. 

The local neighborhoods were divided into various war fronts. Part of 
Mrs. Foy’s yard served as both the Pacific and Europe. Her Tudor-style home, 
the largest on the block, had a stone-walled back yard, neatly manicured. It 
contained a rectangular pond filled with lily pads, peeper frogs, and large 
koi. A cherub statue rose from the middle, and during the warmer months 
spouted water from its pouty lips. This was the German compound, where 
sneak attacks and valiant military charges occurred until either Mrs. Foy or 
her house maid came out of the house to see what was going on. The adults 
were protecting Hitler, but didn’t know it.

The expansive yard dropped vertically about 70 feet from the house level 
to the street. Green and wet, it was a perfect replica of a Pacific island in our 
minds. Other homes and yards in the neighborhood served as France or 
Poland, depending on the architecture and landscaping.

Guadalcanal was actually the end island of a chain of medians that ran the 
length of Ferndale Boulevard, a long street separated by the curbed median of 
bush-covered land that ran east to the schools. The schools were lined up on 
the south side of the street, beginning with the elementary school, the high 
school, and finally, the junior high school — a distance shy of a mile.

Unlike the other islands, Guadalcanal was unevenly shaped, and dipped 
several feet below street level. The creek had its beginnings at the east end of 
the median, through a concrete drain pipe, and meandered downhill to the 
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west, finally disappearing underneath the street into Mrs. Foy’s yard through 
a rather large corrugated metal pipe. Whenever it rained hard, the runoff 
poured into various street drains, and flowed through the creek. It was great 
fun to roll up pant legs, kick shoes off, and wade back upstream against the 
current.

One of the pools along the creek was a favorite spot to find crayfish under 
submerged rocks. They became sacrificial passengers on the plastic model 
naval battleships and aircraft carriers the boys built. Each ship was carefully 
decaled and painted to replicate the real thing, with M80’s and cherry bombs 
strategically glued into the hulls. Dousing the miniature armadas with lighter 
fluid, the defenseless models were attacked with a rain of lit matchsticks until 
they caught fire and ultimately exploded. Tommy Bell once got sliced under 
the eye from a plastic splinter of the hull of a destroyer. He wore the wound 
with pride for several weeks.

Creeping along the creek Stevie approached the south end of the huge 
corrugated pipe that lead to Guadalcanal. It was big enough to walk through, 
but not to stand up — you had to crouch. It was always dark, and sometimes 
filled with cobwebs. After a heavy rain you had to straddle the stream of 
water that flowed down its center, and move along carefully. The pipe could 
be slick with slime — especially in damp weather. At the island end you had 
to be careful coming out of the pipe because often guys waited on top of the 
pipe in ambush. You couldn’t talk or cough while in the pipe because it would 
echo loudly out the other end and announce your arrival. Johnny Severs 
had allergies, and would hack uncontrollably in the pipe. Stevie never chose 
Johnny to be on his side because of it.

Stevie hesitated at the entrance to the pipe. He peered through to the end 
several times. For some reason he couldn’t see beyond a few feet. The day 
grew dark as black storm clouds roiled in the skies above the trees. A strong 
wind gusted, and the pipe reverberated with an eerie whistle. A couple of cars 
passed by on the street above Stevie’s head. Their wheels double-clunked a 
manhole cover on the street, and the metalic sound echoed in the pipe.

Stevie ducked and straddled a small stream of water coming down the 
center of the drain. Crouched over, he began the awkward waddle to the 
island. As he progressed, the tunnel seemed to narrow ever so slightly, and 
he found himself bending more than usual. He tucked his arms closer to his 
body. Hesitating, he considered simply crossing the street instead of going 
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through the pipe. But that was frowned upon by the other guys. He knew he 
would have to put up with a lot of bull-hockey as a result. To his surprise, the 
other end of the pipe looked very small too, as though it was a long distance 
away. In all, the pipe was only the width of the street overhead. He had only 
gone a few feet.

Outside a clap of thunder hit close by, and the sound shook the pipe, 
deadening his hearing for a moment. Stevie shook his head to clear it. He 
was overwhelmed with a sense of dead, damp, compact air. He turned back 
toward the island and saw a narrow shaft of light at the end of the tunnel. He 
moved more quickly, beginning to feel anxious. He wanted to breathe open 
air again. As he moved, the tunnel definitely narrowed.

Another blast of lightening hit, seeming to shake the tunnel, and bits of 
dirt dropped from the upper part of the pipe onto his helmet.

“What the — ?” he thought.

Turning to look back he could see nothing. Pitch black. Then he noticed 
that the corrugated pipe was caked with dirt everywhere. In fact, thin curling 
stringlets of roots hung down everywhere, like he was underground and not 
in a corrugated pipe! He could go nowhere forward, and the space narrowed 
drastically, forcing Stevie to his knees. Instead of metal, he felt moist spongy 
soil beneath him. The air was hot and dank and smelled unfamiliar.

Another bolt of lightning struck, and outside the tunnel a spray of dirt and 
shredded foliage fell across the opening. Stevie could no longer crawl on his 
knees, and was forced to lie flat on his belly. He shoved himself forward with 
his feet.

He finally reached the opening to Guadalcanal and peered out carefully. 
He recognized nothing! The creek was gone. The dogwoods and oaks and 
other saplings that grew in the boulevard island were nowhere. In fact, the the 
street island space was a huge expanse of tropical forest! Thin, unrecognizable 
tree trunks shot into the air a hundred feet or more. Branches interlaced at the 
top and formed a dense green canopy. Along the ground was thick vegetation 
comprised of fanning fronds and large-leafed growth Stevie had never seen 
before.

“Gawd-al-mighty!” he thought.

Another strike of lightning.
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Whoomp! Ka-boom! A spray of dirt and vegetation.

Stevie glanced up and noticed blue sky filling the intermittent holes in the 
canopy. It definitely was not storming – he couldn’t see any clouds at all.

Whoomp! Ka-boom! Whoomp! Ka-boom! The blasts came in rapid 
succession. Sprays of dirt and foliage dropped about him.

“Bombs? Mortars, maybe?”

Overhead Stevie heard a buzzing whoosh and grabbed onto his helmet and 
flattened out of instinct.

Whoomp! Ka-boom!

His helmet was metal, not plastic! Steel, not pliable nor bendable! His chin 
strap was leather, not thin plastic.

“Holy —?”

Whoomp! Ka-boom!

“Duck!” he yelled aloud.

 More sprays of dirt and foliage struck his face. He put his hand up to his 
cheek and felt his skin rough with stubble. A beard! 

His gun was no longer a toy plastic gun, but a heavy M-1 rifle with with 
straps and a bayonet fixed at the end of the barrel. 

His Scout pants and shirt were now Marine-issued drabs, wet and filthy. A 
shoulder belt of ammunition was strapped across his chest. His canteen was 
cloth-covered metal on one hip, and he bore a holstered square-handled .45 
pistol on the other. 

His black high-top Converses were well-worn black leather boots. 

Around his neck dangled a metal bead neckless with an oblong piece of 
metal attached. Dog tags. 

The tunnel he had entered a few minutes before from Mrs. Foy’s yard – 
actually, now the hole — was only slightly larger than himself.

“Hey!” he shouted into the clearing ahead of him, remaining on his belly. 
His voice soaked into the thick vegetation. There was no echo.
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“Hey!” he shouted again, trying to will himself back to his neighborhood, 
back to the make-believe island where he played with his pals.

A large bee zipped past his ear. A second bee zipped by, stinging him on 
the neck. He grabbed the sting reflexively with his left hand. It felt moist 
and warm. Pulling his hand back he saw blood. More blood than a bee sting 
would result in.

Another zip past his head.

Bullets! Someone was shooting at him! Knew where he was! He had 
shouted out and drawn their attention!

Zip! Zip!

He ducked back into the hole for protection. Several minutes passed while 
his mind raced. Whoever it was and wherever they were, they were shooting 
at him. They knew where he was and wanted him dead! They were coming! 
He knew they were coming. They knew where he was. They could see him. He 
was bleeding! This was real!

“Who are you?”

He slowly nudged the barrel of his rifle out of the hole and pulled the sight 
to his eye, inching the rifle in a slow sweep across the little area he could 
see. His finger pressed the trigger lightly, without firing. He trembled, sweat 
dripping down from his helmet across the plains of his face.

“Why is this happening?”

He thought he heard movement some distance to the left, and swung 
his rifle barrel in that direction. Nothing. Then a broad, flat leaf seemed to 
move ever so slightly upward. Something — someone — was staring out 
from beneath the leaf. Stevie’s heart beat loudly in his ears. A bead of sweat 
balanced at the tip of his nose. He dared not move.

A thin breeze at the top of the canopy caused the trees to sway gently, and 
a large column of light cut through and flooded onto the broad, flat leaf that 
had moved.

Eyes peered from beneath a helmet, staring down the barrel of a rifle. 
Underneath the broad, flat leaf the small black opening at the end of the rifle 
barrel pointed directly at Stevie.
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The eyes beneath the helmet looked into his eyes.

Stevie aimed slowly. He positioned the crosshairs between the eyes and just 
above the black hole at the end of the rifle barrel. His finger trembled against 
the trigger. 

A lone bead of sweat dropped down his forehead and coursed its way to 
the eye he kept open to aim. It stung, and he blinked rapidly, afraid to wipe it 
away or move even slightly.

A standoff. A moment. A split-second hesitation, and into that hesitation 
poured every question he wanted to ask the person behind the end of the 
other rifle..

“What happened? Who are you? Why do you want to kill me? Why do you 
force me to kill you?”

In slow motion, a pop, and slight puff of smoke from the other rifle. As 
Stevie squeezed his trigger a heartbeat later he thought “I don’t think I want to 
play Guadalcanal any more.” 

He watched the bullet rotate from the barrel of the enemy rifle, looming 
larger and larger from the smoke of the gun as it hurtled towards him.

Then a bee sting between the eyes — and black. 

Nothing.

§§§

“Sakki, nani ga okotta, no?” Keyoshi exclaimed. “What just happened?”

Lightening rolled above the trees, blown away by the wind. Keyoshi 
ducked back down the concrete culvert underneath the roadway. He slung 
his toy rifle over his shoulder, glad to feel the sprinkles and the wind of the 
approaching storm, glad to be back in the present, glad to be a kid again. 

Keyoshi doubted he would ever come back to play Guadalcanal again.

§§§§§
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The Closet

It was hidden by the closet’s darkness. Not invisible —  but hardly 
perceptible. The boy had more than a mere sense of its existence. He knew 
it was in there. But he had no actual proof.

He passed the closet several times a day going into and out of his bedroom. 
His fear elevated to near panic whenever he neared it. No matter the amount 
of light in the hallway. Daytime was no different from night. The boy still 
knew that one day, the thing in the closet was going to get him.

It awaited that moment patiently, offering no tell-tale warning or sign to 
betray whether or not tha moment had arrived.

At the opposite end of the hallway to his bedroom three doors down 
— one to his sisters’ bedroom, one to his parents’ bedroom and one to the 
nursery — was a tall, double-sashed window that spilled sunlight part of the 
way down the hall toward the dark closet. The aged darkened oak flooring 
soaked up the light like a sponge soaks pools of water.

“It’s only a linen closet,” his mother would say. But he knew better. Even 
when she opened the door to either put clean, folded towels and sheets away, 
he knew. 

“See? Nothing in here.”
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Settled into the cracks where wall met wall, where shelf abutted the back of 
the closet, it oozed about. She was oblivious of its presence.

But not he.

It took him three steps to pass the closet door going into and out of his 
bedroom. The steps were quicker than he normally took. Longer. Sometimes 
on tip-toe. but always filled with anticipation.

He knew when he least expected it would spring. His primary defense — 
his protection — was to expect it at every passing.

Once in his bedroom or down the hallway he breathes a deep sigh of relief.

He wondered how it might be on the inevitable day. Would it leap out at 
him? How would he feel during that instantaneous moment? Shock? Relief? 
Perhaps the horror would quickly dissolve into something else — a now-that-
it’s-over emotion.

He could only imagine.

Sometimes he dreamed of it. Swooping out into the hallway and grabbing 
him as his mother approached with an armload of laundry to put into the 
closet.

“Oh, my!” she would shriek, tossing towels and sheets into the air, finally 
acknowledging he was right all the time.

§

The day his mother and father announced the move was mixed for him. 
While it was good news in that he would leave it behind in the closet for some 
other boy or girl to discover, he also reckoned the impending move might 
force it to act. Perhaps he would never make it to the new house. Perhaps 
time, once a luxury, was now its impetus to act.

The boy’s senses were heightened. Dread heaped upon more dread.

Amazingly the time passed and it still did not strike. He was relieved yet at 
the same time curious.

Why did it not strike? What other evil plan did it have? Was he finally 
going to escape it?
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§

He pressed his nose against the car window during the drive to the new 
house. Houses, trees, and people walking dogs passed by. Men were mowing 
lawns and children skated on sidewalks. The new house was new. At least, is 
was newer than the old house. It seemed to him, normal.

“Where’s my bedroom?” he asked as movers carried in furniture and 
boxes.

“Down that hallway, last door on the right,” his mother pointed.

Box in arms, he started down the tunneled hallway. It was carpeted, not 
wooden. Still, at its end and beside the door to his new bedroom, was the 
door to a closet.

He stopped a few feet away from the closet and dropped his box. 

“It’s only a linen closet,” his mother said.

But he knew better.

§§§§§
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Memories

Tell me, what is your earliest memory?

Earliest? Wow! Hold on ... ah — got it! I was in my crib and was a baby. 
Well, not a baby baby. An infant — actually, maybe a toddler. Or earlier.

You were in your crib? 

Yeah. The crib was in this really small room. It had a slanted ceiling, like it 
was just under the roof.

What time of day was it?

It must have been in the afternoon. There was plenty of light, even though 
the shades were drawn. One window. There was one window.

And what happened?

I had awakened. Probably from a nap. I can’t remember what I had on. 
Pajamas? Bib overalls? Anyway, I woke up and pulled myself up in the crib by 
grabbing the railing with both hands. Sweaty. I remember being sweaty.

And?

And I said, “Mommy?” The door to my room was closed, so I said it again, 
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only louder.

Did she come? Mommy?

No, she didn’t. So I got really quiet and listened. I know the room was on 
the second floor of the house. If she weren’t upstairs, then she would have to 
be downstairs, and I knew I had to be really loud.

So were you louder?

Most definitely! I shouted, “Mommy!” And waited. I think I expected her 
to come quickly, open the door, and get me out of the crib.

Did she?

No.

How did you feel about that?

Kind of panicky.

Panicky? Why?

Well, I thought maybe she wasn’t at home at all. That I was all alone. That 
she had left me all alone.

What did you do?

I started to sing.

Sing? What did you sing?

It was a song I made up. The tune was in a minor key. I sang it whenever I 
was nervous or afraid.

Sing it for me.

“I want my mo-mee!” I sang that over and over again, going from kind of 
soft to myself, then louder as I repeated it. And I modulated up and also sped 
up, until I worked myself into a frenzy:

“I want my mo-mee . . . I want my mo-mee . . I want my mo-mee-
Iwant my mo-meeIwantmymo-meeIwantmymomeeI WANT MY MO-
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MEEIWHANTMYMO-MEE!!!”

Then what happened?

Mommy burst in. I was crying and hot and sweaty and it was like I 
was drowning! She rushed in and said, “I’m here, Sweetheart! Mommy’s 
here!” And she pulled me out of the crib and held me close while I sobbed 
uncontrollably!

Rescued.

Yes, rescued. Mommy rescued me.

You said it was like you were drowning, and that she swooped in and rescued 
you?

Yes. That was exactly how it seemed at the time.

(Pause).

Do you happen to remember the baby pool?

Baby pool?

At the club. Emerywood Country Club, I believe.

Emerywood — oh! The club! Yes! That’s where I learned to swim! In the 
baby pool!

I see. Tell me about that.

Well, I was deathly afraid of water. Mommy would take me into the baby 
pool and hold me under my arms and swish me around back and forth — so I 
would laugh and not be so afraid.

Why do you think you were afraid?

Once, when I was floating in one of those plastic pool rings — you know 
— like a donut? I was close to the side of the pool where my mom was sitting. 
She turned away to speak to one of her friends. It only takes a second, you 
know.

Only takes a second for what?
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To slip through the float.

The float? 

Yeah.

So you slipped through the float? 

Yeah. Mom was talking to somebody, and I slipped through the hole in the 
donut float. Right under the water I went. Like a stone.

What happened?

Well, I panicked!

Like when you were in the crib?

No, different — I was under the water and didn’t know to close my mouth 
and not breath.

What did you do?

I opened my mouth and breathed. And I could see my mom just feet away 
through the water. She was all rippled and silhouetted by the sky behind her.

And?

And she finally turned and saw me under the water. She jumped into the 
water and lifted me up by my armpits out of the water.

And then?

She took and put me face down on a towel and turned my head, then 
massaged my back with the heels of her hands. She was screaming!

She panicked?

I suppose. I was the first boy in the family. I had three sisters, but one died.

Which sister died?

Marylee. She was the first child.

How did she die?
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They say crib death. When Mom and Dad lived in Louisiana. He was in the 
Navy, and training to go to war. Mom and Dad were going out for dinner or 
something. Marylee was in her crib and Mom went in to check on her. They 
were waiting for the babysitter to come. And Marylee was — just — dead.

That must have been awful! Sort of like when you awoke in the crib. Perhaps 
you thought you were going to die, too.

I wouldn’t have known about Marylee then. I wouldn’t have known about 
dying, either.

Maybe not.

Maybe not? Why do you say that?

Well, what would you think if I said I think you’ve got your memories 
switched?

Switched? What do you mean?

The memories of the crib and the pool. They’re switched. The pool happened 
first, and then the crib.

Wha — ?

Do you remember coming to at the pool? Do you remember waking up?

I didn’t have to wake up — I didn’t black out!

Then why did your mother try to revive you if you were conscious?

I don’t — what? Try? Try to revive me? What are you saying? Wait! Are 
you saying that she didn’t revive me?

I’m not just saying it.

Hold on! This is crazy! I didn’t die in that pool that day! I did not drown! 
How the hell could I have gone through the rest of my life if I had died? I have 
hundreds of vivid memories growing up! People and places and food and 
smells! My brother and sisters and the houses we lived in and the pets and 
the bedrooms and clothing and schools and friends and parties and cars and 
football games and — you’re trying to tell me that none of that happened?
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The mind is a very powerful thing.

That would mean I’m dead now!

Well, almost. Not quite, yet.

So, what!? My whole life created and lived in a few minutes? Is that what 
you’re trying to tell me? That NONE of it actually happened?

Actually, less than a few minutes. A few seconds.

I . . . want . . . my . . . mo-mee . . .  I . . . want . . . my . . . mo-mee . . . 

§§§§§
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Last Room at the End of the Hall

Falcon was a doozy. Old, tall and lanky, he sported a shock of peppery 
hair that tufted out of his forehead and was slicked back over bald skin. 
His face was molded with gaunt cheeks and a prominent nose bent to 

the right, like he had been smashed with a haymaker in the third round of a 
boxing match. He had yellow, smoke-stained teeth and the breath that goes 
with it, a perpetual stubble sprouted from his chin and neck. His eyes were 
sunken, beady and black. 

He had always been the manager of the Tumbleweed Inn long as anyone in 
Atoz could remember. He always wore a tuxedo shirt stained off-white at the 
arm pits, and a ratty black bow-tie, frayed at the edges. Black suspenders and 
black pants —a bit baggy for his boney frame — completed the outfit. 

Oh, and dull-finished black patent shoes with black nylon socks. The same 
outfit. Sunday through Saturday.

Falcon perpetually squeezed non-filtered Camels between his yellowed 
fingers, and a long bending ash always clung to the fags without falling away. 
Billy hardly ever saw him inhale — probably in deference to the old cardboard 
sign at the front desk read “Thank You for Not Smoking.”

“Aren’t you afraid those things will kill you?” Billy asked Falcon one day.

“Gotta die from sumpthin,” he answered in his hoarse smoker’s voice.
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Not a lot was known about Falcon’s past. No one knew, for example, 
whether “Falcon” was his first or last name. Some thought he was Indian — 
maybe Sioux or Apache —because of his big nose and his tanned leather skin. 
But Billy didn’t buy that. The rest of Falcon’s physical package belied him 
coming from noble Native American stock.

The Tumbleweed Tavern & Inn was not an end-destination hotel. Rather, 
it was a what’s-the-cheapest-hotel-in-town for passersby who were forced 
to lay over due to weather delays of their flights to a real end destination. 
Or because a mechanical breakdown of their multi-passenger 4WD’s 
transmission forced them there. Or they were touristas who had gone so far 
off the beaten path their GPS no longer worked. Or because drivers no longer 
stopped for the brown cardboard with black crayon lettering that read “Los 
Angeles,” and hitchhikers were stuck.

The only reason Atoz even existed was the people who worked at the 
airport. Most were single and unattached; or drifters who had settled down 
for the moment to shake the dust off their lives, and ended up staying.

Which is how Billy Dern and his momma had come to live there. Bad 
relationship. Abuse. The usual list of things creating havoc between people 
who had at one time been hot and passionate, but were now at opposite poles. 
Along with one or two unusual things.

The only good thing to come out of the relationship was Billy, and his 
mother was bound and determined to protect him from Jessup Gains, his 
biological father. That’s why Atoz was such a perfect place to land for her. It 
wasn’t even on the maps, and Billy and his mother had been there as long as 
he could remember without one peep from his father. Of course, it’s hard to 
peep from inside Arizona State Prison.

The inn was two stories tall, built after the designs of the old saloons and 
hotels of the west. On the first floor was the great room, where tables and 
booths were used to gamble. Now they served as part of the tavern. One-
arm bandits, and video poker machines lined one wall, and were rarely used, 
except for bored touristas.

A long bar fronted another wall which was lined with booze and one large 
flat screen TV hooked up to the satellite dish atop the roof.  

The bar was typical: a long glass-topped surface with a vinyl pad 
on the customer’s side. Wooden barstools squeezed together and a brass 
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foot railing ran about half a foot above the floor. Half of the back wall of the 
bar was shelves of liquor — mostly whiskey and gin and vodka. Three beer 
taps protruded, the kegs on the other side of the wall where they could be 
disconnected and connected. A Pabst clock with neon letters glowed from 
its small space on the wall. Wine didn’t go to well with this crowd. “Gimme 
a Pabst,” or, “A shot of gin or whiskey” were the overwhelming favorites. No 
microbrews. No fruity, lemony drinks here.

The tavern was where the town, such as it was, congregated in the evenings 
and on weekends. Its large-screen TV was the only one in town. Daisy — 
Billy’s mom — petitioned Falcon for the longest time before he saw the 
wisdom in it. The dish was also her idea. Patrons gathered for Diamondback 
games during baseball, and the Suns games during basketball. Sometimes a 
Cardinals game —depending how they were doing. No soccer. Ever.

The fare relied on the sale of beer and other alcohol. The menu was simple: 
burgers, double burgers, burgers with cheese, double burgers with cheese, 
onions — everything medium rare —you get the picture. And steak. T-bones. 
And fries. Straight-cut. No special orders. What you see is what you get. Only 
the menu didn’t have pictures, and was typed. On a typewriter.

And everyone liked it like that. Normal. Expected. No surprises. 

One of the many framed paintings hung on the walls looked to be genuine. 
The rest were Remington reprints. This particular painting depicted the 
Tumbleweed Tavern & Inn around 1850 or so —if the artist’s signature and 
date were to be believed. It resembled the present-day structure somewhat, 
but was not constructed of adobe and stucco —just wood. There was a tall, 
lanky man leaning against the door to the inn. Rumor has it the building 
had been around in Atoz for more than two hundred years. Or at least the 
foundation had. In the old days, men called one another out from the tavern, 
stood in the dirt —or mud, if it had rained —and drew and shot wildly at 
each other, sometimes hitting an elbow or knee, but rarely fatal shots. No 
self-respecting gun slinger would ever go into Atoz, much less stay at the inn. 
They’d gee their horses around the town and head on to Tucson.

The second floor was where the rooms were located. In the old days, where 
the Madam kept her brothel. It was accessible by a flight of stairs to the side 
of the front desk. It ascended halfway up to a landing, then reversed direction 
and up to the second floor. There were twelve rooms, six on either side of 
the long hallway, six to a side. Four were single occupancy with a single bed, 
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closet, and an armoire where a medium-sized TV occupied the top half. Two 
were efficiency rooms, with built-in ranges, ovens, and small refrigerators. 
There was a small living area with a sofa, chair, and a table. The units had two 
queen beds separated by a nightstand and cowboy boot lamp. 

A clattering ice maker was crammed into a nook next to the stairwell, 
and shared space with a Coca-Cola machine. Falcon kept the soda machine 
stocked with both Coke and Pepsi products, preferring not to miss a sale if he 
could help it. The two machines battled each other, especially during the hot 
summer, to see which could produce the most noise throughout the night.

Billy and his mother lived in one of the efficiencies. 

Daisy worked and ran the tavern. An older grizzly-tempered codger had 
run it when they first arrived, and hired her to barkeep only. Then he just sort 
of disappeared. He had got real sick —pale —and his skin   blistered off in 
patches is what Billy remembered. During that time Daisy took over running 
the Tavern, overseeing the one cook (who had one eye) and the orders and 
the bar as well. 

One day Falcon told Daisy “Carson ain’t comin’ back. I’m puttin’ you in 
charge. Salary’s doubled.” And, just like that, things eased up a whole lot as far 
as money goes. Daisy worked her buns off, sure, but she was never before so 
at peace.

As Billy grew older, and to placate what Daisy imagined the impression she 
was taking advantage of Falcon and his “soft side,” she employed Billy to help 
clean and perform other chores in the tavern. While he couldn’t wait tables or 
serve alcohol, he bussed and helped with the late-night cleaning of the place. 
She paid him out of her own pocket.

Falcon was always at the inn. He never took a vacation that Billy could 
tell. He lived in an apartment on the ground floor abutting the inn which 
was accessed through the office behind the front desk, plus a lone back door 
where there was a tiny patio made of clay tile. A wooden rocking chair was 
the only object on the patio — not even a barbeque grill. 

No one had ever been invited into Falcon’s apartment.

He kept to himself, and his answers were short. He didn’t patronize — 
customers, employees — it was business as usual for him twenty-four seven. 
Of course, there was much speculation. He, like most of the residents of Atoz, 
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had probably sought out the isolated community, and was quite satisfied with 
his aloneness. Perhaps this was his French Foreign Legion, where he salved 
bitter wounds from unrequited love. Or darker, he was avoiding the law. Or 
even darker. It was easy to imagine much about Falcon.

Whatever rumors circulated, none was ever verified, and he continued to 
live under this cloud of mystery — which everyone had pretty much gotten 
used to. He was considered benign overall.

When Billy was big enough, Falcon started to give him things to do. 
Although gangly with little meat on the bones, he helped guests carry luggage 
up to their rooms. Falcon never paid him for his services; but on those rare 
occasions Billy did get tipped. Usually a buck. Sometimes a fiver. He kept his 
tips in a glass Mason jar with a rusted lid. It was his ‘mergency fund, he told 
his mom, but he always ended up getting her something nice from the five 
and dime down the street.

As a result of carrying bags, Billy noticed something he hadn’t before: the 
last room at the end of the hall. Unlike the other hotel rooms, it was at the 
end of the hallway. Billy had always thought it was some kind of storage closet 
for linens and other supplies. He had never seen the door opened. It stayed 
locked, and Falcon carried the only key on a beaded chain he wore around his 
leathery neck.

There was no room number on the door. All of the rest had brass numbers 
tacked to the door

“Why’s that?” Billy asked Falcon one day.

“Unlucky,” he replied, flicking his cigarette ash into an emerald glass ash 
tray.

“Unlucky?”

“It would be room thirteen. Unlucky,” he explained.

Daisy explained skyscrapers in the big cities often had no thirteenth floor, 
even though they might be forty stories high.

“Because it’s unlucky.”

“Makes no sense, Mom! There’s still a thirteenth floor, no matter what you 
call it.”
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And so, no sense had to make do for the moment. No one could, or would, 
explain it away to Billy’s satisfaction.

Since he had lived there, the Tumbleweed Tavern & Inn had never been 
filled to capacity. The most rooms he could remember being occupied at one 
time was maybe nine, and then for only a day or two. The last room at the 
end of the hall was used hardly ever, but when it was, the people assigned to 
the room seemed to Billy to be of a certain sort. They were the complainers. 
They were the “I’m-really-important-and-you’re-not-ers.” They were the mean 
parents; or the abusive husbands; or the loners who made your flesh crawl 
when they leered at you. They were black of heart, and didn’t care who knew 
it. They harbored dark secrets; or ran from pasts or events too terrible to 
think about.

But then, Atoz was peopled with mostly that kind. Well, not quite as bad, 
maybe. In fact, nowhere near as bad.

When those types came through Atoz, and stopped at The Tumbleweed 
Tavern & Inn, Falcon seemed to pick up on them from the time their feet hit 
the floor of the front lobby. Not so much a physical reaction, or anything he 
said to anybody — he was the same Falcon to everyone, and business was 
business —at least on his face. But Billy could tell there was a difference, and 
he knew when someone was going to be assigned the last room at the end of 
the hall.

The first person Billy could remember getting assigned to the last room 
at the end of the hall was a creepy fellow. He was short and bald, with extra 
weight around the middle. His hands were pudgy and fingers short. He wore 
black-rimmed glasses with thick lenses. His eyes bulged slightly, and with his 
bald head and tiny ears, Billy thought he looked like a fat pig. 

His shirt and pants were pressed with sharp creases, even in the desert 
heat. He was doused with Aqua Velva. He looked harmless with his carry-on 
bag and the leather valise he carried, but Billy sensed something. He would 
not allow Billy to carry his valise.

The pig man had missed a flight connection and arrived by cab one early 
evening. On his way to a watch repair convention in Reno, he told Billy as 
they climbed to the second floor.

“I repair watches,” he explained to Billy. “Third generation. I love the inner 
workings of a good watch. Love the Swiss watches. Hate digital watches. You 
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have a watch?”

“No,” Billy grunted as he hefted the overstuffed carry-on up the stairs.

“You might want to stop by my room later, and I’ll show you some of the 
watches I’ve collected over the years,” he offered, patting his valise with one 
hand. “I own a watch that used to belong to Wyatt Earp!”

Billy saw the man later in the tavern as he dined on a double cheese burger 
with a large heaping of onion rings. He looked up from his trough of food and 
smiled, a bit of ketchup dripping from the corner of his mouth. Billy nodded 
back. 

Against his better judgment, Billy later tapped on the last door at the end 
of the hall. A voice called out, “Just a minute!” and the pig man opened the 
door a crack. When he saw Billy he swung the door open.

“Oh, please come in! You want to see my watches, I suppose?” and he 
scuttled to the dresser in the room and grabbed his valise. He opened the case 
on his bed, revealing dozens of watches —gold and silver — attached to chain 
fobs.

“These are rare relics — the most precious of my collection,” he 
stammered, sitting next to the case and motioning Billy to join him on the 
bed. “I never let them out of my sight.”

He carefully lifted one particular watch and fob out of the case and cradled 
it in his pudgy paws.

 “See this one? It’s nearly a hundred fifty years old. Belonged to Wyatt 
Earp. Ever hear of him?”

Billy drew closer to see the timepiece. It was a dull silver color, with ornate 
designs etched into the metal. The cover glass was slightly yellowed.

“And it still works! I keep this in mint condition,” the man squealed 
excitedly. “Come closer, boy. Look on the inside of the cover.”

On the lid were the letters WBST hand etched in cursive, embellished with 
curly-cues. 

“Wyatt Berry Stapp Earp! WBST! Got it for a song at an estate sale in San 
Bernardino fifteen years ago.”
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“Whadya pay for it?”

“Two thousand dollars. It’s easily worth fifty times as much.”

“How do ya know it’s really his?”

“Well, the initials, of course.”

“Anybody coulda done that. Could be it’s just an old watch nobody special 
owned.”

The pig man got edgy at Billy’s comment, then shifted his focus away from 
the watch to Billy.

“Well,” he said slowly, smiling, “I showed you mine. Now you show me 
yours.”

“I don’t have a watch!” Billy returned, beginning to back away from the 
bed and towards the door.

“That’s not necessary. Not only do I collect watches, I like to watch. And 
I know you didn’t come to my room just to see my collection, now, did you 
boy?”

The pig man got up from his bed and surprised Billy by how quickly he 
sprang to the door, closing and locking it.

Billy backed up into the room, his heart thumping wildly in his ears. 

“I come here to see the watches. Nothin’ more,” Billy blurted. “What do 
you want? You need to let me go!”

“I will,” he grinned.

At that moment came a knock at the door, then the sound of a key, and the 
door opened.

It was Falcon.

“Hate to barge in, but I was lookin’ fer Billy. His ma wants him to help out 
in the tavern. C’mon outta there, Billy and let this man be.”

The pig man shook — a combination fear and anger. Billy slipped by both 
men and out the door without speaking. He turned as he dashed down the 
steps, and saw the door at the end of the hall slowly shut, with Falcon still 
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inside the pig man’s room. He heard the door lock.

Next morning Billy and Falcon climbed up the stairs and down the hallway 
to the last room to change the sheets and towels. Billy hadn’t seen the man 
leave.

“Left during the night,” Falcon murmured when Billy asked. “Decided to 
take a cab to Reno.”

Billy was relieved — but curious at the same time. He didn’t push Falcon 
with any more questions. A few days later he noticed Falcon take a silver 
watch out of his pocket to check the time. He never told anyone about the 
watches.

Billy took notice of the people who stayed in the last room. Every time he 
missed seeing the occupants leave. They always took off during the night, or 
early in the morning. By cab or in whatever car or van or truck or 4x4 they 
arrived in. Single occupants, usually — like the pig man. Always the same. It 
struck Billy as odd.

Billy knew not to ask Falcon about any of it.

In Atoz, people mostly avoided other people’s business. The law was the 
deputy sheriff assigned Atoz as part of his county beat, but he avoided the 
town as a rule —except during the playoffs if the Diamondbacks or the Suns 
were in contention. If so, he’d park himself at the end of the bar and nurse 
a beer and watch the game. If the team got knocked out of the playoffs, he 
wouldn’t be back for weeks. Anyway, there was little to no crime in Atoz. 
If residents were a bit off the paved highway in their thinking or how they 
lived their lives — long as no one else was bothered by it, no one said or did 
anything. 

So, as far as the last room at the end of the hall and what might be going 
on, Billy kept his tongue.

§§§

It was an unusually hot and dry day in Atoz. A day on which anything 
exposed to the grilling sun either shriveled up and died on the spot, or 
scampered for cover in the shade. High noon, and the shadows were few and 
stumpy. The deputy sheriff drove up and parked in front of the inn, his brakes 
squealing as they grabbed hot metal, road dust billowing up behind. He 
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opened the car door and put his hat on, positioning his dark sunglasses on his 
nose. He was here for business.

Crossing through the lobby he tossed a quick nod at Falcon, and sat down 
at one of the bar stools.

“Whaddle-it-be?” Daisy asked cheerily, setting an ice water down in front 
of the deputy.

“Water’s fine. On duty, you know.”

“That why you’re here? Finally found out who I am and what I did, did 
ya?” she grinned playfully. The deputy wasn’t married, and Daisy found him 
ruggedly attractive.

“Your name is on a notification list.”

“Yeah? I win the lottery?”

“Jessup Gains was let out of prison two days ago.”

§§§

There was no reason to think Jessup Gains would know Daisy and Billy 
were in Atoz, let alone show up there. She had a court order restraining him 
from coming within 500 feet of either herself or her son. But then, Jessup 
Gains was not a follow-the-rules sort of guy. He was more of a nobody-had-
better-not-get-in-my-way-if-you-know-what’s-good-for-you guy. He had 
spent the last eight years of his life in prison due mainly to Daisy’s testimony. 
And Jessup Gains had an ax to grind.

Billy didn’t know what his dad looked like. There were no photos of him, 
and Daisy never talked about him. The boy figured his dad was not a nice 
person. Daisy had toyed with the idea of telling Billy his dad died a hero in 
Afghanistan, but decided against it. That would diminish the honor of those 
who actually had given the ultimate sacrifice, which was sacrilegious to her. 
But she wanted Billy to be on the alert, and to let her know the minute anyone 
and anything suspicious happened.

“The last time I saw your dad, he was tall and skinny — like you — with 
clear blue eyes and long hair.”

“Like a hippy?”
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“Like a hippy. His hands are big, and he used to wear several rings. Oh, 
and he had a tattoo down his right arm from the shoulder to his fingertips. A 
Chinese dragon.”

“Cool!”

“Not so cool. And he wore earrings in both ears. He’s a bad man, Billy. 
He’s done bad things. To other people and to me, too. I don’t want him to do 
anything bad to you.” She drew him tight in a protective hug.

“I’ll take care of you, Mom — don’t you ever worry!”

But from that time on Daisy did worry. Every car that drove through town, 
every time the door to the inn opened and the bell tinkled, every time she 
walked up to a customer in the tavern whose back was turned she worried. 
She carried a gnawing, ominous feeling one day, Jessup Gains would show up.

§§§

Daisy was pouring a tall frosted glass full of tap beer when she heard a bar 
stool scrape the floor as someone sat down. Somehow she knew, and let the 
foam rise quickly to the rim of the glass and spew over before she could react 
and push the tap handle off. She slowly wiped the glass with a cloth before 
turning, trying to compose herself, and turned.

Jessup Gains sat at the bar with a large grin, looking at Daisy with obvious 
mixed emotion 

“I’ll have a long neck — make it a Bud,” he said slowly and evenly, not 
taking his eyes from hers.

“Hello, Jessup,” she answered, delivering the glass of beer to a customer 
a few stools down from Gains. She pulled a beer from the refrigerator and 
putting it in front of him.

“Not going to open it for me, Sweetheart?” he implored, looking hurt with 
his eyes.

“It’s a twist-off,” she said, and gripped the cap with her apron and opened 
it.

“Been thinking about you, Babe,” he cooed, then raised the bottle to his 
lips and drained it in one long, slow motion. 
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“Ah! That’s like water in the desert! Just like you.”

He put the bottle on the bar.

“Another, if you please.”

She reached for the empty, and before she could pull away he grabbed both 
her wrists, his strong hands clamping tight like manacles.

“Jessup! Don’t!”

“Don’t what, Baby? I’m not doing anything! You afraid of me, Daisy — 
after all we meant to each other?”

“You’re not supposed to be here — the restraining order...“

“Yeah, I know. The warden told me all about it. Can’t come near you or I 
go back. Back to my nice little cell where I’ve been hole up for eight goddamn 
years.” His voice was calm and relaxed. “All thanks to you, Daisy.”

“It’s not my fault, Jessup! You did those things — I didn’t have anything to 
do with it!”

“’Course not. You just ratted me out first chance you got. Real quick. I got 
to thinking — while I was sittin’ in my cell — maybe there was someone else.”

“Not true!”

“Someone you had met at the diner? Someone who wooed you away from 
me. Wanted you and my boy and convinced you to turn on me. See, it would 
explain a lot, Daisy — and I don’t think I would be nearly as angry if someone 
had talked you into doing it. Some lover? Was there a lover, Daisy?”

“You beat me, Jessup! You sent me to the emergency room three times 
when you were drunk! I tried to stay! I loved you!”

“Loved me? Funny how you went about showing it.”

The customer further down the bar quickly drained his beer and dug into 
his pocket for a dollar, which he left on the bar. He got up from his stool and 
nervously left. A moment later, Falcon walked over and sat down on the stool 
next to Gains.

“Everything all right, Daisy?” he asked, lighting a Camel.
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Jessup let go of Daisy and she pulled away, rubbing her wrists.

“Sure, Falcon. Everything’s fine. No problem. Jessup and I are just catching 
up.”

“Jessup?”

Jessup turned to Falcon and grinned, “I’m the ex-boyfriend. Jessup Gains. 
I’m just traveling through and thought to say ‘hi’ to Daisy and Billy. Billy’s my 
boy, you know.”

“That right?”

“Haven’t seen him in eight years.”

“Hmmm. Off at war?”

“In a manner of speaking.”

“I support our troops. You guys protect my freedom. How long you been 
out?”

“A while. Buy you a beer?”

“Thanks, but it’s on me. Two more of the same, Daisy.”

Gains relaxed his grip and Daisy wrested away to get the beers.

“So, Jessup — is it?”

“Gains. Jessup Gains. And you?”

“Falcon. I own the place.”

“That a fact? Falcon your first or last name?”

“My only name.”

“Yes, well — thanks for the beer, Falcon! Cheers!” Gains saluted with his 
bottle and clinked Falcon’s. They both drained their beers in silence, looking 
at each other, then set the empties on the bar. Falcon nodded to Daisy for 
another round. Daisy had never seen Falcon drink before. 

“You here long?”

“Like I said, just passing through. Wanted to catch up with Daisy and Billy 
and move on.”
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“And where would that be?”

“Wherever!” he grinned, taking the fresh glass of beer when Daisy brought 
them. The two clinked their bottles once more and, as before, swilled them 
down. Falcon nodded to Daisy again to fetch another round. She could see 
Jessup was a bit giddy, and beginning to slur his words. She worried. Jessup 
was a mean drunk. She tried to tell Falcon with a look, but he was oblivious 
of her, keeping his eyes on Jessup. Falcon, contrary to Jessup, appeared 
unaffected by the beer in how he sat or how he talked.

“See, Mister Falcon...“

“Just Falcon.”

“’Scuze me! See, Falcon, now I’ma free man, I can damn well go wherever 
the hell I want. ‘Scuze the French!” He downed his beer quickly. “Damn, that’s 
good! Bes’ I had ina long, long time, friend. Can I call you friend, Falcon?”

“Call me whatever you like. Just don’t call me late for supper,” he grinned.

Jessup guffawed at the joke. He slapped Falcon on the shoulder.

“You goddamn all right, Mr. Fal — oh, Falcon, I mean,” and slammed the 
bottle on the bar.

“So, Mr. Gains, where you gonna stay the night?”

“You jus’ call me Jess, Falcon. All my friends do. Where I’m gonna stay? 
Tonight? Well I thought I’d bunk in with Daisy and Billy! Thas what I thought! 
Then it’d be free,” he grinned.

He bent forward toward Falcon, “See — I don’ ‘zactly haf a lotta dough at 
this precise moment. Thas gonna change soon, though!”

“No need. Their room is small — barely big enough for the two of them.”

“I don’t need much! Jus’ the floor will do. Maybe a pillow.”

“Can’t have America’s finest sleeping on the floor, Mr. Gains!”

“Pu-leeze! Call me Jess . . .”

“I got just the room for you, Jess. Big airy bed. Nice view! And 
complimentary breakfast in the morning.”
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“I — I can’t do that, Falcon. I wouldn’t feel right about it.” He burped.

“Right? What’s wrong with putting up a war hero for the night? I insist. I 
will not take no for an answer. Daisy —one more round to go and then we’ll 
get Jess here up to his room. I’ll need Billy to help.”

“Billy? Where’s Billy?” Gains slurred. The last round was delivered and 
he grabbed the bottle as though it were precious. “Thish, ish the besh beer I 
haf effer had in my whole life! Bless you, Daisy!” he toasted, then tipped the 
amber bottle up to drink. “An’ I’ll shee you in the mornin’ darlin’! I like my 
eggs schrambled an’ hash browns an’ sixsh peeshes of bacon!”

He carefully brought down the bottle onto the bar, in slow motion, so as 
not to tip it over.

“Thanks, Falcon,” Daisy smiled.

Billy came into the Tavern and got the first look at his father. Gains was 
stumbling drunk. Falcon helped him off his stool and draped one of Gains 
arms over his shoulder to help support him.

“He’s got a bag — green duffle in the lobby. Bring it up, huh, Billy?”

“Which room?” he asked, knowing the answer.

“Last room at the end of the hall.”

“Thas shounds like a winner! Lash room at th’ end of th’ hall! Yep! An’ you 
are my boy Billy! Right?”

“That’s what they say, Sir.” Billy scooted to get his father’s duffle.

“Y’are the spittin’ image of your mother, boy! I love your mother, Billy, did 
you know that? An’ I love you, too . . . “

Jessup continued blubbering sentiments as Falcon hauled him up the 
stairs, down the hall, and into the last room at the end of the hall. There, he 
gently lay Jessup on the bed, and covered him with a blanket.

Billy set the duffle bag on the floor next to the bed. Before he left, he 
turned to Jessup, who was now blubbering and sobbing.

“G’night, mister.”

“I’m your goddamn dad, for chrissakes! Call me Dad!”
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“G’night … Dad,” and closed the door behind him when he left, Jessup on 
the bed, Falcon standing beside the bed watching the man.

§§§

As it had been with all occupants of the last room at the end of the hall, 
Jessup Gains left The Tumbleweed Tavern & Inn sometime during the night, 
according to Falcon.

“Said he was glad to see your mom, and to meet you, Billy. He’s right proud 
of you, and told me to tell you that.”

“Sure. Thanks, Falcon. For everything.”

Jessup Gains never returned, and was never heard of. 

Sometime later the deputy sheriff rolled into Atoz with a man who was 
looking for Gains. His parole officer.

“Gains hasn’t checked in with me for over five months, and it’s a violation 
of his parole. If you see him, contact the deputy here who will take him back 
into custody. The man’s bad,” he explained to Falcon, with Billy and Daisy 
listening at his side.

“Won’t you two stay for a Coke, Deputy?” she smiled. “And I can whip you 
up a quick cheeseburger and fries. On the house.”

“Well, Ma’am — don’t mind if we do.”

Over the next year Daisy and the deputy became an item and eventually 
got married. They moved out of Atoz and Billy got to live in a real house and 
have a real dad. He did well in school, and, unlike his biological father, went 
to Arizona State — college, instead of prison.

Researching a topic for one of his classes, Billy Googled Atoz and The 
Tumbleweed Tavern & Inn. He surfed through a few articles and stumbled 
onto a photo — a digital of a tintype photograph of the Tavern and Inn dated 
1865. It was of the front of the building, which was entirely of wood. The 
street was dirt, and hitching posts were scattered along a wood plank walk 
that ran along the front of the building. Leaning against one of those hitching 
posts, near the entrance, was a man.

He was old, tall and lanky, with a shock of peppery hair tufting out of his 
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forehead and slicked back over bald skin; thin-faced with gaunt cheeks and 
a prominent nose that looked like he had been smashed with a haymaker in 
the third round of a boxing match; stubble sprouting from his chin and neck; 
beady black eyes. He wore a tuxedo shirt stained off-white at the arm pits, and 
a ratty black bow-tie, frayed at the edges. Black suspenders and black pants 
— a bit baggy for his boney frame — completed the outfit. And dull-finished 
black patent shoes with black socks. He squeezed a cigarette between his 
fingers, and a long bending ash clung to the fag, about to fall away.

Billy smiled.

§§§§§
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Oh Come, Thou Knight

She had called him to come to her every night for months. Urgently 
willed him to on some nights. When he finally appeared what he did 
was monstrous, but at the same time — exhilarating. She was not a 

victim. She was a willing participant. She welcomed the act — reveled in its 
dichotomy of hell and heaven.

Night came none too soon. The drag of day was tedious and tiresome, 
and she was exhausted by the time the sizzling sun finally dipped beyond 
the deep wood. The burnt day — with its moist, cottony, heavy air — cooled 
as it darkened. It became fresh again with the stirring of nocturnal breezes 
and the easy, calming night symphony of its unseen orchestra of crickets 
and katydids, tree frogs and night owls. Blended melodies lifted against the 
brushing background sound of swaying oaks and elms. Mixed and stirred into 
a concoction so potent that the long-dead sat up, fully awakened from sleep.

More than ease from her pain and distance from her troubles, he brought 
her new life — movement towards meaningfulness she had never before 
experienced. He was in a word her Resurrector. He appeared at the precise 
moment she teetered precariously between despair and oblivion over the 
yawing crevices that disappeared into nothingness beneath her.

§§§
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A gust of night wind and the sateen curtains billowed in the breeze. He was 
there silhouetted against the harvest moon that crested above the deep wood. 
Effortlessly, gracefully, he glided to her bed where she lay prone and awaited 
him — barely concealed in her night clothes. He knelt and stared down upon 
her, his eyes hardly visible in their deep sockets. He hummed quietly with the 
night orchestra and soothed her all the more. 

Touching her gently, his strong hands cupped either side of her face. 
The contact tickled and she smiled approvingly. His fingers traced along 
and under the sensuous skin on her neck. Down to the leveling out of her 
collarbone and out to the curves of her shoulders. Then down the upper arms 
to the soft pulsating skin in the fold of her elbow. There he softly drew small 
circles with his finger.

It was too tempting. Her long legs stirred and rubbed rhythmically like 
the tide, and she felt her womanhood begin to flow along dried creek beds. 
Rivulets at first. Then strong and steady streams.

The night. The moon. The cool breeze. The orchestra of sounds. His touch 
on her arm. The throbbing in her veins and in her legs and in her mind. All 
was one.

She tipped her head back revealing her neck in the bath of moonlight, 
feeling its prickly light illumine her throat, her veins elongating, her muscles 
stretching and tensing. The throbbing moved up from her loins to her arms 
to her neck. His light touch circled, cooled, moistened her arm. His shadow 
enveloped her — the shroud of a mystical blanket — a final and simple gown.

The end was painless. More than painless — it was climactic. Not fearful 
nor dark nor monstrous nor unwelcomed nor uninvited. Quick and without 
fear. Then warm and cool intermingled. Warm on her arm, and cool on her 
face.  

Another spritely, turning breeze danced through the window and slipped 
about them both. 

She closed her eyes, and then opened them one last time. She smiled at 
him, and softly whispered “Thank you!”
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He said nothing but stroked her brow gently, combing wisps of her hair 
with his fingers. Then he closed her eyelids. Gently. Lovingly. Respectfully.

Arising, he returned to the window, hesitated and was gone. Of a time she 
too arose. No pain. No troubles. No tedium. No exhaustion. She turned and 
faced the woman on the bed. Old. Tired. At rest. At peace.

She spun giddily toward the window, tears on her cheeks, the fresh breath 
of a breeze cupping her face. Silhouetted against the large harvest moon she 
spread apart the sateen curtains and was gone.

§ § § § §
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The Technicolor Dreamer

It’s the damnedest thing I’ve ever experienced in my entire counseling 
career, and I have no explanation for any of it. I’m a pragmatist. My beliefs 
don’t ordinarily stray beyond what can be explained scientifi cally, or by 

the randomness of Nature — coincidence, if you will. But this story belies all 
sane explanation, and falls into the category of eerie.

Toby Wheeler had been a client for years. He was prone to the couch 
because of his childhood, which was pretty bad. Abusive dad, co-de pendent 
mother. One addicted to power and the other to a variety of substances — 
alcohol, barbiturates — the usual suspects.

Toby had been weak to begin with, born premature with an underde-
veloped respiratory system. He was hospitalized for more than two months 
before being allowed to go home. Huge hospital bills, all which insurance 
wouldn’t cover, forced his dad to get another part-time job to make up the 
difference. But he was a cop and so finding security work at night wasn’t so 
difficult. It meant he was gone a good bit of the time, leaving Toby to be cared 
for by his mother, who drank and popped her days with pills.

After several years of struggling, the medical bills were finally paid, and 
his dad was home more frequently. He took all of his frustration out on Toby. 
Toby — the screwed up reason his family didn’t own a house; the reason 
they drove an old clunker of a car; the reason for every bad thing — even the 
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reason, so his dad said, I have to take off my belt so much to point you in the 
right direction.

Aside from being a momma’s boy (his dad’s favorite name for Toby — Hey, 
momma’s boy! Get me a damn beer!), Toby was plagued with asthma. He didn’t 
exercise as a result, and grew up thin and spindly — not the athlete prototype 
his dad had always wanted. And he ended up the only boy in the family, 
followed by two younger sisters. Now, they were the boys his dad always 
wanted.

Jackie was great at anything she tried — tennis, softball, rock climbing. If 
they had let girls on the football team, hell, she would have been an offensive 
guard according to the way Toby’s dad bragged on her. Why the hell couldn’t 
you be more like Jackie? his dad would berate him at the dinner table. His 
mother would reach under the dining table to gently pat her son’s knee, as if 
to say I love you just the way you are.

Della was the adventurer, making sure she was out of the house doing 
something, going somewhere. She was also the pretty one, and used her looks 
to her good advantage, wary that too much attention on the part of any boy 
was the lure to a tragic ending. She broke a lot of hearts, but hers remained 
intact.

It’s a beautiful day in the neighborhood. Yeah. Right. Toby’s favorite 
TV show — Mr. Rogers — and he lived for the opening song and rued the 
end of the daily episode. Between those musical book ends Toby soared in 
imagination and self-contentedness. Why couldn’t Mr. Rogers have been my 
dad? he often wondered aloud in therapy.

To protect himself, Toby dived into a fantasy life filled with comic book 
heroes and science fiction. All of the Marvel men and women were his idols, 
Thing was his favorite. He also knew, nearly by heart, every episode of the 
original Star Trek television series. Like many, the emotionally-distanced 
Spock appealed to him, and he adopted much of his persona in his day-to-day 
life.

Of all my clients, Toby was great entertainment. We had regular ses sions, 
which I always looked forward to. You might say our time was a staple in both 
our lives.  

Toby didn’t come to me until after he had left his family home and was 
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an adult on his own. Otherwise I would have been obligated to inform the 
authorities about his abusive father. Toby excelled academically — so much he 
ended up with a full ride to Stanford, where he dou ble-majored in math and 
mechanical engineering as an undergraduate, and then pursued his masters 
and PhD in computer engineering. Geek doesn’t begin to describe Toby.

Anyway, he was eons away from those childhood days chronologically 
when he first came to see me, although every instance of abuse felt and 
smelled fresh to him when he recounted them. I knew from the get-go we 
were going to be long-term. So we settled into our weekly regimen. I had no 
illusions of success where Toby was concerned.

He had virtually no contact with either his parents (small wonder) or 
his sisters. One of his sisters – Jackie, the athletic freak (as he called her) — 
moved to Montana and opened up a boutique which became rather trendy. 
She married her business partner, and the two of them decid ed to have a 
turkey baster baby – sperm donated by one of their gay friends. Jackie took 
the role of the father, and Helen was impregnated with the sperm and served 
as the mother.

His other sister, Della, moved to Amsterdam and did God knows what 
there. He thought she was part of a commune or something – but that was 
only rumor, spread when a childhood friend had run across her in Europe.

For years he and I hashed and rehashed the same old shit, as he called it. 
I tried putting him on a host of medication, which would seem to help for 
a while, and then not. I mean, it wasn’t like Toby was going to harm himself 
— or anybody else, for that matter. He just ran about an inch or so below 
normal. Dysthymic, I pronounced him one day.

“What’s that?” he asked, although I bet he knew. He was so well-versed in 
counseling terminology I once asked him had he ever consid ered going into 
the field himself. He just grinned.

“It’s like a six-cylinder engine running on four cylinders on account two 
are bad.” I use simple, easy-to-understand illustrations for my clients. Pretty 
down to earth am I.

“And, how do we fix it?”

“Depends,” I said, relying on the counselor’s most-trusted statement to a 
client, “on if you want to be fixed.”
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And, of course, whenever I suggested Toby was doing better, or maybe we 
needed to reevaluate our arrangement, he immediately spiraled downward 
into a near-psychotic state of panic.  It wasn’t that he actually was doing 
better. Sometimes I needed a break. And that’s what I thought had occurred 
when Toby called me on a cold rainy day in October.

“We’ve got to meet!”

“All right. Tell me why you think so, Toby.”

“Haven’t slept for days!”

“Are you taking your pills?”

“That’s just it! I can’t! I can’t go to sleep!”

“The pills will help...“

“No! Damn it! You’re not listening! I cannot, I MUST NOT go to sleep! I 
dare NOT sleep!”

Pause.

“So, you’re telling me that the problem isn’t you can’t sleep — it’s that you 
are afraid to go to sleep for some reason, correct?”

“Exactly! Yes, for God’s sake!”

§§§

We met an hour after the conversation. I had to clear the afternoon’s 
appointments, so I was a bit disgruntled when Toby arrived, disheveled and 
sleep crazed. Wired. Every other frantic adjective one could use oozed from 
him.

“Why can’t you go to sleep, Toby?”

“Because I might dream.”

“Uh-huh. You might dream? And we know you’ve dreamed before. And 
we’ve talked about many of those dreams, right?”

“This is different! God!”

“Calm down, Toby. It’s going to be all right.”
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“No! It’s NOT going to be all right! You don’t understand!”

“Then help me understand, Toby.”

Toby sat on the edge of the couch and raked his oily hair with tense fingers. 
He leaned over and buried his face in his hands for several moments, then 
took a deep breath and sat up.

“Have you ever had a dream come true?”

“You don’t mean a dream as in a hope, right?”

“A goddamn dream, for God’s sake!”

“Um, not sure. I remember a dream I had the night before a football game. 
In the dream I scored a touchdown on a short run. And, it happened in the 
game.”

“See!”

“But, c’mon, Toby — a dream didn’t make the touchdown happen.”

“How do you know? How do you know your dream wasn’t a foretell ing of 
what was going to happen?”

“Well, I guess I don’t know for sure, but I don’t think that’s what hap pened.”

“Was it in color?”

“The dream?”

“I’ll bet it was in color! Not black and white.”

“That was a hundred years ago! I don’t remember whether it was in color 
or black and white. Who cares what color it was?”

“Technicolor, I guess would be the more accurate term. I bet it was.”

“So, Toby – I’m guessing you’re here because of dreams you’re hav ing?”

“No. I’m here because of dreams I might have.”

“Okay, I can’t read your mind! You need to explain.”

“I normally dream in black and white. I don’t know why – that’s the way it’s 
been ever since I can remember.
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“About three months ago I had a dream in color — uh, Technicolor. The 
first, ever.”

“Okay.”

“It was a vivid dream of a tour bus, somewhere in the mid-west. The bus 
was filled with seniors — old people. They were a chatty bunch, talking and 
laughing, and the bus was zooming, it seemed to me, along a rather winding 
and narrow highway. It was on the outside lane, and a steep embankment fell 
into a sort of canyon, was just on the other side of a metal guard rail.

“All of a sudden, as the bus rounded a corner, a semi coming from the 
other direction crossed the center line. I could see the driver of the semi as he 
realized what was going to happen. The truck slammed into the bus, and both 
the truck and the bus went over the guard rail and into the canyon, and burst 
into flames at the bottom.”

“Helluva dream, Toby.”

“It wasn’t a dream! It happened! It came on the national news the very next 
day!”

“Yes, I remember. A tragic accident. No one survived, as I recall.”

“And I dreamed about it before it happened!”

I hesitated to respond to Toby.

“Toby, déjà vu,” I said, matter-of-factly.

“You think my dream was déjà vu? You think I watched the news and had 
a deja vu experience rather than dreaming it?”

“It’s a plausible explanation.”

“Well, to be honest, I thought so, too. I hoped it was true. Until I had 
another dream, also in Technicolor. On that occasion, I jotted down the 
dream and dated it. I even put the time I wrote the dream down.

“The dream was about a small boy — maybe a little older than a year and a 
half. He was a toddler. In my dream he came out of a camper trailer at night. 
There was a full moon, and he crossed over to where there was a lake. The 
moon was reflected in the water, and the boy kept saying Moon! as he walked 
into the lake. He kept walking until his feet slipped, and he went under.”
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“He drowned?”

“The story was on the news the next day. It was a local news item. The boy 
and his parents had gone camping in a nearby state park, and he slipped out 
of the camper late that night. They found his body float ing in the lake about 
noon the next day.”

“And you wrote it down before the dream?”

“I did. Do you believe me?”

“Toby, I don’t know what to say.”

“One more. I dreamed about my father. He was drunk and out of control. 
My mother was trying to contain him and he slapped her and knocked her 
unconscious.”

“Toby, it’s the story of your parents’ life!”

“He knocked a tooth out of her mouth. The front left incisor. Actually, 
cracked it in half. It’s exactly what I dreamed. And I wrote it down because it 
had been in Technicolor, too.

“Four days ago I called my mother. And listen to this: she said she had to 
go to a dentist to repair a broken tooth! She first told me she had fallen and 
hit the floor, breaking her tooth in half. The front left incisor. And I told her 
she was lying to me; and I had dreamed about Dad hitting her in a drunken 
fury; and she broke down in tears and confessed he had done it.”

“Wow.”

“Hard to explain it away, huh?”

He was frenetic. His eyes wide and bloodshot. 

“Again — it’s the story of your parents, Toby. I call it coincidence.”

“And I call it something else. Nothing I dream in black and white ever 
comes true! Those are symbolic dreams – about my fears and my psychoses. 
Everything I dream in Technicolor comes true, and is NOT about my 
psychoses!”

“But three dreams is a very small sampling, Toby.”

“What? You need more than three dreams? I don’t! Three is enough for me! 
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There is no way I’m going to sleep! What’s the next Technicolor dream going 
to be? It isn’t like the dreams occur a week before whatever I dream happens 
so I can do something about them! It’s like I’m dreaming it as it happens!

“I’ve been awake for the last four days — ever since the phone call to my 
mom!”

“What if these dreams are coincidental? Toby, your dreams are not 
causing these things to happen. IF what you say is true, there’s some sort of 
inexplicable thing going on, and you are in tune with certain events. I don’t 
know — something psychic, maybe.”

“This is the best you can do? Inexplicable thing? Something psychic? 
Come ON! You gotta help me! Otherwise I’m gonna do something drastic!”

“Like what? Kill yourself? You telling me you’re gonna commit sui cide, 
Toby?”

“Oh, I like that! Then you put me into a psych ward and drug me up! 
I am NO FOOL! The dreams won’t stop! I’ll still have them! Do you not 
understand?”

“What do you want me to do, Toby?”

Toby dropped his head in disappointment. He breathed deeply and calmed 
a bit from his fervor.

“Right. What the hell can you do? Not a lot, I guess. Nothing, really. I 
mean, it’s not like you can guarantee I won’t have another Technicolor dream 
when I’m finally exhausted and fall asleep. Right? You can’t, right? There’s 
really no pill for something like this.”

I was thinking, diving deep into my bag of tricks and searching for any way 
to help Toby. He clearly was on the edge. If I had a black and white dream pill, 
I sure as hell would give it to him.

That was it! A black and white dream pill! And I knew just where to go to 
get it.

Toby was more than confused at my excitement. I grabbed my Rolodex 
and rifled through half a dozen names and numbers before finding what I was 
looking for.

“Here it is! Toby, hang on while I make a call,” I said, motioning him back 
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to the waiting room. I instructed my receptionist to keep Toby engaged and 
talking. Then I made my call.

“Okay,” I announced, coming back into the waiting room. Toby stood up 
with anticipation. “You and I are going to see a friend who, I think, has the 
answer for you — at least until we can get to the bottom of this thing. I’ll 
drive. You’re too tired to be on the road driving.”

The look of relief on Toby’s face was immediate, and he slumped in 
exhaustion.

§§§

We crossed town through heavy late-afternoon traffic. Toby kept trying 
to pry out of me where we were going and who we were going to see. I kept 
saying, “You’ll see, Toby. Trust me!”

We pulled into a strip mall not far from the hospital. There were doc tors 
and dentists and a host of other practitioner offices of nondescript décor. They 
formed a U around the parking lot. We parked in front of one of those offices 
and entered.

“Gregory von Buelin, PhD, Behavioral Therapist,” was ornately etched into 
a brass plate fastened to the door. Inside, an older and wiry gentlemen awaited 
us.

“Steven, I am so glad you called,” he said to me. “And this is Toby?”

He shook our hands and led us through a door and down a hall to an 
office. It was comfortably furnished with large, cushy leather chairs. The walls 
were lined with thousands of books. Track lighting offered a calming effect, as 
did the soft, innocuous background mood music.

“Please, sit wherever you like,” he instructed gently. “My name is Pro fessor 
von Buelin. You may call me Gregory, Toby.”

“Okay...Gregory.”

Von Buelin listened attentively as Toby repeated his story. The professor 
did not take notes — did not “I see,” and “Aha . . .” stereotypically. I liked him. 
His entire demeanor was one of soothing confidence.
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“We will attempt to give you exactly what you want: a magic pill will make 
it so when you sleep, your dreams will be in black and white.” 

“Magic pill?”

Von Buelin reached for a medicine bottle and tapped out two while pills 
into the palm of his hand.

“Yes. Magic pills,” and held them out to Toby, who picked them out of the 
professor’s hand and inspected them. “For your deep psyche. To us, they are 
no more than sugar pills.”

“Placebos,” remarked Toby.

“Correct. Placebos. But when you do as instructed and take these pills? 
They will work. You will not have anything but dreams in black and white.”

“That...would be...a miracle,” Toby mused with a grin. It was the first time 
all afternoon he seemed to relax a bit.

“First, we talk a bit more. Then, we take the pills,” von Buelin motioned for 
the return of the pills.

As they talked, about nothing in particular, about nothing to do with 
Toby’s dreams nor his fears nor anything amounting to much at all, Toby 
began to relax more. The soft confidence of the professor’s voice disarmed 
him, and he began to sink into the rich leather chair, luxuriat ing in its feel and 
smell, as though he were being firmly hugged by the most loving person he 
had never known. Protective. Trusting. Relax ing. Sinking. Relaxing. Relaxing. 
Relaxing.

“Now, Toby, I want you to take this bottle of pills. It contains a spe cial 
medication that, when you put it on the back of your tongue and swallow it 
down with a small cup of water, will wash down your throat and into your 
stomach. There it will dissolve and then seep into your body, traveling along 
your blood system to reach your brain, where the special chemicals will go 
directly to your dream center, and finally pull the levers which control your 
dreams. When it happens, you will only dream in black and white, and not 
another one of your dreams will ever, ever, ever come true.

“Will you open the bottle of pills now, Toby?”

“Yes.” And Toby opened the bottle of pills.
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“And will you take out one of the pills, Toby?”

“Yes.” And Toby took out one of the pills.

“Please put the pill on the back of your tongue.”

He did.

“Here is some water,” the professor said, pouring water from a pitcher into 
a paper cup. “Take a small sip, please.” 

“Yes.”

“Now swallow, please, and feel the pill travel down your throat . . .”

“Yes.”

“To your stomach?”

“Yes.”

“And into your body . . .”

“Yes.”

“And finally, into your brain.”

“Yes.”

“It is now pulling the dream control lever so you will only dream in black 
and white.”

“Black and white.”

“Yes, black and white.”

I marveled at von Beulin’s skill. I was half hypnotized myself. Certainly 
relaxed as hell. And so was Toby. No jitters, no fears — just calm and relaxed. 
And I knew for certain he was not going to be bothered by Technicolor 
dreams any longer.

§§§

I took him home and dropped him off, telling him I’d pick him up in the 
morning so he could get his car. He was definitely too relaxed to drive, and no 
reason to tempt fate, I always say.
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It was a long, hard day for me. I mean it normally is what with listen ing on 
hours to people tell me about their various psychoses. But it was particularly 
stressful with Toby. I knew what was at the back of his mind. I knew what he 
was afraid of.

He was afraid one day he would have a dream about himself. In 
Technicolor. And in that dream he would have an awful accident and die.

Some say if you dream about your own death and don’t wake up before it 
ends — you die. I don’t know how the hell you go about prov ing it. It’s not like 
you can take a dead person’s brain and slice it up and do something with it to 
see what the last impressions were. Well, not currently, anyway. 

Maybe someday.

So he was on my mind. You know. Toby and some final dream about 
his death. In Technicolor. At least, it’s what I told myself. The power of 
suggestion. The day and the stress and all of Toby’s energy — plus the 
hypnotism. It all kind of got jumbled up in my head. That’s the way I figure 
it — the way I explained it. Coincidence. A fluke of mental nature. It’s what I 
told myself.

So I dreamed about Toby. He was in his apartment and was so relaxed! He 
walked into his bathroom and looked at himself in the cabinet mirror. His 
face was unlined and smooth — a little on the pasty side.

He looked at the tub and began to run a bath. He poured lilac bath salts 
into the water, into the frothing and bubbling spot where the stream from the 
faucet entered the water.

He slowly disrobed and tested the water temperature. 

The water was tinted purple from the lilac salts, and felt silky warm to his 
hands and fingers. He got into the tub and sat down, his feet near the faucet, 
feel ing the soft push of the water entering the tub. He breathed in slowly, 
smelling the salts, feeling calm and relaxed.

He tilted his head back against the incline of the back of the tub, his hair 
matting wet, cushioning him against the cool white enamel. He rolled his 
head slowly — the water running, his arms to his sides and floating just below 
the surface of the water, his hands limp, fingers slightly parted.

He closed his eyes, and an orange sun-like spot on the inside of his eyelids 
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glowed where the bathroom light shone. He was at the sea shore. He could 
hear the ocean waves gently rolling up the beach and slipping back, back 
to the sea. A gull called languidly above him. And he slept. He dreamed. 
Everything was in black and white. For him.

I watched as he slipped under the water. I watched as he drowned 
peacefully, with the water still running from the faucet into the tub. Up and 
over the edge of the tub and onto the green tiled floor, soaking the dark 
brown mat.

So, you tell me? Coincidence?

I haven’t slept since for three days. Toby’s funeral is this afternoon.

I want you to tell me this isn’t something that can’t be explained away. I 
need that from you. All of the Tobys out there need that from you. I don’t dare 
dream in Technicolor again.

Can you understand?

Can you?

§§§§§

Note:

My father, Lawrence A. Marsden, wrote a number of short stories years ago 
that were never published as far as I know. At the beach one summer my sister 
told me of “The Technicolor Dream,” which he had written. She did not know 
where it was and to date we have not discovered that manuscript. I wrote this in 
tribute to my father — and to the great and curious mind that was his.
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Harvey Meeks and the Crawl Space

Harvey Meeks slowly backed out of the crawlspace of his house, 
keeping his eyes fastened on the two glowing orbs tucked into the 
darkest corner of the low-ceiling cavern. He wasn’t a courageous 

man by nature, and the fact he had entered the dank dungeony hole at all was 
monumental on his part. Seeing he had no choice in the matter, he pushed 
himself into action. You see, his cable TV was out.

Now a man like Harvey can do without a lot of things in life — which he 
had — but cable TV was not one of those things. It was high on the list of 
what he considered a necessity, ranking just behind air and food, and well 
ahead of sex. Cable TV was not optional.

Harvey went through the peremptory motions of jiggling and wiggling 
various lines and connections to his TV and the cable box to make sure the 
problem wasn’t something simple. Not that he knew anything about the lines 
and connections. Harvey’s employment was as a telephone customer service 
person for an online retailer. His droll personality was well-suited to the task 
and very little else. Still, it paid the bills. 

After wiggling and jiggling with no results, he came to the conclusion the 
solution would not be a simple one.
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He sighed in frustration and clumped down the wooden stairs to the 
basement, a smallish and mildewy concreted area where his clunker oil 
furnace, the dented water heater and a mismatched very used washer and 
dryer occupied most of the floor space. Everything was set up on concrete 
blocks to avoid the annual spring flooding. The metal sides of the furnace, the 
water heater and the GE washer and Sears dryer were flecked with rust spots. 

Harvey accessed his crawl space through a wooden door made of vertical 
tongue-in-groove planks which were beginning to flay out like the top of a 
poker hand. The door was fastened shut with a rusted latch. He had to jerk 
hard with one hand on the flip nail while holding the door compressed with 
the other so it wouldn’t fall apart. Once open, he was hit by a waft of cold 
damp air that smelled of nothing in particular. He heard what sounded like 
small rats skittering for refuge.

The crawl space was the heart of the technology of his house. Next to the 
wooden door were the boxes for his cable TV, internet and land line. All of 
the major pipes – both oil and water – curved and bent into the space as well. 
It was a poor design he thought — but he had bought the house on the cheap 
with the intention of moving everything to a more accessible spot. He never 
had. At least his fuse box was on the wall next to the water heater. He often 
wondered if that was a code violation of some sort.

The crawlspace was the likely scene of the TV cable disruption, he figured.

Harvey twisted the head of his flashlight until a shaft of light shot out, 
and he turned it into the crawl space. From the floor joists were remnants 
of spider webs hanging like Spanish moss. The ground was barren and dun-
colored. It reminded him of photos of the moon’s surface. Clipped, nailed, and 
otherwise fastened to the parallel floor joists were wires and cables and pipes. 
Droplets of water dangled and lined up side by side along the coursing metal 
pipes.

Harvey directed the flashlight beam to the near wall where the TV cable 
entered his house from outside. Everything looked okay. As he slowly 
followed the cable line with light, he inched himself into the crawlspace, his 
movement made more difficult by the tight space.

Ah! There! The cable looped down from the floor joist it was tacked to as 
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though someone had pulled on it. It looked like it had been cut and the two 
pieces hung just inches from each other.

The thought of it being cut suddenly gripped Harvey. It occurred during 
the night after he turned off the television when Jimmy Fallon had gone off 
the air. An animal? Or worse — ?

How’d they get into the crawlspace? The only openings were the small open 
spaces that allowed air circulation under the house. Harvey sealed these every 
winter with foam board wrapped in aluminum foil thinking to keep his water 
pipes from freezing like two years before. 

His next-door neighbor had a possum crawl under the front porch where 
the animal died. Later, when the smell was too awful to bear, the guy finally 
skooched under the structure and discovered the stiff and maggot-riddled 
carcass. Harvey had to hear about it everytime his neighbor saw him out in 
the yard. So Harvey tended to stay inside whenever his neighbor was outside.

Harvey quickly scanned the foundation wall and stopped at each opening. 
The aluminum reflected the light back at him. He scanned the crawl space 
dirt floor looking for any sign of movement or perhaps digging.  

There was none.

Then he felt it. Nothing tangibly, but similar to when he was a kid in school 
when he could feel the teacher’s eyes locked onto him, burning. Or at work 
when he looked up to see his supervisor staring at him. Checking on him. 
Watching. 

The hairs on his neck prickled.

He looked about frantically, feeling extremely vulnerable in the cramped 
space. The heaviness of being watched bore on him and he began to sweat. He 
felt his heart racing, its beat throbbing noisily in his ears and his head.

He swept the dark crawlspace with his flashlight — back and forth. Along 
the edges where the brick masonry entered and disappeared into the grave-
like dirt. Up and along each floor joist, to see if someone or some thing had 
crammed into a space. But how could that be?
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The dread overwhelmed him when his light passed over the eyes in the 
darkest corner.

There!

He fastened the beam onto the eyes. Iridescent and amber. Non-blinking. 
Still. Penetrating. Very large and round. Resounding silently with ferocity and 
danger. Animal.

Inhuman.

Harvey slowly backed out of the crawlspace of his house, keeping his eyes 
fastened on the two glowing orbs tucked into the darkest corner. 

Slowly, deliberately, he closed the tongue-in-groove door, pushing the flip 
nail into the eyelet to lock it.

His whole body trembled as he climbed quickly up the stairs and into his 
house, closing and locking the door to the basement.

“My cable’s out,” he announced later on the phone.

“I see you don’t have owner’s protection on your cable. Would you like to 
add that for an additional $4.99 a month? Otherwise if the problem’s on your 
side, it will cost $75 just for the visit and any additional costs for repair.”

Harvey hesitated. She sounded snippy and pushy, and he was a cheap man. 
Being a phone customer service agent himself, he knew exactly what she was 
doing. But in this particular case?

“Sure. Go ahead.”

“The amount will show up in your next billing cycle and will be back-dated 
as well to today’s date.”

“Whatever.”

“A technician should be at your house between the hours of 2 and 5 PM 
today. Will that be all right?”
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“I get off at three. Can he come after three?”

“Between the hours of 2 and 5 PM today. That’s the opening. Otherwise 
it being a Friday, it will be three days from today before we can get someone 
back out your way. Okay?”

“Okay! Fine!” It meant leaving work early.

“Is there anything else I can help you with today Mr. Mean?” 

“Meeks. My name is Meeks. No, I’m fine. Nothing else.”

“Well thank you for being a valued Cable Magic customer Mr. Mean, and 
you have a wonderful day!”

He didn’t correct her. He just hung up.

The technician showed up at 6:30 PM.

“No cable, huh? When did you notice it?”

“This morning. You know I had to leave work early today to meet you. 
You were supposed to be here between 2 and 5 PM. It’s 6:30. I should get a 
discount or something. You gonna give me a discount for being late?”

“Oh ... sure.” The technician was dressed in beige coveralls and carried a 
metal tool box. He checked out the connections to the TV and the wall first, 
jiggling and wiggling things. Harvey doubted seriously he had heard the 
complaint, much less would do anything about it.

“Seems okay. The box on the street is okay. I done checked that out when I 
first arrived,” he explained. “Guess I need to check underneath.”

Harvey directed him to the basement and led him down the stairs after 
turning on the lights.

“Damp down here,” the repairman observed, sniffing. “I see it floods.”

“Sometimes,” Harvey confirmed, staring at the doorway to the crawlspace.
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“Well, the box connections upstairs are fine. How many TVs?”

“Just the one.”

“This door go to the crawlspace?”

Harvey nodded and the technician unlocked and opened the door. It 
fanned opened and almost fell apart.

“Oops! Sorry!”

Harvey quickly compressed the boards.

The technician opened his toolbox and pulled out a large flashlight. He 
pointed it into the crawlspace and traced the cable line tacked underneath.

“There’s the problem! Looks like the cable’s been cut! You do that?”

“I did not do that,” sighed Harvey.

The technician crawled clumsily along the dirt floor holding the flash-
light with one hand, the toolkit with the other, and nudging himself forward 
along the dirt. When he reached the break in the line he turned onto his back, 
positioning the flashlight in the dirt so the beam illu minated the wire and he 
could use both hands.

“It ain’t been cut!” he announced back to Harvey. “It’s been chewed apart. 
Probably a squirrel or a possum. You don’t see this too —”

The interruption was sudden and severe.

A prolonged screech and hair-raising growl penetrated the space, along 
with the shriek of surprise and pain of the technician. The man grabbed at 
his face and his torso as a quick-moving blur ravaged him. He grabbed the 
flashlight and flailed about ineffectively against the dark form as Harvey 
stared in horror, incapable of helping..

The chaos seemed eternal, and dust from the dead earth further masked 
the attack and the repairman’s vain efforts to stave it off. Screams and growls 
filled the crawl space until with a liquid gurgling sound the technician 
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stopped struggling.

The dark form scurried back to the darkest corner where Harvey had first 
discovered it. It looked out of the depths at Harvey, its eyes iridescent and 
amber. Non-blinking. Still. Penetrating. Very large and round. Resounding 
silently with ferocity and danger. Animal.

Inhuman.

Slowly, deliberately, Harvey closed the tongue-in-groove door and 
pushed the flip nail into the eyelet to lock it. He was shaking, and hurried 
back upstairs locking the door behind him. He grabbed a beer from his 
refrigerator, sat down heavily in his Barcalounger and popped the top of the 
beer. He couldn’t stop trembling, and spilled beer on his T-shirt when he 
pulled the can to his lips. The TV was blank and he could see his reflection in 
the dark gray-green glass.

§§§

Sunday morning Harvey tentatively opened the door to the crawl space 
and shone his flashlight in the direction of the technician. There was 
nothing left of the man, save his bloody clothing, his boots, his toolbox and 
his flashlight. Not even his bones were left. Harvey swept the space for the 
inhuman eyes, but could not see them.

With effort, he retrieved the clothing and other remnants of the technician 
using a metal rake with a second handle duct taped for an extension. Keys to 
the service truck were in a pocket in the coveralls. He bagged the clothing and 
the boots and tucked the bag in the bottom of his trash can. Pick up was next 
day on Monday.

He drove the van to a lake nearby and parked in an isolated area near the 
water’s edge. He wiped the van down of any prints and then hiked back to his 
house. It was a beautiful spring day for a walk. 

“My cable’s out,” he announced on the phone when he got back.

“I see you were scheduled for a visit this past Friday.”

“Nobody showed. I should get some sort of discount for that 
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inconvenience, right?”

“I’m sorry about that. A technician should be at your house tomorrow 
between the hours of 2 PM and 5 PM. Will that be all right?” She ignored 
his comment about being inconvenienced. He would never do that to his 
customers. He made a mental note to check other TV suppliers.

“I get off at 3. Can he come after 3?”

“Between the hours of 2 PM and 5 PM. That’s the opening. Otherwise it 
will be three days from today before we can get someone back out your way. 
Okay?”

“Okay! Fine!” It meant leaving work early.

“Is there anything else I can help you with today Mr. Leeks?”

“Meeks. My name is Meeks. No, I’m fine. Nothing else.”

“Well thank you for being a valued Cable Magic customer Mr. Leeks, and 
you have a wonderful day!”

§§§§§
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The Cicadas

Sam Beard hated July and August. Not because of the sweltering sandhill 
heat, because he could pretty much go from his air condi tioned house to 
his air conditioned deputy sheriff ’s cruiser to his air conditioned office. 

And everything else in between was pretty much air conditioned as well.

It was because of the cicadae. Those pesky horse-fly like bugs that pop out 
of the ground about this time of year to assault his ears with cacophonous 
pandemonium. Chic—chic— chic – chic - chicchicchic chic revving up to 
the loudest sputtering sound by one, and joined a half-second later by 
another one over there, and three or four more from somewhere else – all 
crescendoing in a sound Sam knew he was going to hear every day for weeks 
to come. No matter where you went or how you attempted to baffle the sound, 
it seeped into every inner sanctum to wreak its havoc.

He was also convinced it triggered his tinnitus, which mimicked the 
“song” of the cicadae in his head, and kicked in whenever he lay his head 
on his pillow after an exhausting day of protecting the communi ty. It was so 
loud and persistent he couldn’t believe that his wife, her head inches from his 
in bed at night, didn’t hear it. The demonic echo ing of cicadian love songs 
reverberated in his head without mercy.

And he tried everything. Candle waxing to rid his ears of that thick, 
pumpkin color build up; flushing his ear canals with hydrogen perox ide; 
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cotton swabs (in spite of the warnings on the box label); antihis tamines – even 
duct taping his ears, even though he knew the sound emanated from inside 
his ears, not outside. Nothing worked for him.

At its worst, he got very little sleep, until gradually, in the wee hours of the 
morning, it finally subsided enough for him to doze off.

He asked the County Manager, Dave Feller, if there were a way to get funds 
to spray the county to get rid of them. And Feller replied that the problem 
was these cicadae were the seventeen-year variety. Adults laid thousands of 
eggs in the soft stems of plants, which dropped as lar vae and dug into the 
ground where they lived in the crawly bug stage, digging around and sucking 
on roots till the last few weeks of their life, when they crawled out, fastened 
themselves to a tree limb or tree trunk, and then split open to release the adult 
fly. Seventeen years to do all that.

“You’d have to spray thoroughly for seventeen years in a row, Sam! Who’s 
got that kind of money these days? ‘Sides, some folk like the buggers.”

Right. And they were the goons he arrested over the weekends for 
possession or drunk driving.

He tried to put them out of mind and concentrate on the Fourth of 
July festival getting ready to kick off. It was the busiest time of the year in 
Robeson County, other than the Christmas parade on Thanksgiving Day in 
Lumberton. Then, every tractor and wagon was festooned with scrub pines 
and various boxes wrapped in Christmas wrap – with the Baby Jesus depicted 
a hundred ways from Sundays.

It was a holy competition, from the decorum of the First Presbyterian 
Church of Lumberton and the Lumberton First Baptist Church floats, to the 
Pembroke New Life Community of the Tongues of Flame six-piece band, 
which blasted parade-goers on both sides of the street with its huge double 
speakers and the Reverend Geraldo Malloy preach in-uh his truth-uh to-uh 
the streets-uh. His wife, Janine, walked alongside handing out peppermint 
candy taped to squares of bright green construction paper with the service 
hours and phone number. She was squeezed into a sleeveless red-spangled 
mini-skirt and wore calf-length patent white boots with silver bells hot-glued 
to the tips. Her hair was bigger than any mall hairdo Sam had ever seen, and 
her makeup would have made Bathsheba blush.
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The Fourth of July was tame in comparison. A few politicians made the 
rounds, glad-handing and eating pork barbeque and swilling sweat tea. 
Balloons and flag and fireworks vendors by the handfuls. The County Band 
wheezing out some of Sousa’s finest in the Lumberton Park under the shade of 
hundred year old water oaks.

Most of the problems stemmed from fireworks and beer and fist-fight-
ing. The combination was not great, and even though the fireworks that were 
legal and sold in North Carolina were relatively safe, Robeson County lay 
right on the state line with South Carolina, where all kinds of fireworks were 
sold legally, Cases of illegal stuff were “smuggled” in car trunks into Robeson 
County — M80s and cherry bombs; roman candles — you name it. That 
caused much of the real problems.

Apparently, sparklers and cracker balls just didn’t do it for most of the 
younger crowd. So, either sloshed with a six-pack of Bud, or mellowed into 
idiocy with a couple of bongs of marijuana, some douche would inevitably 
blow a finger or thumb off, or set fire to someone’s side lot of dry lawn with a 
roman candle gone amok.

For a county its size, Robeson had quite a high crime rate, and the Fourth 
of July, or any other reason to congregate and celebrate pulled in people of all 
sorts to add to the statistics. In addition, when the Fourth was on a Saturday 
or Sunday, then an additional bump in numbers could be anticipated due 
to the beach traffic on their way to a week at Myrtle Beach or the Carolina 
beaches. This year the Fourth fell on Saturday.

Bottom line was it was not the most fun time for Sam and his fellow 
deputies. And those damn cicadae were out in force as well. Chic—chic— chic 
– chic - chicchicchicchic!

The hot day passed reasonably well, with only a couple of dozen ar rests, 
due mainly to public drunkenness, DUI, and possession of drugs or illegal 
fireworks. Sam called in two injuries from fireworks serious enough for 
medics to come – stupid kid lit a cherry bomb and shoved it into a Coke can, 
and he and his girlfriend got hit with flying alumi num shrapnel.

Sam didn’t take a break until early evening, and had stopped at one of 
the many concession stands set up in the park to grab a chili dog and fresh 
squeezed lemonade when his chest radio crackled.
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“Sam, you available?”

“Roger that, Percy. What’s up?”

“Gotta 911 from the north side of the park pond. Possible 10-54. Not sure 
what to make of it. Boy and his girlfriend called it in.”

“10-4. I’m on it.”

Sam shifted into drive and slowly pulled away from the concession stand, 
turning his blue lights on to catch the attention of the many people walking 
in the park. He crept along and down the gravel road that led to the pond 
– a make-out spot for some and a place to score for others. The code Percy 
gave over the radio was for “possible dead body,” and Sam resisted a rookie’s 
mistake of full speed, lights and siren — too much attention, and too many 
opportunities to add to the day’s body count as well.

As he pulled around the bend that curved up to the north end of the pond, 
a teenage boy and his date ran out to hail him. Both were visibly shaken. The 
boy pointed back up towards a grove of tall pines.

“It’s back up there — part of it stuck to one of the trees!” the boy clam ored. 
The girl was crying hysterically.

“You two stay here near the car and I’ll go check it out,” Sam respond-
ed calmly. The girl stayed at the car, but the boy scurried along next to Sam, 
talking all the way.

“We heard this crunching, cracking sound! Like a dog eatin’ chicken bones 
or something. Only loud! Mary Erna didn’t want to go, but I wanted to see 
what it was. I’d had a beer,” he confessed. 

More likely a few beers, Sam thought to himself.

“So we come up here, and right in front of us — eating something on the 
ground — is this, this...well, I don’t know what the hell it was!”

They neared the grove of trees, and something bulky lay on the ground. On 
the tree next to the spot another bulky shape was – what? Stuck to the tree?

“What the hell is that?” Sam said aloud, shining his flashlight from the 
shape on the ground to the shape on the tree.

“Exactly! And that other — thing — was eating that thing on the ground! 
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We came up, it looked up and hissed, or something, and scared the hell out 
of both of us and we screamed! We took off and I called 911 on my cell. 
Whatever that thing was musta got scared, too!”

Sam walked carefully up to the mass on the ground and shined his light 
on it. It was some kind of animal. And only half of an animal — the torso, he 
thought. He shined the beam to illumine the shape on the tree. The bottom 
half. Ripped in half. Clinging to the tree with its — legs?

He further inspected the top half on the ground while calling in for back-
up and the coroner.

He didn’t recognize it. Like nothing he had ever seen before. The top half 
was missing its head. It had no fur – or very little. And the strang est thing 
of all – there was no blood! No guts! A small bit of slime — like a coating — 
glistened on the inner parts of the body.

Both the top and bottom half of whatever this thing was, were split open 
along what Sam figured to be the spine of this thing.

The EMTs and the coroner arrived and the scene was taped off. Sam spent 
the next forty minutes taking information from the two that discovered the 
body. The boy sobered up during the process, and Sam took their addresses 
and let them go with an admonition about drink ing and driving. More 
law officers arrived and took advantage of their being cops to gawk at the 
separated body, shaking heads and speculat ing.

“Looks like a damn cadaver that has dried up — mummified,” suggest ed 
one.

“No animal I’ve ever seen,” was bantered about.

Sam finally approached the coroner, who had been kneeling and exam-
ining, and shooting digital photos of the split body.

“So, whaddaya think?” Sam posed to Sheila Marsh, the coroner.

“Not real sure, but I can tell you this isn’t a crime scene of any human 
sorts. Or animal, for that matter.”

“Not an animal?”

“Nope. This body is an exoskeleton. And, the body is actually what was left 
over from metamorphosis.”
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“Insect? You telling me this is an insect?”

“It was at one time. And the adult stage popped out of it. Well I’ll send 
it on to Raleigh for final verification, but – yeah, you have the shell of one 
helluva insect here.”

“What do you think the kids saw eating it?”

“Probably whatever emerged from the shell. Yeah, I know! What could be 
stranger?”

“And it was eating it’s shell? What insect does that?”

“Not an expert in that area, Sam. But I’ll send these remains on and maybe 
someone will know. Least they should have someone at State that can help 
out. So, not to worry. No homicide. You don’t have to put out a dragnet for a 
killer.”

“Yeah. But the thing that came out of that. It’s big!” 

“It’s big.”

“Should I be worried about that?”

“I guess you could go hunt it. But you’d better take along one helluva 
butterfly net. Or a giant can of deet.”

“Think it flies?”

“Don’t know. Hope not. And, I hope all it eats is other insects.” 

§§§

“Are you the investigating officer that discovered the body that Dr. Marsh 
sent to Raleigh?”

“I investigated the scene. But I didn’t discover the body. Two teenag ers 
did.”

“Yes, well, I’d like to come down and interview them and go see the place 
where you found the exoskeleton. How about tomorrow?”

“Ma’am, I’m assuming you are some official from Raleigh, but I at least 
need an introduction before I agree to anything.”

“Oh, sorry. I’m Vera Hefner with the EGSA program at NC State. Pro fessor 
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Hilsner and I have been studying the insect sample you sent to Raleigh and 
she — Professor Hilsner, that is — wants me to come right down and do some 
followup work.” She spewed everything out in a rapid, northeastern accent.

“Hold on, Miss, uh —”

“Hefner. Vera Hefner.”

“Yes, Miss Hefner, thank you. Who are you with again?”

She slowed down perceptively.

“I am a graduate student in the Entomology Department at NC State. We 
study bugs.”

“Yes, I know.”

“Anyway, I’m with the EGSA program — the Entomology Graduate 
Students’ Association. We go out into various communities and edu cate 
people about insects that live in their areas – how bugs are import ant to the 
total life cycle.”

“Gotcha. And you want to come down here to educate us about this bug 
we found.”

“I want to come down and learn about this bug. This is not a normal find, 
Sheriff.”

“Deputy,” Sam corrected. “I guess I’ll need to clear this with the sheriff if 
you are going to need me to help.”

“He’s been contacted, and he has already agreed to you helping out.”

“Glad I’m so much in the loop!”

“We have to work quickly, deputy. So I’ll meet you in Lumberton 
tomorrow morning, then. Say, seven?”

“Seven?”

“It’s going to be a long day, and I want to get started early. Can you 
recommend a hotel?”

§§§

Sam was not happy. There were more important things a deputy had to 
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do than to play nursemaid to some college student and hunt bugs. The word 
had got out already and his fellow deputies were on it. He found a “bug man 
survival kit” hung up in his locker, complete with fly swapper, beekeeper hat, 
and a list of dangerous insects of North and South Carolina.

Of course, that all changed when Vera Hefner showed up. Far from a 
bespeckled, nerdish science geek, the graduate student looked more like a 
pin-up model — although appropriately dressed for a day’s work in the bush, 
with long khaki pants, hiking boots, long-sleeved shirt with button-down 
pockets, and a floppy canvas hat. She carried a large tackle box that hung over 
one shoulder with a webbed strap, and a large leather brief tucked under the 
other arm.

“I’m Vera Hefner,” she said brightly, extending her hand to Sam as he sat at 
his desk in the patrol room.

“You’re early, Miss Hefner,” he said wearily, half standing and mo tioning 
her to sit. The other deputies ogled from their desks. Even the Sheriff emerged 
from his office to introduce himself to the student.

“Wow, that’s quite a reception,” she beamed.

Sam shook his head and smiled.

“We aim to please, Miss Hefner.”

“Vera. Call me Vera, please.”

“Vera. So, Vera, fill me in — just why are you here in Robeson Coun ty?”

“Your find – the exoskeleton that the coroner sent to Raleigh – has created 
quite a stir. The State Coroner called in my boss, Professor Janet Hilsner, to 
examine the find. To cut to the chase, deputy – to our knowledge, nothing like 
this has been discovered before.”

“You don’t know what it is?”

“Not precisely. We can categorize it into a genus, and we can also compare 
it to various other insects within that genus. But positively identify it? No. We 
don’t know what it is. We’ve typed its cells and run DNA tests, and sent those 
profiles to other universities, but it’s too early for response, I think.”

“Whatever it is, it’s big.”
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“It is definitely big. But not only big —it’s decidedly different. There are 
instances of abnormally large specimens of insects. There’s a Youtube video of 
a giant centipede eating a mouse, and arachnoids can grow quite large.”

“Spiders, right?”

“Very good! Whatever this ends up to be, it is a distant relative of Di-
ceroprocta, or the cicada.”

“Cicada? Great. My favorite bug. So we have a giant cicada out there 
somewhere?”

“No. It’s related. There are similar genetic markers to the cicada. I need 
to go to the site and take samples. It would be helpful to find nymphs – and 
that means possibly digging to find them. It would be great to find larvae! 
And since we think we have an adult out there somewhere, it’s reasonable to 
theorize it will be looking for a mate, and once the adults mate — well, then, 
it’s going to fertilize eggs, and —”

“I get the picture, Miss Hefner. We’re gonna have hundreds of baby 
worms.”

“Possibly!”

“Well, no time like the present! Let’s go find us some bugs!”

§§§

They drove out to the park and the pond where the remains were found. 
Vera Hefner opened up her tackle box and gloved up, then pulled out various 
metal instruments that she poked the pine tree with at the site of where the 
lower half of the bug had fastened itself.

All the while she worked quietly, except for the occasional question.

“And the teenagers said the adult was eating the discarded exoskele ton?”

“Yes. That’s what drew their attention. The loud cracking sounds. Said it 
sounded like a dog chewing chicken bones.”

“Interesting. Cicadae don’t ingest the exoskeleton when they emerge. Just 
like butterflies or moths, they dry their wings and then fly off, leaving the 
skeleton behind.”
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“Why would they do that — eat the skeleton?”

“Maybe for some nutritional benefit they derive from the skeleton. I don’t 
know. We’re analyzing the sample at State to see. What do you think?”

“Well, I’m just a cop, but — naw!”

“What?”

“What if it was being eaten to destroy evidence?”

“Evidence. Evidence of what?”

“That it exists. To keep from being discovered? Like when a perpetra tor 
wipes his fingerprints from the murder weapon, or from the crime scene.”

“You’ve been watching too much CSI. I doubt that’s the reason.”

“Why not?”

“Because that would infer that our big bug has the capacity to reason.”

“And bugs don’t think?”

“Yes, of course they do! But not at that level.”

“You’re sure?”

“Damn it! I’m an entomologist, deputy, not a criminologist! Insects 
disguise themselves. They don’t hide their tracks!”

“Not normal insects. But aren’t we looking at something that is not 
normal? How can the scientist in you deny the possibility that we’re dealing 
with something that has never been encountered before, and that has a 
different set of capabilities?”

“You’re right. I don’t know that this — whatever it is — doesn’t have 
reasoning capabilities. I will remain open to that possibility. But, hon estly? We 
don’t have any evidence that suggests that. Just a partially eaten exoskeleton of 
something that is related to the cicadae. That’s the extent of what we know.”

“And that it is big.”

“Yes. And it is big.”

Sam spent the rest of the day with the bug lady — as he had titled her — 
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looking for more clues as to the origination of the exoskeletal remains.

“A cicada spends the vast majority of its life underground in the nymph 
stage, digging around a foot below the surface of the ground, surviving on the 
roots of trees. In fact, I bet if I dig a couple of holes I can find one.”

And to prove her point, she did.

“See?” she asked with a smile, holding up the underground bug stage of a 
cicada, which was brown in color, slowly wriggling its legs help lessly.

“Wonderful source of protein,” she said, holding the bug over her open 
mouth.

“God, no!” he protested, his face wrinkled in disgust.

She laughed and dropped the bug into a mason glass jar.

“I like your high-tech equipment,” quipped Sam, motioning at the jar.

“Like any other state-funded program, we watch our pennies,” she smiled. 
She raised the jar to eye level and stared at the pre-adult cica da.

“You know, if that carcass we recovered behaves like one of these little 
buggers, there are probably tunnels around here where he dug over the years 
– assuming he was down there for years. Plus, there should be signs of dying 
or dead trees. Fast-growth trees, like pines, mimosa, tulip poplars and maybe 
juniper.”

“We’ve got all those down here in spades.”

“I’m going to check in with the country AG extension agent to see if there 
are unusual burnouts of those tree types, or others. Who would that be?”

“That would be Mack Lance. I might just have his number.” Sam checked 
his cell phone and found it.

§§§

A bright red Austin sped around a curve in the dusty road and slammed to 
a stop, inches away from Sam’s cruiser.

Mack Lance thought himself to be God’s answer for just about any thing 
and everything. He kept his long blondish hair swept back and tied off in a 
ponytail, giving him the roguish look he figured was like honey to flies. He 
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was tall and well proportioned, and kept a year-round tan, despite the health 
warnings. No farmer’s tan for him, he oft en worked unabashedly shirtless 
when he consulted area farmers. He completed his look with stone-washed 
jeans that were skin-tight, and white cotton short-sleeved button down shirts, 
unbuttoned to his ster num, of course. Dark, expensive sunglasses framed his 
angular face.

“Soooo — you are the pretty little graduate assistant I’ve heard so much 
about!” he grinned, flashing his bleached teeth conspicuously.

“I should have warned you — he’s a cartoon of himself,” Sam interject ed.

“Vera Heffner,” she shot back curtly.

“Heffner! Not related to Hugh, are you?”

“I need to know if there has been any unusual browning or dying in soft 
wood trees lately,” she asked, ignoring the comment.

Lance opened the car door and stepped out and toward Hefner. He 
grinned again, dropping his sunglasses to the tip of his brown nose to reveal 
his aqua eyes.

“Nice to meet you, too, Miss Hefner. Browning or dying in my soft wood 
trees. Let me think a moment.” He turned to strike a profile. “Sort of like 
blight? Moths or wood beetles?”

“Like that, but on a grander scale. Lots of trees. And the process hap pens 
quickly – within a few days.”

“A few days! That sounds more like a tree plague! Just what the hell kinda 
bug would do that? It’d take a swarm, right? Like locusts? Gosh, we haven’t 
had locusts in this county for years. And, not since I’ve been here.”

“We’re not sure, Mack,” Sam interjected. “We found something like a 
cicada nymph near the north shore of the park lake.”

“And you called out the infantry for that?”

“A big nymph.”

“How big is big?”

“About as large as a human, Mr. Lance,” replied Vera impatiently. “It’s 
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big. And there’s an adult out there somewhere. We’d like to find one of these 
nymphs, and I think if there are more, and if they are as large as the sample 
we have, they can probably drain the xylem out of a tree pretty quickly.”

“I see, and then dig over to another tree and suck that one dry.”

“Right.”

“Kind of a tree vampire thing! Sexy,” he pushed his glasses back over his 
eyes, “like me! Say, are you free for a quick spin to the ocean to night, or do 
you work twenty-four seven?”

“You sure don’t waste much time, Mack,” Sam moaned.

“Well, she’s stuck all day with a married man out in Robeson County — 
you did tell her you’re married, right, Sam? Been here, what — three days? 
I just want to offer you a little sand hills hospitality is all. And, in case you 
didn’t catch it just now, Sam is married.”

“Tourism is not the reason I’m here, Mr. Lance.”

“Call me Buck, please? What’s your name again?”

“Ms. Ms. Hefner.”

“Okay, I get it! Professional! I can do that.”

“Can you?”

“For the time being. Okay, tell you what. Nothing comes to mind at the 
moment. I mean brown-out happens all the time, and our forests are full of 
dead trees. But not in large clumps, unless some beetle or moth has come 
through the area. Again, there’d be other signs, like webs and tents. Give me 
your cell number, and I’ll give you a call after I’ve done a little research, okay? 
And that invitation for a beach trip stands, by the way.”

Once he got her number, Mack Lance hopped into his sports car, grinned 
and waved, then sped away, leaving a cloud of dust.

“He’s something else,” Vera gasped as Mack disappeared.

§§§

Two days later all hell seemed to break loose. With nothing conclusive as a 
result of her work, Vera Hefner was about to call it an unexplained occurrence 
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and drive back to Raleigh empty-handed. As she packed her things and 
readied to check out, her cell phone rang. It was Sam.

“We have a body.”

“The adult cicada?”

“A human body.”

“What’s that got to do with me?”

“I’ll pick you up in five minutes and you’ll see for yourself.”

It was human, or at least resembled a human. More like a mummified 
carcass, with dried, discolored skin stretched over bones and shriveled to a 
paper-thinness.

“Blood, fluids, organs — anything and everything except the skin and the 
bones and the hair — gone. Sucked out.”

“How long has the body been out here?”

“Hard to say. The ME couldn’t determine time of death, so the body will 
have to be autopsied in the lab.”

“Do you know who it is?”

“We think it’s a teenager who went missing after the Fourth of July 
celebration at the park. Tyneesha Williams. Normally, when a teen girl goes 
missing, she turns up three states away with her boyfriend. Her home isn’t the 
greatest, and we kind of figured we’d find out the stepdad is involved. But, so 
far, all alibis check out, and the last person to see Tyneesha alive was one of 
the vendors at the park.”

“Okay, one more time — what’s this got to do with me?”

“Just a hunch. There were unusual tracks all around. No shoe or boot or 
human footprints. And the body was brought to this spot, which, as you can 
see, is secluded and out of the way. There are no blood splat ters, and no signs 
of a struggle. Whoever, or whatever did this, struck quickly and brought the 
victim here. And then sucked out all of the victim’s insides.”

“So you think our adult insect is the culprit? Well, Sam — first, insects 
— with the exceptions of spiders and ants – don’t drag their victims off to 
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secluded spots. Spiders encase theirs, and ants take food back to the colony. 
Most everything else kills and devours on the spot.

“Second, I know you’re thinking our bug is intelligent enough to try to 
hide his ‘crime’ – but remember that a bug wouldn’t have a sense of right or 
wrong. No need to hide the body. I just think whatever the reason the body 
was brought here, it’s part of the genetic life pattern. Not because it’s trying to 
avoid getting caught!”

“So it benefits the bug by hiding the body?”

“Insects are survivalists. Whatever they do is instinctive to that. Yes. 
It could have something to do with mating. This thing has gone through 
probably a couple of development transitions. If it’s a male, then the next big 
morphosis is to mate.”

“Well, this is all speculation, Miss Hefner. We don’t know who the body is, 
and we don’t know how she died. We have no connection between this and 
the bug. If there is a bug. Right now I have a possible homicide on my hands. 
We’ll have to see what the medical examiner finds.”

§§§

“So I’ve found a concentration of browned groves of various soft woods. 
The interesting thing is that, when I map the groves, they form a kind of 
circle,” Mack reported to Vera over the phone.

“And did you check to see what is at the center of the circle?”

“Cemetery. Forest Green Cemetery. So, I thought of a couple of other 
cemeteries, and went out to see if I could find nearby brown-outs.”

“And?”

“Bingo! Brown-outs at a regular radius. From ten to fifteen meters beyond 
the perimeters of two more cemeteries!”

“Where are you now?”

“At Lowes. I’m buying ten-foot length steel rebar and a mallet.”

“Why?”

“’Cause I’m going tunnel hunting. Care to join me, Sweetheart?”
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§§§

Sam and Vera drove up to the property manager’s office on the grounds of 
Tranquil View Cemetery. Mack Lance’s Karmen Ghia was parked, and he was 
in a lively discussion with the manager outside the office.

“I can’t give you permission to go poking around in the cemetery. People 
are buried out there! At rest! At peace!”

“And I’m not going to disturb a soul, I promise you! We’ll stay be tween 
plots. I’m just going to drive a few steel rods into the ground, that’s all!”

“Sheriff! Tell this fruit loop he can’t come onto private property and start 
poking into the ground!” the manager appealed to Sam as he and Vera walked 
up.

“Look, I understand your concern. What if we limit our search to the edges 
of the cemetery?”

“Just what are you looking for that you have to do this?”

“It’s part of an investigation — a homicide — and it will help us to rule a 
theory in or out, that’s all. Just a few steel rods into the ground.”

§§§

It took about forty-five minutes before they discovered the first tunnel. 
Most of the grounds — most of the area for that matter — was a compo sition 
of sand and clay. Mack’s idea was that the tunnels were probably more than 
five or six feet down, and if they struck a tunnel, the steel rod would slide 
into the ground easily once at tunnel depth. Otherwise, the rod would meet 
resistance from the clay.

They picked out a line from the cemetery to one of the groves of browned 
out trees, and speculated where a tunnel might be. Not know ing how wide the 
tunnel would be, they drove rods into the ground every three feet along the 
cemetery perimeter.

Mack had shed his shirt, both to keep from sweating up his shirt, but more 
for Vera’s sake. He wielded the heavy mallet, driving the rods into the ground 
while Sam carefully held the rods into place.

“Just don’t miss,” Sam cautioned Mack.
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“Not to worry, good Buddy. I’m a steel-drivin’ man — like ol’ John Henry!” 
he grinned.

Vera walked about the area, examining the tree bark of the brown-out 
areas, as well as the ground between the trees and the cemetery. In spite of the 
obvious, she had trouble averting her eyes from Mack’s glistening torso.

“Look at the few trees in the cemetery,” she called to the men. “They’ve all 
died.”

“I think we’re gonna find our gold mine,” Mack panted, wiping his brow 
with his gloved hand. “Real soo—”

He struck down hard on the rod and it shot down into the ground and 
through Sam’s grasp, disappearing into the grass.

“AHA!” laughed Mack.

§§§

They dug as fast as they could in the heat and humidity – Mack posing 
often with his shirtless body, and smiling, winking, at Vera. She had sweated 
through her khaki shirt, which began to cling to her.

“Just take that thing off, Sweetheart,” coaxed Mack, indicating her shirt. 
“You’ll feel a hundred times cooler!”

“Sorry. You’re already hot enough. No need to make it worse,” she quipped.

Sam grinned and kept shoveling, his deputy uniform soaked as well.

Finally the ground crumbled and caved in beneath them. Sam slipped and 
fell into the empty space, landing with a thud on the tunnel floor a few feet 
below.

“You okay, Deputy?” called Vera.

“Fine! I’m fine. Whew! It stinks to high heaven down here! But it’s cooler. 
Mack, go look in my cruiser. I’ve got a few high intensity flash lights under the 
front seat on the passenger side.”

Mack returned shortly with two flashlights.

“Well, we can go one of two ways. Toward the trees, or toward the 
cemetery,” observed Sam.
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“Or,” added Vera, “we can split up and go both ways.”

“Not sure I like that idea,” Sam answered.

“I’ll go with Ms. Hefner,” volunteered Mack. “Keep her company and keep 
her safe from the buggies. You’ve got your gun to protect you, Sam.”

“Not sure I like that idea!” responded Vera, as Mack dropped down into 
the hole and offered his support to her. Reluctantly, she grabbed his hands 
and lowered into the tunnel.

“That is a stench! Feces, probably. And a lot of it,” she remarked.

“You want the flashlight?” Mack asked.

“That’s okay. You can lead. First one in the tunnel, last one out.”

“Well, if we find a bug, I hope you’re fast!”

“Just have to be faster than you, is all,” she grinned.

§§§

Even though he was used to dangerous situations, for Sam the 
claustrophobic effect of the tunnel didn’t help. The space had been scratched 
out by something rather large. Sam was able to make his way along the 
tube slowly, half-crouched on his knees. He shone the flashlight ahead, not 
knowing what to expect. At least he knew what was behind him and that 
nothing was going to catch him unawares from that direction.

That was true until he came to an intersection of tunnels. Two branches 
angled off and toward the trees on either side. He could continue on, or divert 
into either of the side tunnels. He decided to stay on the main pathway. As he 
progressed, he knew his backside was vulnerable, and he stopped periodically 
to shine his flashlight behind. He listened carefully. All he heard were the 
muted echoing voices of Vera and Mack as they worked toward the opposite 
direction.

For the most part he was alone with his thoughts, which by now ran fast 
and furious. What had made these tunnels? Were there many? Were they 
dangerous? Where did they come from? Could these bugs morph into some 
horrific beast? Was the body of the girl they found a victim?

Sam’s tinnitus kicked in. Normally, during the day he was never aware of it, 
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unless he tried to nap. Sometimes it occurred at church, where, other than the 
large pipe organ and the off-toned choir, the ser vice consisted of the droning 
Scot-accented sermon of Dr. Watts. Sam considered it to be a blessing in that 
atmosphere.

Now, he could not only hear the chic—chic— chic – chic - chicchic chicchic 
of his familiar affliction – he could feel it. As though it beat down and along 
the tunnel from in front of him and behind. As it in creased in volume and 
frequency, Sam could feel his heartbeat as well, thumping loudly in his ears, 
beating and pulsing along his jugulars on both sides of his neck. The air was 
thick and damp and stifling, and he couldn’t get air into his lungs, and began 
to gasp for breath. It was like an allergy attack he had experienced as a child 
after stepping into a nest of bees and being stung. His throat had swollen and 
nearly closed shut.

Was this another allergic reaction? Was it panic? Was he dying?

The chic—chic— chic – chic - chicchicchicchic got louder and loud er. He 
could feel air blowing across his face, as if being pushed through the tube 
towards him from somewhere ahead in the dark. He shone the flashlight 
down the tunnel. Nothing. But everything — the tinnitus, his heartbeat, the 
stuffiness and smothering air — rose, cre scendoed, and became more and 
more intense with each microsecond.

And then a scream came from the other end of the tunnel.

§§§

Sam turned and scuttled along the path in seconds, coming to the 
break at the surface of the ground level just as Mack scrambled up and out 
the crumbling opening. Vera was already up, sitting and cry-screaming 
unintelligibly.

“Omigod! Omigod! Omi-GOD! Ahhhhh! Ahhhh! Ahhhh! Omigod!”

Mack reached back for Sam and yanked him out of the hole with sur-
prising strength.

“What —?”

Mack returned to Vera and grabbed her by the shoulders, gently shak ing 
her and trying to get beyond the fear.
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“VERA! Get a hold of yourself! You’re all right!”

“My GOD!”

“What happened, Mack?” Vera had settled a bit, and Mack was strok ing 
her hair.

“I was in front. We were moving slowly towards the cemetery.”

“Omigod!” she continued, her face in her hands.

“The tunnel split. A shoot off to the side. It appeared to circle around, 
because I shined the flashlight and we could see the light reflected in front of 
us. Like a loop. It looped around.

“So we crawled to the left — into the side shoot. In a few feet we heard 
something. Cracking, crunching. Gnawing on bone. Something just around 
the corner. When I turned the corner I saw a casket. A fucking casket! And it 
had been ripped apart under the ground, like something had torn into it. And 
the cracking sound was coming from the other end of the coffin.

“I shined the light at the end — and — my God! There was this — this 
thing — this huge bug! It had a leg — the thigh of the corpse — and was 
tearing into it with these vicious teeth!

“When the light beam struck it, it didn’t seem to notice at first! Then it 
looked up! I thought I was going shit in my pants I was so scared! It looked up 
and into the beam of the light. Some part of its mouth — I think — began to 
flutter and foam. And then it sprang at us.

“Vera screamed and took off, and I was right behind her. God! I mean, 
GOD!”

“Let’s get out of here,” Sam directed, and the three ran to the cruiser parked 
at the edge of the cemetery under the trees. They sped through the cemetery 
and out onto the highway.

“I need a drink,” Mack confessed.

“I need a bottle,” Vera followed.

The drive to Tayjon’s Tavern took less than ten minutes. The three crumped 
into a corner booth, and one of the waitresses took their drink orders. She 
returned with a bottle of Scotch, one of gin, and a tall beer.
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“Jesus!” said Vera, popping down a glass of Scotch. She poured anoth er 
and downed that as well.

“I never,” was all Mack could say, swilling a glass of gin.

“I took a picture of it,” Vera said softly, her face still streaked with tears, her 
skin still pale in color. “I took a picture of it on my cell phone.” She raised the 
phone in her hand.

“Let’s see the picture, Vera,” Sam asked, wiping his lips of beer foam. Vera 
handed him the phone and he opened the photo and studied it.

“It’s hard to tell. It’s blurry. And it’s not very large — the image, that is.”

“I’ll send it to my computer and enlarge it. God almighty! I have never 
been so scared — so disgusted!”

“What do you think it was?”

“I think —” she began, then poured another glass of Scotch, “I think it IS 
a nymph of some sort. I think we have found one of the breeding grounds for 
your mystery bug.”

“And it feeds on the bodies in the cemetery?”

“As well as the trees,” she nodded.

“Where the hell does something like that come from?” interjected Mack. 
“Is this some sort of freak evolutionary thing?”

“Who knows? One thing I do know, though...we need to get a sample. 
We’ve got to go back and capture one of those things. Remember, there’s an 
adult one of these that is probably responsible for the death of one person. So 
far, that is.”

The three nodded in solemn agreement, and clinked glasses in an un-
spoken toast.

§§§

“Is there any reason why we couldn’t have come out here in daylight?” 
groaned Mack, trudging along behind Vera and Sam.

“These nymphs live under the ground for years. In the dark. We can use 
the dark to our advantage. It would never come out during the day. If we can 
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chase a nymph out of a tunnel, we can stun it with light from our flashlights 
in its eyes. Then, we can freeze it with the liquid nitro gen.”

“Won’t we have trouble catching it on ground?”

“Don’t think so. The nymph is slow.”

“What makes you say that?”

“Because it would have caught you in the tunnel — and you would be 
dead.”

The soft glow of a waxing moon shone across the cemetery, producing 
long, dreamlike shadows from the headstones across the mown lawn. A 
variety of sculptures rose here and there, glowing milky-white, half-stone, 
half-real — their deep-set shadowed eyes following the troupe.

“See the moon?” Vera asked. “Like most living things, the phases of the 
moon coincides with various life stages — and I think, since we know there’s 
at least one adult out there, that the time for mating is soon. We don’t have 
much time before the cycle has completed.”

“Is the adult male or female?” Mack called back, trying to catch up with 
the two ahead of him.

“Don’t know. I hadn’t thought to look at the DNA markers for gender from 
the nymph shell we found. Normally, in the insect world, the egg-bearing 
females are larger than the males. In the case of the nor mal cicada, the male 
attracts the female with its song.”

“Maybe a song to you, but just loud noise to me,” commented Sam.

“In many instances, once the mating is completed, the female kills the 
male. Sometimes they lay their eggs in the carcass of the male.”

“I am so glad I’m not an insect!” replied Mack.

“The jury is still out on that,” smirked Sam.

“Okay, here’s our hole!” announced Sam, dropping the two canisters he 
carried to the ground. Make sure your flashlights are working.”

Vera and Mack twisted the heads of the large aluminum flashlights, and 
beams shot out into the night air.
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“We’ll knock in a few rebars to block off the route to the trees, then I’ll go 
in and flush the bug out,” Sam volunteered. “You two stay up here and blast it 
with the liquid nitro when it’s out on the ground.”

Vera tried hefting one of the canisters.

“Ugh! This is heavy! I don’t mean to sound sexist, but, you guys prob ably 
ought to stay up on top and I’ll go in.”

“Are you sure?”

“I’ll take your gun just to make sure.”

“More and more, you are my kind of girl,” leered Mack.

It took about twenty minutes to pound more rebar into the ground to 
block the tunnel passage going towards the trees.

“Ready?” asked Sam.

“Better go now before I chicken out,” Vera responded warily. “I want to 
take two flashlights down with me. I’ll follow the loop around to the back of 
the casket, where we first saw the nymph. It’s likely it’ll be there feeding. I’ll 
leave one of the flashlights on, pointed behind me on the loop so the nymph 
doesn’t backtrack around the loop.”

“Sounds good,” assured Sam, handing her his flashlight.

“If there’s a problem, you’ll hear the gunfire,” she added as she low ered 
herself down into the tunnel.

“And I’ll be down there in a flash with this,” Sam held up his shotgun. 
“Good luck, Vera.”

“Right.”

And then she disappeared from sight.

“Let’s position ourselves on either side of the hole,” directed Sam. “Have 
the spray trigger unlocked and ready to blast.”

“No problem,” Mack replied.

“Just make sure it’s out on the surface before you hit it.”

The next moments seemed to slow down to a crawl, and Sam kept 
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checking his watch, the lighted second-hand sluggishly making laps.

There was muffled scream, a gunshot, and then nothing.

“You going down? You said you’d go down!”

Mack edged close to the hole and leaned over to look just as a large shape 
pulled up and out.

“Jeeee-sus!” he shouted, startled at the nymph, who, about the size of a 
large hog, began to scurry away.

“Blast him, you idiots!” came a command from the hole as Vera poked her 
head and flashlight out of the tunnel.

Sam hit the beast first with a shot of gassy liquid nitrogen. The canister 
spewed a spray cloud that enveloped the nymph on the side, freezing two of 
its legs. Mack ran around to the front of the nymph and let go with a blast to 
the head and eyes, and the nymph stopped immediately and keeled over. The 
two continued to bathe the beast with spray from their canisters while Vera 
climbed out of the hole.

“Enough, already! It’s dead!” she shouted, and the two shut off the nozzles 
and dropped the canisters to the ground.

They all gathered slowly around the steaming bug, flashlights shining onto 
its body, crackling sounds from the effect of the liquid nitrogen.

“That is one helluva bug!” Mack observed, stepping closer and reach ing 
out a hand.

“Don’t touch it! It’ll break! We want to let it warm up before touching or 
moving it so it’ll remain intact.”

Mack obediently stepped back, still shining his light on the bug.

“Whaddaya think? Five hundred pounds?” ventured Sam.

“Oh, at least. More, I’d say,” Mack answered. “So what happened down 
there? Didja shoot it?”

“Shot at it to scare it. I came around the back end and it was munching 
on the corpse like earlier. I started throwing dirt and rocks at it, think ing it 
would be startled and move out, only it turned suddenly. Those things are 
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quicker than they look! I screamed, hoping the noise would frighten it — but 
that didn’t work. Then I fired. I think the blast and the smoke did the trick, 
and out she ran!”

“Lookit those teeth!” Sam whistled.

“The better to chew on corpses, my dear,” grinned Mack.

“Lookit those front claws!”

“The better to dig up those corpses, my dear!”

“Oh, shuddup!”

“Just how many of these things are out here?”

“Who can tell? Now that we have evidence they exist, we can begin to 
find out,” said Sam. “I don’t imagine the cemetery owners are going to be too 
happy about our digging to find out.”

“However many there are, we know we have at least one adult out there 
looking to mate. And judging from the victim we found, it’s go ing to feed 
until it does.”

“And then?” asked Mack.

“And then the male will die, and the female will lay her eggs and die. If 
they are anything like real cicadae.”

“Where do they lay their eggs?”

“My guess is near cemeteries. The larvae burrow down and feed on the 
dead. But all this is speculation on what I know about cicadae — except 
cicadae don’t feed on dead bodies. This? We know it’s big; we know it likes 
meat; and we know the adult is dangerous to humans.”

“Then let’s get this bug moved to a place where you can work on it so we 
can stop the cycle,” suggested Sam.

“Amen to that!” added Mack.

§§§

The moon bathed the field of grass in subtle blues and grays, and cast 
shadows of dark black. The sky was clear of clouds as Remmy and Lorraine 
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lay back on the patchwork quilt her grandmother had made many years ago. 
The radio was tuned to a smooth jazz station, and crooned its sensuous songs 
in the background.

A dark form crossed the space above them, it’s shadow hurtling across 
them and disappearing into the woods. A breeze wafted across their faces a 
moment later.

“What the hell was that?” Remmy asked, sitting up and looking around. 

“A bat,” Lorraine offered, pulling Remmy back down to the blanket and 
drawing him close.

“Bat’s don’t get that big,” he murmured, turning to her and luxuriating in 
her lips and arms.

“Eagle, then. Or an owl,” she cooed, “looking for...prey!” She kissed him 
again, probing with her tongue.

But he couldn’t shake the thought. He turned away and onto his side. After 
three beers, his bladder pulsated.

“Gotta pee,” he whispered. He stood up and looked around, scouting for an 
appropriate urinal au natural. “Back in a sec!”

As he walked towards the nearest line of trees, Lorraine sat up to watch 
him, his bare back softly glowing blue. She languidly lifted an other can of 
beer out of the cooler and opened it, feeling the fresh malt spray against her 
face. A jazz version of “Tonight’s the Night,” floated to her ears from the radio, 
and she giggled and drank. Remmy disap peared into the dark shadows of the 
trees.

“Hey!” Remmys voice suddenly erupted in the dark — startling Lor raine 
from her reverie. She stood up, alert and feeling a chill of fear creep up her 
spine.

“Remmy! Are you okay?” she called.

“Hey!” came his voice again from the dark woods. “What? Hey, NO! NO! 
Lorraine! LORRAINE – GET THE HELL OUTTA –” and he screamed!

Lorraine ran towards his voice, and was close to the edge of the woods 
when his screaming stopped abruptly.
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“Remmy?” she called again, in a half whispered tone. She could hear 
something move in the dark brush, among the trees — unseen. Then, no 
sound at all. Still. The moon cast Lorraine’s shadow into the woods. Her every 
sense was heightened. Sound. Smell. Touch. Sight. She would detect any 
movement, any odor – anything. But everything seemed suspended at the 
moment, and hung absolutely still and quiet.

“Remmy?” she whispered.

A movement, ever slight — to the right of her and maybe ten feet into the 
woods. Specks of light — yellow — like reflections, like eyes — seeming to 
train on her and stare intently.

Lorraine backed up slowly, goosebumps prickling along her arms and legs. 
She kept her eyes on the specks of yellow light, her mind racing, stifling her 
urge to scream in terror.

Back, back, back. Slowly. To the quilt. Watching the yellow lights, now 
dimmer. Bending slowly to reach for the car keys. Where were they? Stepping 
on a beer can and cringing at the metallic crunch. Ah, the keys!

Something dark, something with bulk — a bear? Something emerged from 
the place in the woods where Remmy went to pee. It came out into the moon-
bathed area. The radio now hummed out a Kenny G solo — “Strangers in the 
Night.” Her bare feet sensed every blade of slightly dewed grass. Back, back, 
back toward the paved road where Remmy had parked his car, a feeder road 
into the cemetery grounds.

She was among the tombstones now, still creeping backwards, eyes locked 
on the dark hulk which seemed to be moving about and searching the ground 
for something. Her scent? It was sniffing for her scent!

Then a sound, a “harruff!” from the beast, and it stood on its legs. It was 
illumined somewhat by the moonlight. It wasn’t a bear! What was it? What 
has six legs, protruding eyes — and — wings?

Suddenly, Lorraine felt a noise. She didn’t hear it, but her body sensed 
the rapid crescendo of vibrations — like what she felt in her ears when ever 
someone drove by with their car sound system blaring to the max. Not the 
regular boom-bah-oomp-bah of a rap song, but a progressively faster and 
louder beat that hurt her ears as it intensified. She felt a warm liquid begin to 
ooze from both ears. She turned and ran toward the car, stumbling around 
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and over grave markers, falling and scraping her knees and elbows in her 
hysteria. The sound feeling louder and more intense – and closer!

She sensed the “thing” had detected her, and was on her trail, the vibration 
louder and louder and louder. On the ground before her she saw a shadow — 
a complete shadow cast by the moon. Some thing in the air  hovering above 
her. She stopped in her tracks and watched the shadow slowly near her own. 
The vi brations beat louder and louder and louder. Nearer and nearer the 
shadow came.

Finally, Lorraine screamed.

§§§

“The body count has gone up by two hundred percent! We’ve got to stop 
this thing and stop it now!”

“Calm down, deputy Sam! The lovely lady and I have the situation well 
in hand,” remarked Mack as he reached a gloved hand into the body of the 
nymph through a hole cut into the exoskeleton.

“Well, while you two have been dancing around this bug, two more victims 
are being examined by the medical examiner. Kids. And here’s the monkey 
wrench: there are strangle marks around each of their necks.”

“They were strangled?” Vera looked up from her microscope.

“Then eviscerated and gutted. We were able to lift fingerprints from the 
boy’s neck and I’m having them sent off to the SBI.”

“Hmmm. Fingerprints. Well, I do have some interesting results on our 
friend here. First, this is a male. I suspect that the females are consider ably 
larger.”

“God — larger bugs out there?”

“And this little critter has a neat little thing he does with the carcass es he’s 
been munching on. Looks like he can synthesize and separate out what he 
ingests down to the cellular level – even DNA. Then, he somehow extracts 
that DNA and fuses it into his own cell structure. I know that because there 
are bits of undigested body, and I can see DNA strands. He has an organ that 
apparently takes that DNA and creates new cells with the new DNA inside it.”

“So what is the purpose?”
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“Only thing I can think of is that he is trying to alter the maturation 
process, and become something other than what his natural biological process 
would produce. He’s attempting to become something else.”

“And what would that be?”

“Human.”

“Human?”

“Yeah. This one, anyway. I’m assuming if he ate and processed some other 
kind of animal with different DNA, he’d become that animal.”

“This is too weird! So they are shape-shifters?”

“Sort of.”

“How come they haven’t been discovered before?”

“Who says they haven’t been? We haven’t exactly tweeted the world about 
this find, now have we?”

“Because they’d think we’re crazy and lock us up!”

“So maybe it has happened before. Somewhere else. Sam, is there any way 
to find out if similar findings have been made?”

“I suppose I could take some photos and write something up. Send it out 
to other law enforcement. Wonder if the FBI has anything?”

“If they do, they’ll just bury the whole thing like they did Roswell,” snarked 
Mack.

“Okay, wise guy! This isn’t an alien invasion!”

“I wouldn’t be too quick to rule that out, Deputy,” Vera remarked as she 
focused her microscope.

§§§

Reports came back slowly. Atlanta. Phoenix. Houston. Portland. Iso lated 
body finds of mostly unidentified remains. Thought to be either transients 
or runaways. Thought to be the victims of opportunity for the ghoulish 
exploitation of wandering pedophiles or elusive mass murderers. Random. 
No links. Men. Women. Teens. Children. Every thing sucked or drained out. 
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No remaining body fluids to speak of. Just bones and dried, leathery skin. All 
of the bodies discovered in remote locations — far from major population 
centers.

Some, on further examination (if the body had not been buried), bore 
trace finger prints. None matched the finger prints found on Remmy or 
Lorraine’s throats. In fact, none of those fingerprints could be matched 
period.

That was a puzzler. Why no matches? With a national database that was 
growing daily, both with normal civilians, military, school chil dren IDs, as 
well as criminal records and more — why were there no matches?

“I got it!” Vera nearly shouted as she stood looking at the splayed-open 
carcass of the nymph.

“What?” asked Mack.

“Why there are no matches for fingerprints. These — things — have 
synthesized the DNA of people long dead. Probably most of the dead in 
cemeteries weren’t finger printed. I mean, why would they be?

“No. It’s part of the DNA assimilation. Don’t you see? I mean, theo retically, 
if I clone you, your clone is going to have a matching set of prints to yours!”

“So now these bugs are cloning from humans?”

“But that makes sense!”

“I’m sorry. I fail to see the sense in anything that’s going on!”

“Look, Mack — here’s how I see this cycle: the larvae are laid by the female 
adult somewhere close to a graveyard. The larvae burrow down into the 
ground, become nymphs, and feed off the bodies that are bur ied there. They 
assimilate DNA into their next stage, which takes some time. Like a cicada, 
they come out of the ground and the adult splits out of the nymph. That was 
the original specimen that was found.”

“But if they feed on live humans, wouldn’t the DNA of those victims screw 
things up?”

“The process is probably set, and the cellular DNA protected. The live 
victims are something else. Maybe like a transfusion.”
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“Transfusion? God! Why?”

“To maintain the metamorphosis going forward. I don’t know! I’m just 
speculating. But it does make sense, however strange.”

“And the final product is human?”

“Human-like. Definitely not human.”

“I have a thought,” Sam said. “If these assimilations, these syntheses are 
generated from the DNA of the dead, then maybe I can check to see if any 
records exist for our local cemeteries. Hell, I might have them in my office.”

“In your office. Out here in Stickville?” goaded Mack.

“We’re not as backwoods as you might think. Anyway, I’ll check it out.”

It took some time. Sam had to get lists of who had been buried in each 
cemetery, and based on the date of burial, rule in or out the likelihood of 
there being medical records or autopsies that included fingerprints. In the 
meantime, Vera, assisted by Mack, sliced and diced up the nymph specimen, 
creating slides of evidence of the unique biology of the bug. The work on both 
fronts was fast and furious, all knowing that the moon cycle would begin to 
wane, and it might be another full cycle before they could solve the problem.

“So what happens if the adults are unable to mate?” ventured Mack.

“They die,” Vera answered matter-of-factly.

“Then the problem’s solved.”

“Except there are a lot of cemeteries out there, and there are possibly a lot 
of these nymphs getting ready to emerge next full moon.”

“Oh. Right.”

§§§

“I found it! I have a match to the prints on the girl and boy!” Sam nearly 
yelled over the phone.

“Great!” Vera answered, stopping what she was doing.

“The corpse had been an inmate at Robeson, and actually died acci dentally. 
His family live in the area and had him buried in a near-by cemetery.”
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“Which is?”

“Sand Hills Cemetery. I know right where it is, and I’m on my way to pick 
you guys up.”

Sam called ahead to alert the cemetery manager, and to have him look up 
the gravesite location. When they pulled into the cemetery, the manager was 
already in his Jeep, lights on, and motioned for them to follow him, and then 
sped off.

“So, you think we’re gonna find the adult here?” asked Mack from the back 
seat of the patrol car.

“Chances are good that it returns here after foraging,” replied Vera, keeping 
her eyes trained ahead on the bumper of the Jeep zipping ahead in the 
headlights.

“Foraging,” harrumphed Sam, trying to keep up.

They finally came to a stop, and the manager got out of the Jeep and trotted 
back to them. He had a map of the cemetery, with plots and names designated 
by row and lot and name.

“Hennessy, Carlton. Row 64, plot 17. See the large stone mausoleum there? 
It’s the fourth tombstone just to the left. The one with the Celtic cross on top.”

Sam shined his flashlight at the tombstone. He turned off the engine of the 
cruiser, flipping his headlamps to bright and leaving them on.

The trio walked to the gravesite cautiously, led by the cemetery man ager.

“So, what the hell do you expect to find, Sam?” the manager ventured back.

“Not sure, Ely. But, just to be safe, why don’t you go on back to your office. 
I’ll check in with you when we leave.”

“Not gonna disturb anything, are you?”

“Not unless something disturbs us first,” Mack answered, shining his 
flashlight around the base of the tombstone.

The manager backed tentatively back to the Jeep, and finally drove off.

“Look at how the ground is depressed around the gravesite,” Vera ob-
served, studying the area within the sweep of her flashlight. “I’d stay off it. No 
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doubt it’s tunneled all around here. See if we can find the egress site.”

“That means where he exited the ground, Sam,” explained Mack sar-
castically.

“I know what it means!” Sam snapped back.

“Boys! Boys!” cautioned Vera and she swung the beam of her flash light in 
a broader arc. “There’s kind of a trench-like dip in the ground headed towards 
the woods. And I’ll lay you odds we’ll find evidence of the adult there.”

* * *

Ely Tolbert was glad Sam asked him to leave. He hated the cemetery at any 
time, but at night? When the moon was full? Forget it. Native Lumbees had 
enough beliefs about the dead to go and stir things up more. And Ely was 
definitely not a stirrer upper. He was content to supervise the dead from his 
little office, watching ESPN and sipping a Bud or two.

He sat at his desk and tilted his chair back, turning the volume back up. 
The American women were battling the French in soccer, and were down 2 - 
0. Ely shook his head as he lit a cigarette. The blue-gray smoke curled about 
his head as he inhaled deeply, blowing the smoke in disgust towards the TV.

“So much promise!” he murmured to himself.

From the corner of his eye he saw a shadow pass before one of the 
windows of the office.

“It’s nothing! I’m jumpy!” he assured himself. He turned the volume even 
louder.

Another shadow crossed the window area.

Ely stood up and muted the television. He walked cautiously to the 
window, peering out. There was nothing to see. But his body sensed a rapid 
crescendo of vibrations – like what he felt in his ears whenever someone 
drove by with their car sound system blaring to the max – the bass turned 
wide open. Not the regular boom-bah-oomp-bah of a rap song, but a 
progressively faster and “louder” sense that began to hurt his ears as it 
intensified. He felt a warm liquid begin to ooze from both ears. Blood.

And then the window imploded in, glass shattering in all directions, as 
something burst into the room.
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§§§

“So, why didn’t it suck him all up?” asked Mack, standing at the feet of Ely 
as Vera examined the body.

“Didn’t have time,” answered Sam. “We just missed this one.”

“You mean we just missed these two,” corrected Vera.

“Two?”

“Two of them this time. I’m guessing Mr. Bug found Mrs. Bug.”

“How do you know there were two?”

“Difference in claw marks. Some are much deeper and longer than others. 
See? Smaller ones about his shoulders and arms. Deeper ones along his legs. 
I’m pretty sure the ME will agree with me.”

“And we kept them from mating? But Ely wasn’t so lucky.”

“Well, Ely might have found them in here when he returned,” guessed 
Vera.

“No. He was already here. They busted in. Chards of glass all over Ely’s 
body tell me they crashed through the window and stuck him pretty quick. At 
least I hope it was quick. Other than the scratch marks from their claws, the 
only other wound is this deep thrust wound to the chest. That’s what killed 
him. My guess is the scratch marks are from holding him down. Looks like he 
put up quite a struggle.”

“So, if the female is the larger bug, judging by the claw marks, the male was 
holding him down by the arms and shoulders, and the female...“

“By the legs,” finished Vera.

“Like it was...“

“Rape!”

“Guys . . .” Vera looked up, “I think they’ve mated. And, I think, Ely is now 
the host to the eggs. That’s why they didn’t suck him dry, Mack. She laid her 
eggs, and the male fertilized them. The adults are now in their last stage of 
their life cycle.”
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“Which is?”

“I wish I knew, Mack.”

§§§

The autopsy confirmed everything. A gel sac was discovered behind Ely’s 
heart. In the sac were three larvae. Normally the sac and larvae would remain 
undiscovered, and the body would be buried. The larvae would feast on the 
inner organs and eventually grow into nymphs. The nymphs would chew 
through the casket and burrow to other bodies in the cemetery, subsisting on 
a large source of food.

“That’s a helluva theory, Miss Hefner,” the sheriff responded, rifling 
through the report with his thumb.

“Sheriff, the evidence points to everything I’ve put down on paper. We 
need to do something — at least get this information to the FBI so they can 
follow up. Four people have been killed in this cycle process!”

“Besides the fact it’s a bit on the incredible side of the fence, I’m going to 
humor you and Sam. And Mack, of course. This represents a lot of work, and I 
appreciate your efforts.”

“But?”

“Well — if I came to you with some cockamamie tale like this — espe cially 
you, Miss Hefner — what would you do? Sam? Mack? I don’t know you, Miss 
Hefner, and I’m sure among your colleagues your word is acceptable. I do 
know Sam and Mack. Known ‘em for years. I trust Sam’s instincts. He’s a good 
cop. Even so! This is a bit much to swallow!”

“But the murders?”

“They can be explained a hundred ways sideways. But, insects? Giant 
insects? Giant alien insects?”

“We never said ‘alien!’”

“Just a matter of time. And let it get out? You know what we’ll be fac ing 
then? Sam, you tell ‘em.”

“The press. They’ll swarm all over the place.”
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“And you think you got a bug problem now?”

“So, that’s it? You’re gonna close the case and bury the investigation?” cried 
Sam.

“Of course not. Here’s what we’re going to do: I have a contact with the 
FBI. We’ll bring some agents down to meet with you three. You can go over all 
of the evidence with them. Then, unless you have some objection, we turn it 
over to them.”

“Well — I for one would like to pursue this with them.”

“I understand completely, Miss Hefner. It’s your area of expertise, and no 
doubt you will be invaluable to any follow up. You, Sam, will not continue the 
case. Robeson County has other concerns that need your attention.”

“What about the killings – murders? What about the families of the 
victims?”

“I’m sure the FBI will be able to handle all of that.”

“Yeah. Like Roswell,” smirked Mack.

“Beg your pardon?”

“Nothing, Sheriff.”

“So we’re agreed? I’ll contact my buddy and you guys can meet with them 
in the next couple of days. In the meantime, nothing about this goes beyond 
my office. I’ll hang on to your report, Miss Hefner.”

§§§

Three dark-suited FBI agents arrived the next day — sooner than any of 
the trio had expected.

“This is top priority,” they were told.

The group — minus Sam — drove out to Sandhills Cemetery to review the 
physical evidence. The agents drove together, with Vera and Mack in the lead 
in Mack’s Austin-Healey.

“So, I’ve finally got you to myself,” grinned Mack, the wind blowing 
through his hair.
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“You should be in a Clairol commercial,” she laughed.

“So what do you think of the suits?”

“The what?”

“The feds. The agents!”

“First I’ve ever met a government agent. Not much personality. Especially 
compared to you!”

“Well, that goes without saying! Think they’ll believe us?”

“I don’t know. They did say it was top priority.”

“ALL alien stuff is top priority with the FBI. Didn’t you watch X-Files? 
I’ll bet one of those guys works with Agent Mulder. Personal ly, I would have 
preferred they had sent Scully.”

“What?”

“I forgot. You’re an entomologist. You don’t get out much.” He laughed and 
sped ahead, turning into the entrance for Sandhills Cem etery. They drove out 
to the area where they had inspected two nights earlier.

“Step carefully, gentlemen,” Mack cautioned the agents, who had emerged 
from their black sedan.

“This is the grave plot for Carlton Hennessy. His fingerprints matched 
those we were able to lift from the two dead teenagers we found about seven 
miles from here. He died in the county prison,” explained Vera to the agents. 
One rapidly wrote down everything Vera said. The other two began to walk 
around the ground, examining everything.

“Careful where you walk,” she added. “There are tunnels down there — 
and big bugs.”

As two of the agents continued their inspection around the grave plot, the 
third wandered over to the large mausoleum nearby. It was a large marble 
structure with an iron gate closed over the entrance. He ap peared particularly 
interested.

“Miss Hefner, Mr. Lance! Can you come over here for a minute! Something 
I need you to see!”
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The two walked over to the mausoleum where the agent had forced open 
the iron gate. He was standing just inside, and had a small flash light out and 
was shining it towards the back of the building.

“What have you found?” asked Vera to the agent.

“Not sure. Some sort of deposit on the floor of the mausoleum. I won dered 
it you could identify it.”

Vera entered the space.

“Whew! Same odor as in the tunnel,” she responded.

“Yeah,” said Mack, close on her shoulder.

Toward the back, in piles on the floor, was dark dirt-like residue.

“Well, you know what they say,” she said to Mack. “If it looks like shit, and 
it smells like shit, and it feels like shit,” she ran a gloved finger through one of 
the piles, “and it tastes like shit . . .” drawing her finger towards her extended 
tongue.

“Aw! God, don’t do that! That’s the mouth I want to kiss!” exploded Mack 
in disgust.

Vera laughed as she turned back to the agent. The other two had joined 
him, and were standing at the gate of the mausoleum, silhouetted by the 
bright daylight.

“We have poop!” she announced. As she and Mack turned to walk out, the 
agents withdrew guns from their jackets and screwed silencers to the ends.

§§§

“You wanted to see me, Sheriff?”

“Just got a call from one of the FBI agents, Sam. They’re out at Sand hills 
Cemetery and have found something. I’d like you to go out there with me.”

“Thought you wanted me to drop the case?”

“Well, just this once. Then it’s definitely dropped.”

§§§§§
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The Old Wives’ Tale

The story goes two old wives — biological sisters who were both 
widowed — lived up on a southern slope just east of Table Rock in 
Linville Gorge. It also goes the two were distant relatives of the Linvil 

family who had settled in the area sometime in the 1700s. The two were 
seldom seen away from their cabin which overlooked the gorge from its 
perch. Therefore they were seldom seen at all.

An approach road snaked back and forth along the northern face of the 
Flat Rock ridge and ended in a dirt turnaround where few visitors visited, 
much less parked. The last mile had to be made by foot.

Pastor Handley of Three Forks Baptist Church made the trek twice a year 
— in the fall to make sure the old women had enough provisions to carry 
them through the winter, and to split cord wood for their cast-iron stove — 
and again in the spring to make sure they were still alive. 

He would stay several days splitting the wood, which had been hauled up 
earlier by locals who used rickety flat wagons and mules. The sisters always 
paid in cash. Rumor was they were fabulously wealthy despite their choice to 
live modestly. 

The sisters had bequeathed a tin metal box with unknown contents to 
the church and it was generally accepted that Pastor Handley’s trips were to 
ensure that happened when the two finally died. Old as they were it could be 
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anytime. 

That metal box was also the source of much speculation amongst the 
area mountain folk. Only Handley and his predecessors had seen it. And the 
wood haulers on one occasion. It was where the sisters kept a lot of cash, and 
was stored under one of their beds, was the rumor. Did it contain anything 
other than cash?  Lumps of gold? A rare coin? Or perhaps a stamp from the 
1800s? Un-muttered were opinions why should the church get the tin box 
and its contents. Some thought they were as worthy as the church of the box 
contents. 

Two who held that opinion were Caleb Hilliard and his friend Dwayne 
Settles. Both hapless ne’er-do-wells always complained about their strings 
of bad luck. Each had pretty well determined their nonfortuitous futures 
through a series of bad choices fueled by hooch and weed.

It was during one of these inspirational meetings at the Dog Skin Café the 
two landed on a scheme to find out just what was in that tin box of the old 
wives. And if the contents was valuable, how they might relieve the women of 
its possession.

“All alone! Them biddies is all alone up there, Dwight!” Caleb slammed his 
mug of beer on the table, slopping some onto the table. “It would be so easy! I 
wonder it ain’t been done before this?”

Dwight picked carefully though a plate of fried pickles on the table 
between the men.

“How you know there’s a tin box at all? Or if it has anything of value in it?” 
asked Dwayne wearily, grabbing a fried pickle slice and crunching down on it. 
“They could be just a couple old white chicks with nuthin’ to their name!” He 
dragged on the nearly smoked Camel pinched between his fingers, blowing a 
cloud of death to the side.

“Dude — I personally know someone whose cousin knew someone who 
was once a member of the church the old bats used to go to. She told me that 
person knew a guy who helped the previous pastor go up and chop wood for 
them. Now, if a pastor goes to all that trouble to help somebody, there’s got to 
be somethin’ in it for him!”

“Yeah,” agreed Dwayne. “God do help them what helps themselves.”

He took the salt shaker and generously sprinkled the platter of fried 
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pickles, spilling some on the table.

“Don’t spill the salt, dude!” Caleb spurted, pinching the salt and tossing it 
over his left shoulder.

“God, man! You a trip! Talk about superstitious!”

“Yeah? Well the other day you walked completely the other way when you 
saw that black cat coming out of the alley.”

“That’s different. Cats are evil. Black cats? Of the devil!”

“Hmmm. Okay — we’ll hike up this Friday night. I got a pop-up tent we’ll 
pitch for the night and catch them by surprise in the morning.”

“Why not go ahead and do it at night?”

“You crazy? No telling what they got up there — could have guns, even. 
Daylight. When we can see ever-thang proper.”

“So we gonna pop ‘em?”

“What —? Naw, man! Finding the tin box is plenty enough. They don’t 
know us, anyhow — and it’ll be months before anyone finds out about it.”

“Won’t they call the law?”

“Doubt if they have a phone. We’ll cut the line if they do.”

“Will we tie them up? Gag ‘em?”

“They’re so old I don’t think we’ll need to do that. And besides if we did 
that and they didn’t get loose, they’d probably die. I don’t want murder on my 
conscience.”

“But won’t they go for help?”

“Last I heard they are in their eighties — maybe nineties. They go for help 
it’ll take ‘em two days just to get down the trail to the road, and another day to 
the nearest house!”

The men laughed together, and Dwayne rose from the table and drunkenly 
mimicked a decrepitly old person walking. He sat, and they clinked beer 
mugs to seal the deal.

Caleb reached in his pocket and pulled out two acorns. He slid one on the 
table to Dwight.
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“Put this in your pocket.”

“Why?”

“Good luck. Not that we’ll need it — but why risk it?”

Dwight grabbed the acorn and rolled it between his fingers. He grinned 
broadly at his friend.

§§§

Which is how Caleb and Dwayne ended up trudging to the old wives’ 
house on a moonlit Friday in August. The moon had a waxy pallor and was 
not robustly yellow or reddish as a harvest moon.

“Hope you brought your rain gear,” said Caleb, nodding toward the orb. 
“It’s gonna rain tomorrow. Pale moon.”

The two traveled in silence most the way. The area was a popular hiking 
spot, and Table Rock a great vantage point from which to view the Linville 
Gorge. They had to be careful on account with the full moon they could 
run into hikers. A moonlit gorge was a great temptation to hikers and 
photographers, and Caleb did not want to show up in the background of a 
picture in a magazine. 

Half-way up the trail the two began to relax. Caleb pulled a silver flask 
from his pocket and took a long swig when they stopped to rest. He pointed at 
the moon above them.

“Ya know a full moon’ll cause a man to go crazy.”

“Not to mention bring out the werewolves,” responded Dwayne, taking 
the offered flask from Caleb and tilting it back for a drink. At that moment a 
distant dog howled. “That’s bad luck, right? Someone’ll die before morning?”

Caleb snickered. “Pure superstition, Bud.”

“My dad said if you plant your high crops during a full moon, it’ll pull 
‘em out rich and full. And if you plant your taters and carrots during the new 
moon? It pushes them deeper and they grow bigger,” said Dwayne, wiping his 
lips.

“And your dad was crazy,” laughed Caleb. 

“Maybe he went crazy during a full moon,” returned Dwayne, adding and 
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eerie sounding oooh-weeeee-ooooh.

“More’n likely from the moonshine.”

They climbed until they could see the top of the ridge. A thin ribbony 
strand of smoke wisped up from the other side of the mountain, illumined 
by the moonlight. Caleb searched and found a cleared area off the trail large 
enough for their tent. In a few minutes the nylon tent popped up like a half 
bubble, and the two threw their backpacks inside.

“I’ll build a fire,” offered Dwayne, bending to find twigs and brush to burn.

“No fire,” snapped Caleb. He pulled a decaying log from the underbrush 
and sat down, pulling out a bag of weed, and rolled a joint.

“Ahhhh!” he said with a satisfied puff. “Tomorrow our luck is going to 
change!”

“Definitely,” agreed Dwayne, taking the smoke from his friend and sucking 
on it. “Definitely.”

§§§

As Caleb predicted, the morning was misty and cool because the prevailing 
winds were from the north and west. The morning light, the hard ground and 
a nearby murder of crows interrupted their deep sleep. Hungry, they cracked 
open packages of beef jerky and gnawed the tough meat in silence, then 
repacked their gear. The summit of the ridge was only yards away, and the 
trail led back down the southern slope a few hundred yards before the cabin 
came into view.

To say the cabin was old was an understatement. It seemed rooted into 
the side of the steep drop, with just barely enough leveled earth cut from the 
ridge. The logs the cabin was built of were dark with splotches of green moss 
and lichen tucked down into the rolled niches. No window was cut on the 
north side facing them, but a galvanized pipe protruded from the tin roof just 
above the wall. It was the source of the trickle of smoke they had seen during 
the night’s ascent. 

As they made their way carefully down the muddy and rutted pathway, a 
shape jumped from the near gable of the cabin with a loud “screeeeeee!”

“Owl,” Caleb whispered. “Not a good sign, owl in the morning.” 
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Dwight reached in his pocket to withdraw his acorn. “Not to worry.”

A porch extended out from the front of the cabin, which looked south 
toward the gorge. The edge of the porch extended nearly a foot out over the 
edge of the hill. Years of wind and rain had eroded the earth supporting the 
porch underneath. The gorge itself was masked in thick fog, and the rising 
sun struggled just above the rise of the eastward ridge, dulling it to a feint 
roundish glow.

Caleb stepped up on the porch cautiously, as though his weight might send 
the entire cabin down into the gorge. He motioned to Dwight, who followed 
warily.

The front of the cabin was long, and a single door with a battered screened 
door was its only entrance. Dirty multi-paned double-sashed windows 
bordered the door on either side. Two granny rockers, long since washed of 
their original coats of paints, grayed on the far side of the porch. One of the 
chairs rocked gently with the wind.

“Hope no one was sitting there just now,” Caleb murmured.

“Why?”

“Evil spirits will sit in a chair if you leave it rocking,” he said, one eyebrow 
raised.

“Shhhhhhhhhhhhht!”

Caleb opened the rickety screen door, then knocked on the door.

Nothing.

He knocked again little louder.

“Patience is a virtue!” came a response from within. “I’m a comin’.”

The door opened back toward the inside of the cabin, and a very old and 
feeble-looking woman peeked around its backside.

“Whatcha want?”

“Mrs. Childress? Emma Childress?”

“That’s my sister. Didn’tcha see the sign?”

She pointed to the outside wall next to the door. A seran-wrapped note 
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card was tacked to one of the front logs with a rusted and bent thumbtack. 

“No Solicitation!” was scrawled in faded red marker.

“I’m sorry, ma’am,” said Caleb as politely as he could muster. “I truly did 
not see that sign. So you are Mrs. Johnson, then?”

“Don’t matter who I am. I live here, and you don’t. Read the damn sign 
agin!” she ordered and began to close the door. Caleb nudged his foot forward 
to stop the door from shutting.

“Yes, you are absolutely right, ma’am. I do not live here. But I am not here 
to solicit you or your sister.”

“Then what are you here for?” she cracked back.

“Nothing much, Miss Nadine.”

“How is it you know my and sister’s name?”

“If you let me in, I’ll be glad to tell you.”

“That’ll happen when pigs fly!” she sneered, and opened the door wider 
and slammed it shut, the heavy door crushing Caleb’s tennis-shoed foot.

“Ow! Goddamn it!” he shouted, pulling his wounded foot out and hopping 
on the other. Dwight burst out laughing. “What the hell are you laughing at?”

“Let me do this,” he grinned, pushing Caleb aside. He knocked as politely 
as he could.

“Go away!” came the response from inside.

“Ma’am,” said Dwight sweetly, “I’m from Three Forks Baptist Church. I’m 
one of the deacons, and I have some bad news about Pastor Handley. I’d have 
called you before we came up, but I did not have your telephone number.”

“Ain’t got a telephone,” came the muffled reply. “What about Pastor?”

“Could you just open the door, please ma’am? It’s not the kind of thing I 
want to shout about.”

A bolt drew back from inside, and the door latch clicked and the door 
opened, this time with a short chain restraint evident at the old woman’s eye 
level.

“So?” she eyed Dwight. “You a black man?”
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“Um — well, uh, yes I am, Ma’am.”

“They let a black man be deacon at the church now?”

“Well, yes Ma’am. They do,” he continued to lie. Certainly not at Three 
Forks Baptist, that is.

“That other man a deacon? ‘Cause ifn’ he is, he just took the Lord’s name in 
vain,” she said sharply.

“No, ma’am. He is actually a new convert. So he slips into the old ways a 
little. You know how that is. The New Man struggles with the Old Man.”

“Amen to that.”

“May I come in? Please?”

She hesitated, then unlatched the door chain and opened the door wide. 
Dwight looked back at Caleb and winked.

Dwight and Caleb eased carefully into the dark front room. Beside the 
two windows on the front, a side window on the east wall allowed the hazy 
morning light into the space. A flower pattern linoleum floor covered the 
entire front room, with a green shag throw rug under a shaker style coffee 
table that fronted two high-back Victorian chairs. It was a mish-mash 
assemblage of design and color, not indicative of taste nor affluence.

The bent lady shuffled and motioned for the two to sit down. She pulled a 
rocker from the wall up to the other chairs and carefully, slowly sat, the rocker 
dipping back with her slight weight, then settling. Dwight and Caleb sat in the 
two Victorian chairs.

“Well?” she asked pointedly of Dwight.

“Oh, yes. Pastor Handley died unexpectedly during the night.”

“Oh. Well, I did hear a dog barking in the full moon last night. I guess it 
was to be expected somebody was going to pass over. I’m glad the Pastor was 
a God-fearing man, at least.”

“Amen to that, Mrs. Johnson.”

“Now my Henry died on Christmas Eve right at midnight, so I know I’ll 
see him in heaven.”

“How’s that?”
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“Gates of heaven are wide open on Christmas Eve at that time. Anyone 
that dies then goes straight through the pearly gates.”

“Oh, of course.”

“Now Emma’s man was a gambler and chewed tobacky. He went straight to 
hell.”

“Ah.”

Caleb shifted uncomfortably in his seat. He felt something crawling on the 
back of his neck, and reached back and pinched a bug between his thumb and 
forefinger. It was a ladybug. He crushed it.

“That’s bad luck, you know,” said the woman, watching him with the bug.

“Superstition,” he remarked.

“Is it? So, I am awfully sorry to hear about Pastor Handley,” she said, 
turning her attention back to Dwight.

“Like I said, we would have called. But really? It’s more appropriate to 
come in person.”

“Nice of you. But you coulda waited. He died last night? Why the rush?”

“Mrs. Johnson …”

“Call me Nadine.”

“Nadine … I don’t know how to go about this other that straight out. 
Pastor Handley left a wife and six children behind.”

“Do tell!”

“Yes, Ma’am. And you might know that the church is small, as is the 
budget. Why Pastor Handley was practically giving his service to the Lord for 
free.”

“I did not know . . .”

“Yes ma’am. He worked part-time at the hardware store down to Valle 
Crucis to help make ends meet. And his wife, Lord bless her, knits and sells 
hand-made wool sweaters to help feed those children.”

“I didn’t have children.”
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“No ma’am. Well, here’s the thing . . . the congregation has got together 
to see what we can do for the survivin’ family — you know. But none of us is 
exactly flush with money ourselves. Times is hard.”

“And what do you do, Mister …”

“Settles. Dwayne Settles — I’m sorry Ma’am. I should have introduced 
myself at the start.”

She was not listening. She was busy counting on her fingers after he 
announced his name. At the finish, she looked up at Dwayne with a worried 
expression.

“Your name has thirteen letters,” she said.

“Does it? I never knew.”

“So does mine,” she said with a smile.

“Okay. Um —“

“You want me to help out. Me and my sister. You want us to pitch in for the 
Handley family.”

“To put it bluntly, yes. I know that the church is in your will when you die 
…”

“It is.”

“But sometimes the needs of the church — of its flock — aren’t so timely, if 
you know what I mean.”

“We knowed visitors were coming. So I suspect this is all part of the Lord’s 
timing — which is always perfect.”

“How did you know we were coming, Nadine?”

“Two bees got into the house yesterday.”

“Oh”

“Unfortunately, Emma swatted them. But you two don’t appear to be evil.”

“I’m sorry?”

“Superstition,” broke in Caleb. 

“Maybe so,” smiled the woman. “I would expect you would like us to step 
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up our gift to the church, and maybe not wait until after we are dead, then.”

“We’re just here to see however you can or might want to help out 
the pastor’s wife and children. That’s all. If you can, great. If you can’t, we 
understand.”

The old wife stood and steadied her rocker with her hand so it wouldn’t 
move.

“Let me go speak to Emma and see what she thinks. She’s abed with the 
ague. Been trying to get her fever down for the past couple of days. Normally 
sliced potatoes work pretty fast. But then I seed a white moth in the cabin last 
night, so I’m more’n a bit worried you know.”

She walked unsteadily down a hallway to the back of the cabin and 
disappeared.

“White moth?” Dwight asked Caleb.

“Sign of death to come,” Caleb grimaced, raising his eyebrows.

As they waited they heard the women talking in low indistinguishable 
murmurs. A cricket began to sound from somewhere near the pot-bellied 
stove. Caleb also noticed a small toad hop in the direction of the cricket noise. 
All signs of good luck.

“You notice the ivy on the cabin wall outside?” he asked Dwight.

“Not really.”

“Well it’s all for good luck. The ivy, the cricket and the frog.”

“It’s a toad.”

“Same difference.”

“Get warts from toads.”

“Superstition. I’ll bet the beds run from east to west. North to south is bad 
luck.”

The old wife toddled back into the front room holding a metal box about 
the size of a large cigar box. It was obviously old, with black paint flaking 
along its edges, and a few dents here and there.

Both men stared at the old box wide-eyed.
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“Emma and me were gonna give this to the church when we died. Pastor 
Handley knew that, as did those pastors before him. I think we’ve outlasted 
more than a few. Emma thinks it’s five, but I’m not so sure.”

She set the box down on the coffee table. Caleb leaned in as to take the box 
but Dwight shook his head slightly, indicating not to. Caleb sat back.

“I have been the absolute worst as a host,” clucked the woman somewhat 
perturbed at herself. “I have some molasses cookies Emma and I keep for 
guests. I’ll bring out a plate.”

“No need for that,” Dwight perked up.

“I insist.”

And she scuttled about the small kitchenette near the wood stove, and 
reached into a large clay jar for cookies she set on a platter. Pumping the 
handle of the water pump, she quickly filled a tin coffee pot and placed the 
pot on the wood stove.

“Now it’ll take just a little bit for the water to heat enough for tea,” she said 
cheerily as she carried the plate of cookies and placed them on the table next 
to the metal box. “Please!” she said, motioning to the cookies.

Both Dwight and Caleb leaned forward to pick a cookie from the pile. The 
cookies were hard to the touch. Dwight tried to bite his cookie.

“Ow!” he said.

“Oh dear! The cookies aren’t stale, are they?” she asked sweetly.

“No. I bit my tongue, is all.” 

She smiled. “You know what that means, right?”

“I guess not,” Dwight answered.

“It means you’ve told a lie recently,” she laughed. “Aren’t superstitions 
funny that way?”

Dwight and Caleb laughed uncomfortably.

“You never told me what it is you do, Mr. Settles.”

“Right. Well, I am a mortician. That’s one of the reason I knew about 
Pastor Hendley’s death. I’m also the local coroner.” He bit into the cookie and 
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again bit his tongue. But this time he winced and avoided saying anything. 
When he looked up, the old wife was staring at him, a slight smile spreading.

The coffee pot steamed and she noticed it and got up, again steadying her 
rocker.

“I’ve some wonderful raw honey I can add to your tea, gentlemen,” she 
said over her shoulder as she poured out the hot water into teacups and sank 
teabags into the cups.

“That’s fine,” said Dwight.

“Me, too,” said Caleb with some difficulty, having bit his tongue as well.

She carried the cups in on a tray, on which was a small oriental bowl with 
a top. A porcelain spoon protruded through a space in the bowl’s top. She 
spooned heaping globs of the thick honey into the cups, and handed each 
man their drink, and then a spoon.

Outside the cabin a sudden downpour ran through the gorge, and wind 
whipped the side of the cabin, whistling about its eaves and corners. Loose 
panes in the windows rattled.

“Oh, my! Quite a storm!” she said, smiling.

“You’re not having tea?”

“I’m not a morning tea drinker,” she smiled again. “Please … drink up!”

The men tested the drinks with sips, then drank them fairly quickly in the 
pervading silence of the room. The storm continued to ravage outside.

“Well, Mrs. Johnson,” Dwight announced as he carefully placed his teacup 
back on the tray, “may I assume this metal box is your gift towards the 
Handley family need?”

“You may.”

Dwight picked the box up.

“Do you mind if I open it?”

“Um — I’d prefer you didn’t, Mr. Settles. It should be opened with the 
leadership of the church. Don’t you think?”

“Yes, Ma’am. That’s perfectly fine.” Caleb smiled broadly from his seat and 
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nodded in agreement.

The wind and rain whipped and howled outside.

“Mr. Settles, I’m going to insist you take my umbrella with you to protect 
you from the rain when you go. It’s really large enough for the two of you.”

“Oh no — we’re fine!”

“I won’t take no for an answer,” and she carefully crossed to the front door 
where an umbrella was propped up against the wall.

“All right, thank you Mrs. Johnson, we’ll take it. God bless you, Ma’am.” He 
stood along with Caleb, and picked up the metal box. The two followed the 
old wife to the door.

“Are you both okay?” she seemed concerned. “You seem a bit wobbly.”

“Wow, I am a little woozy,” Dwight admitted. “But I’m all right. Don’t 
worry.”

She opened the door and a gust of wind blew through the crack, knocking 
the umbrella to the floor.

“Oh my goodness!” she exclaimed. “Do you know what that means?”

“No idea,” said Dwight groggily.

“Nope. I do not know,” added Caleb, weaving a bit back and forth and 
picking the umbrella up.

“It means that someone is about to be murdered!” she said as the men 
sidled past her onto the front porch.

“Ah! Superstition!” returned Caleb turning to her on the porch, and 
opening the umbrella. Both he and Dwight grabbed the umbrella shaft, the 
metal box tucked under Dwight’s arm.

The wind blustered and the rain scattered across the tin roof loudly. 
The men turned one last time to the old wife, who was peeking out a small 
opening of the front door, about to close it.

“Thank you again, Mrs. Johnson,” Dwight spoke in a loud voice against the 
wind and rain. “You’ll never know what this means to us! God bless!”

At that moment, the wind, which had been blowing from the north, 
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suddenly reversed its direction. The two men were holding the umbrella 
bent low into the face of the wind. A huge gust shot into the open umbrella, 
which caught the wind like a sail, pulling the two men, the umbrella and the 
metal box over the front edge of the porch and up into the wind whipped sky 
over the gorge. Up they sailed for nearly a hundred yards. Out over the rocky 
gorge below. Then as suddenly, the wind stopped, and the two ne’er-do-wells 
plummeted down like a wounded crow.

The old wife shook her head slowly, then closed and latched the door.

“Is it done?” came a voice from the back of the cabin.

“It’s done. That’s another metal box we’ve lost,” she said, turning back to 
the table to pick up the tray and its contents. “I think the mandrake honey is 
losing its potency, by the way.”

“Oh?”

“Yes. If it hadn’t been for the wind catching the umbrella, who knows?”

“I’ll work on it in the meantime.”

“You do that, Dear.”

§§§§§
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Dead Wood

Nature has a way of riddin’ itself of dead wood. You see a big limb 
hangin’ low off ’n a oak or elm — heck any tree, for that matter. 
Anyways, you see a rotted limb in summertime, no leaves, not doin 

nothin for the tree — you know come fall when the winds pick up — maybe 
earlier — that limb’ll git blowed of ’n that tree and come crashin t’the ground.

There it’ll sit, gittin eat up by termites and wood beetles and all till it’s soft 
mush underfoot. And in a year you won’t know it was there at all. Sometimes, 
however, dead wood kin git blowed about and do damage — like bust a 
winder or rip the tin on your roof. So it’s wise to gather dead wood an’ either 
burn it right then and there, or pile it up for kindlin’ for the wood stove.

Dead wood, unfortunately, ain’t limited to just trees and forests. It’s a 
definite problem in most towns and villages. I’m talkin people. They’s at 
least someone everwhere you go you could call dead wood. Them folk don’t 
account for much. They’s mostly from somewhere else and are hard on they 
luck, and if ’n you’ll buy ‘em a beer, they’ll spin a yarn that’ll have you tangled 
up in they lies.

They’s like ticks — they latch on and suck the blood till they’s plump and 
fat.

Mostly folk feels sorry for ‘em. Well, the womenfolk, mostly. And when 
they git together quiltin’ and all, they come up with the consar nest idees to 
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hep the dead wood in they town to gittin back on they feet agin and becomin’ 
a productive part of the community!

That’d be all fine and good if ’n it actshully worked! But my hand on the 
Good Book and my other on my heart, they ain’t but maybe one in a hundred 
what that works on! Now you ask anyone here if ’n that ain’t so.

They can’t change on account they don’t want to! They’s got life on a string! 
Don’t work. Don’t do nuthin but lay ‘round an roll cigarettes and spit on the 
ground. They’ll sleep wherever — in a loft or on a bale in the field. An they’d 
eat hog slop without a second thought.

Sorry excuse for human beins, that’s what they are.

Why, theys a town out west goes by the name Deadwood, an I’m gues-
sin’ its plum full of ne’er-do-wells. I just can’t imagine, can you? One is bad 
enough, but two, or three or more? Why it would be just intolerable!

That’s why we done what we done — an’ I hafta say, it’s been like night and 
day here ever since! Why it was a gettin so dead wood was a pilin up here 
underfoot ever where. Word musta got out ‘bout our women and theys quiltin 
bees and what I’ll call, them “rescue missions,” cause it seemed we went a 
spate whenever week another bum’d drift inta town with his miserble tales.

Now, after each o these projects had done gone through the women’s 
“program,” which was a bath, a new change of work clothes, a pocket full of 
coins, upon which they — the women — got the dead wood to promise to 
show up to the church to scrape, or paint, or fix the roof — them projects 
claimed to “re-lapse!” (Most, act-shully, just left in the dead of night to go to 
some other town that might have a group of women similarly inclined.)

Consarnit! This kept on for the better part of a year. We menfolk watched 
as the dead wood came and the dead wood went. Ever week. Thas almost 
fifty-two pieces of dead wood!

Now, we menfolk love our womenfolk — and we long learned that you 
cain’t say nuthin’ to a woman to unconvince her of something she is so 
stubborn convinced about!

“Hit’s what the Lord commands us to do!” they’d a argue.

Well, you cain’t argue that, now, can you? We knowed we prob’ly couldn’t 
stop dead wood from comin to our town. And, we knowed we couldn’t make 
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the womenfolk stop and think sense — so, the idea come up we needed to 
discourage dead wood from comin here in the first place. Somehow the word 
had to get out that our town was not a good town for dead wood to come to.

That’s when we hit on our plan. We done decided that if ’n Nature itself had 
no problem trimmin trees of dead wood, why should we? Ain’t Nature made 
by God hisself? ‘Course it is! An Nature uses all kinds of ways to sift the dead 
wood — from lightnin’ to high winds an all – nothin’ very pleasant, I’d say.

So all the menfolk — save the Sheriff and the preacher — come to a pact 
on trimmin’ the dead wood in our town. We deliberated over to the saloon, 
an’ decided the very next time we had dead wood, what we was goin’ to do. 
And, that the real way to git the word out, well that would happen when we 
happened to have two pieces of dead wood at the same time.

We knowed that might take a bit.

So the next “project” — which was our first — was a sneakin’ out of town 
late at night, and we met him a mile down the road at the curve where the 
clearing is and trimmed him.

That kinda carried on for sev’ral weeks an all until it happened: two dead 
woods! Hallelujah! God had provided! An it weren’t all that long until the 
womenfolk took them on as their project.

‘Cause they was related — they said — the two snuck out together. They 
had act-shully done a day or two’s work at the church, which surprised all the 
womenfolk, who strutted about with a “Tol’ ya so!” look and attitude. The 
menfolk was disappointed. After all, this was a heavenly provision — this was 
exactly what we needed! But, we maintained vigilance, and sure enough one 
of the two talked the other into skeddadlin’ on account his hands was gittin’ 
caloused!

So, on a moonlit night the two slipped out’o their nice, cozy beds, soffly 
opened the sash and crawled out onto the ground. They was stayin over to 
Earl’s house, on account Maybelle was the leader of the quiltin’ group and 
volunteered her house after the two pieces of dead wood actually worked. She 
was sartain they was redeemed!

Well, ol’ Earl could see the two eyen’ one ‘nother at supper whenever 
Maybelle went off on “Ain’t God good!? An’ you two’s just like that prodigal 
son in the Bible what left his father and went off to live in sin and sorryness 
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and finally slep in the slop! Praise Jee-sus!”

Well, the very next day was Sunday, and Maybelle had already tol’ preacher 
Hyram about the salvation of the dead wood, and that he needed to give these 
two re-formed men the opportunity to testify before the congregation. 

“It’ll hep set the cement,” she declared. If truth be known, she was hopin’ 
they would bring up her cookin’ and hospitality and give her some of God’s 
glory as well.

And them two knowed they was not goin’ to go to no church. And Earl 
picked up on that, and was sittin’ on the porch that night, bathin’ in the 
moonlight when he seed them two skulkin’ down the road.

We all knowd what was goin on, and all us menfolk was hid in the shadows 
along they way till they passed far enough to re-lax and begin laffin’ ‘bout 
them bein’ redeemed. They sung out a version of “Amazin’ Grace,” but began 
to substitute they own words – which was a mockery of God and of us.

They had no idee some of us was comin up behind them, and some of 
us was awaitin’ just around the next bend in the road. And that we had our 
trimmin’ tools in hand.

Just around that bend was a cleared off area where the dead wood was 
bein’ discarded. They was somewhat of a odor, to be sure, and when the two 
rounded the bend, one of them sniffed.

“Gawd! What is that smell?”

Henry Dawks stepped out from behind a tree and answered, near about 
causin’ them two to die a heart attacks!

“Thas dead wood.” 

“Oh, Mr. Dawks!” One of the men recognized him. “Thought you was a 
ghost!”

“Skeered me, too!” shivered the other.

Then the rest of us appeared in the glow of the moonlight, and surrounded 
the two. We all had a trimmin’ tool: axes, scythes, hoes and other implements.

“Wha – what’s goin’ on,” one sort of laughed, a whole lot worried.

Earl come up from behind, wielding a large mallet in his hands. ‘Cause 
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Maybelle was the leader of the womenfolk, we figgered he should be the 
leader of the menfolk, and balance out what his wife was a-doin.

“Hit’s time to clear out the dead wood,” he answered in a deep, grim voice.

“Dead wood? Dead wood? Why Cal and me’d be moren’ glad to help out!”

“Thought you was leavin’ us.”

“Leavin’?” he laughed, nervously. “No! No, we was just enjoyin a walk in 
the moonlight. Stretchin’. Y’know — soakin’ up all of God’s glorious crea-
shun.”

There was a few “amens” murmured.

“See, your kind has been messin’ with that crea-shun for some time, now. 
You come in ta town — don’t do nuthin — expect us good folk to hand you 
ever-thin’ on a silver plate. Take us and our womenfolk for what you can, and 
then high-tail it.”

“But Cal and I ain’t like that! Didn’t we work at the church?”

“You did.”

“Ain’t your wife seed we is re-formed? Ain’t we ‘spose to testify to the 
church tomorrow?”

“She did and you are. ‘Spose to testify, I mean. ‘Bout the re-formed part, I 
ain’t so sure. You and your cousin’re more’n a mile out to town. Not no short 
piece. An’ you were not strollin, but ya had a pretty good pace goin’. Near 
‘bout a trot. An, you was sangin’ a hymn — one of God’s fav’rite songs — an’ 
makin’ jest of it.”

“We didn’t mean no harm!”

He had just got the word “harm” out when an axe struck him in the arm, 
and where it cut, the bottom part from the elbow to his hand fell to the 
ground.

He screamed, and his cousin near ‘bout lost his mind, fallin’ in the dirt and 
yellin’ and beggin’ “mercy!”

We left him go, and commenced to finishin’ trimmin’ the other. His 
screamin’ finally stopped when a scythe split through his neck, and his head 
plunked on the ground and rolled a few inches.
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Some of the men picked up the dead wood parts and began to bury them 
in the clearing.

Cal was writhin’ on the ground, balled up like a baby, whimperin’ ‘stead of 
screamin’.

“Cal,” spoke Earl calmly. He repeated the name till Cal stopped and looked 
up at him, Earl’s large form black against the moon.

“Cal, you are our messenger. We are not going to trim you. Much. But just 
enough that you remember to warn all the other dead wood around not to 
come here. Tell them to go somewhere else.

And oh, we’re gonna let the nearby towns know about trimmin’ dead 
wood, too. So I ‘spect some of them won’t be the place to go, either.”

Earl nodded at Ray Jean, who lit a torch. The flame slowly burned smokey 
bright on the oiled burlap wrapped around one end.

He nodded at me, and I knelt down to take Cal’s arm, while others grabbed 
the remaining arm and his two legs. We splayed him on his back — his arms 
and legs out in four directions. He was screamin’ agin’.

One of the men stuffed a piece of cloth in his mouth.

In the light of the torch the axe came down on the wrist of Cal’s writin’ 
hand, and someone swooped up the hand and put it into a small burlap bag, 
then pulled on draw strings to close it. The bag was hung up from a limb of 
one of the nearby trees.

Ray Jean stepped up with the torch and I forced Cal’s bleeding stump into 
the flame. It crackled and stunk to high heaven, producing thick, black smoke.

To say Cal was a screamin’ don’t do it justice. But everone was able to 
tolerate it, just the same.

“We don’t want you to bleed to death, Cal,” Earl explained.

Toby had a wooden bucket of water with him, and we plunged the charred 
stump into it to help ease the pain. Then someone took out a flask and poured 
hot whiskey down Cal’s gullet, while another pinched his jaws to force his 
mouth to stay open.

A waste of good rye, I thought.
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We let go, and while he squirmed and wriggled in the dust, holding his 
handless arm with the good hand, and cried and moaned, Ray Jean doused 
the torch in the wooden bucket and we all turned back toward town, Cal on 
the ground behind, bathed in the moonlight in the clearing.

“Don’t come back, Cal,” Earl left with him — though no one thought Cal 
was that stupid.

What is amazin’ ‘bout all this is how well it worked! That winter, dead 
wood popped up on all kinds of trees in the woods about town. And in the 
spring, with the passing through of some whopper storms, it was trimmed, 
and left all over everwhere. The menfolk all got together one Saturday and 
collected the fallen, trimmed dead wood. We piled it in Hairston’s wagon and 
rolled it out to that cleared patch of land just beyond the bend in the road.

Then we stacked it and burned it. A week later we spread the ashes in the 
field. Three months later, starter pines began to spring up in the clearing.

Today, it’s a mixture of young pine trees and hardwood saplings beginning 
to take root. And the other dead wood? Nary another one o’ them has come 
to town since. Cal musta got the word out.

Ain’t God good? 

§§§§§
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Cassandra

Dear Diary,

I have never felt in control of my life — and that’s from the very beginning. I 
mean, think about it (which I have): you don’t chose when or where or into what 
family you are born. You have no control over how smart, or innately talented 
you are. Life presents you with a host of events over which you are helpless to 
determine — or the consequences that follow your reactions to those happenings.

Robert Frost wrote about the road not taken, and the difference that choice 
made for him. He said he chose one and left the other for another day. But he 
only said that decision had made all the difference. Difference! Not, disaster 
or doom or destruction! Difference. He never said it was good or bad. Just . . . 
different.

See? Even when you do have choices, you’re damned if you do, and damned if 
you don’t!

The what-ifs pile up over time and haunt you like some menacing specter for 
the rest of your life!

They say that if you could go back and change things, everything from that 
moment on would be horribly altered — significantly different. What’s so wrong 
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with that, I say?

Perhaps everybody’s life would be better! Perhaps someone who had a really 
crappy existence would be able to exceed their wildest dreams because you went 
back and took the other road. Actually, you might be doing everyone a big favor!

People say all the time, “I wouldn’t change a thing!” 

I’d change EVERYTHING! I would.

First — when I was born. Maybe during the 16th century. Not so many 
people. 

Then, where I was born — England. Everything there is so civilized, and 
they speak with such a lovely accent! Maybe I would be born into the Hathaway 
family, and they would name me Anne. And I would meet and fall in love with 
a young poet. Not so handsome — but who possessed a beautiful mind.

And he would immortalize me in sonnets and plays.

And he would die before me — exactly on his birthday. And I would die in 
my thirties, seven years later. It would all be so tragic! So dramatic! Not like 
how life is these days — such drudgery! Back then art and plays and intellectual 
prowess were desired! 

And centuries later a famous actress would take my name.

What’s so wrong with that? What colossal damage could that do?

If I had stood on the edge of heaven and looked over the ages, and had 
selected that road instead of the one I’m now on? If I could have turned to God 
with a daughter’s pleading look — one that said, “That time, that place, that 
family, that name — please?”

What loving father can refuse his daughter?

What loving father would hand her a stone? Or a burden no one else has 
ever borne before? Or could ever bear? Or, would ever take on?
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Please, Father . . . please?

Not my choice. 

Not the road I would have taken.

If I could do it again, I would not have taken that road that day, and would 
have definitely left it for another day. Or, I would have died. Like Casey. 

She got off easy.

— Alex

§§§

Alexandra’s Memoric Library
They say people who are in comas can hear everything around them. Not 

sure how they know that. Maybe they just say it for the survivors – the family 
and friends who want to believe that somehow their encouragement, or their 
prayers, helps the person to come back. Or ignites some energy deep the soul 
of the comatose person — rallies them to fight out of their unconsciousness?

And, just who are they, anyway?

That wasn’t my experience. I didn’t hear anything going on around me 
when I was in my coma. It would have definitely been counter-productive in 
my case. Being aware of all the machines keeping my body alive; the constant 
in and out of the medical staff; or my father at my bedside, or my mother, or 
their arguing? It would have only stressed me out.

I got what I needed: deep sleep.

In addition to isolation and protection, my coma gave me the opportunity 
to wander about in my memories. It gave me a unique perspective from 
which to look at things that happened to me in my life, and to reconfigure my 
understanding of them. 

I changed my mind about a whole bunch of things. Like, who my friends 
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were and who they should be. How my extreme nerdiness wasn’t the worst 
thing about me (I had already had that preached to me a gazillion times by 
Mom. But I never believed it before). Or, how maybe Hickory wasn’t the 
absolutely stupidest town to grow up in, and that maybe I should think about 
staying — or coming back after college.

So I had a chance in this deep, watery state of mind, to reconcile a lot of 
stuff. Maybe everyone should go into a coma at some point in their life.

An extra bonus were the memories I would never have had access to in a 
conscious state. Like my birthday — and I mean, my literal birthday! What a 
trip!

So my memories were kept in this huge room with vaulted ceilings – 
almost like those beautiful arched ones in the really old cathedrals you see 
pictures of. 

They were sort of arranged kind of like library stacks, I guess. Rows and 
rows of shelves containing little glowing globular things. Not glass or metal 
or plastic, but sort of like cellular thingies with thin pulsating skin. And I 
put them up to my eye, or nose or mouth — sometimes I just held them. 
Whatever kind of memory it was seeped into me

I figured out that the rows were like a timeline. The nearest rows were the 
most recent memories. The further I walked down the main aisle, the older 
the rows of memories.

So I went all the way down the aisle to the very first row, and remembered 
the day of my birth. That was actually midway down the row. There were 
memories stored from when I was in my mother’s womb, actually!

Mostly I wandered among the stacks. Pulling memories off the shelves out 
of curiosity — like book-browsing. 

And they were color-coded, which I found fascinating, and — if I can say 
this: user friendly! At least there was an intuitive color scheme.

The green pulsing memories were basically great memories – sunshine, 
balmy wind, great music, wonderful conversations — like in the movies when 
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they kind of make everything grainy and misty? Like that.

The red ones had to do with action — and anger. Whenever the heart 
got pumped for something. Anticipation. Exertion. A fight. Strong emotion. 
Surprisingly, there were a lot of those.

The white globes were more intellectual memories — aha moments. 
Reading. Learning. And for me, the rows of shelves abounded with them.

Then there were the gray and black globes. I tried a couple of them, and 
knew better than to spend much time — even though there was no sense of 
time — with those memories. Bad memories. The blacker the globe, the worse 
the memory. 

Blue globes were sad, unhappy memories. Like when Me-maw died. Or 
when we had to put down Trix on account his kidneys failed. The deeper and 
darker the blue, the deeper the unhappiness. I bet my mom’s rows are filled 
with dark blue.

So I would cherry-pick the globes.  

A white globe from the second row: the feel of the linoleum floor when I 
crawled into the kitchen, grabbed a fallen onion skin which I popped into my 
mouth. A learning experience.

The globe changed to yellow (they were able to do that) – warning: not 
able to get air — and my desperation and panic as I choked.

I snatched a variety of smells and textures and sounds and “aha” moments 
— like when I understood my first word. It was “No!”

I didn’t feel rushed going through my collection of memories. There was 
nothing due – no term paper or project – that warranted hurry. It was more 
like a Sunday afternoon at the library.

I call it Alexandra’s Memoric Library. But this was a huge library! Which I 
thought – Wow! I’m only 16!

The smells. Bread baking. Spring flowers. Rain. Snow. Some were inviting, 
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some were bland, at best, and some — well, you can imagine. Some of the 
gastrointestinal memories! Well, I thought once you’ve smelled one of those ... 
but I was so wrong! Oh, the nuances!

Lemon was and is my favorite odor. Sweet and tangy with a bite.

Some memories you couldn’t smell, like sugar and salt. They had to be 
tasted or felt.

In one of my memories I found a bit of popcorn under the dining room 
table. Or what I thought was popcorn. Obviously I couldn’t reason well at the 
time, or I would have realized we never ate popcorn in the dining room.  I 
always ate popcorn in my parents’ bedroom, sitting between them, watching 
television.

It was a mothball — or p-dichlorobenzene — I looked it up once. Mom 
used it to pack her sweaters for storage so the moths wouldn’t eat holes in 
them. How it got under the dining room table I can’t say, but my reaction to it 
was gastrointestinal!

The green memories were warm breezes and the sound of the surf at the 
beach. Partially-muted voices of children playing in the neighborhood as 
I awoke from a nap in my crib. Uncontrolled laughter. The succulence of a 
sweet ripe plum, or the smell of my dad’s aftershave. The comforting softness 
of my mom’s breast.

So, no. I don’t remember hearing anything in my stay while I was in the 
ICU those first hours and days.

It’s just as well.

There wasn’t anything I could do about it, anyway.

My last memory? A black globe. And it contained every sense: sound, 
smell, taste, touch – and sight. Going through the intersection, windows 
down, radio blaring NPR Science Friday – Sci-Fri, they call it. Mom was 
blabbering about something and I was thinking would I ever get invited to 
the school prom? Then I looked up and saw this white car coming into the 
intersection, and a teenage driver not paying attention to anything but her 
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iPhone. And she was texting.

It was slow motion, our collision. She looked up just before we met, metal 
to metal, windshields and windows shattering, the side of the van imploding 
onto me. We were a matter of feet from each other, and our eyes locked. 

She was beautiful. I remember thinking she mouthed the words “Oh, shit!” 
just before we struck.

And then, nothing. Except Alexandra’s Memoric Library.

§§§

Casey
 

Scene: 
The hospital. An ICU room. A window on one wall is obscured by plastic 
vertical blinds. Another window on the opposite wall looks outside, and the tops 
of green trees can be seen. It is cloudy outside. A large mobile cart with various 
monitors and screens, dials and switches, tubes and leads is positioned by the 
head of a hospital bed, upon which CASEY lies. The head of the bed is slightly 
inclined. Numerous wires extend from various places on Casey’s body to the 
cart. Two IVs are hung from a post extending from the head of the bed, and a 
bag of clear liquid as well as one filled with plasma drip contents into tubes that 
wind down to bandaged insertion points on Casey’s arm. She lies on her back, 
her arms extended to her sides. Her eyes are closed.

A crinkled tube is fastened to a plastic portal on the front of her neck, and 
leads back to a machine that pumps air into Casey at a regular rate. The noise is 
constant, clicking and wheezing air into her motionless body.

Other machines create a cacophony of sounds — various beeping sounds — 
and a heart monitor is like a metronome, with its  regular, constant beep-beep-
beep.
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Casey’s MOM and DAD are seated on one side of the still girl. Her mom 
is closer, and her father sits a bit back, convulsing with sobs that he attempts 
to mute, but to no avail. Periodically in the background are off-stage intercom 
calls for various doctors to go to various places in the hospital. They are flat and 
without emotion.

   VOICE OFFSTAGE 
Paging Dr. Welstrom. Paging Dr. Welstrom. Line four. Dr. Welstrom, 
line four.

   Casey’s MOM 
   (Looking up in response to a question,   
   speaking to the Audience) 
Are you kidding? My Casey was — is — beautiful — inside and out! 
There isn’t anything about her that anyone dislikes.

   Casey’s DAD 
   (Wiping his eyes with a damp handkerchief) 
Nothing they didn’t like.

   Casey’s MOM 
Even now – even in her hospital bed – she’s a beautiful angel!

   Casey’s dad: 
   (Blowing his nose) 
An angel.

   Casey’s MOM 
My Casey has everything going for her! Beauty, athleticism, out-
going personality . . . she is the perfect daughter . . . 
she has a smile that brightens everyone’s day . . . an innocence that is 
unmatchable – untouchable!

   Casey’s DAD 
   (Continuing to weep in a high-pitched,   
   hiccuppy sound) 
Untouchable.
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VOICE OFFSTAGE 
Mrs. Meriam Shaw, you are wanted at the nurse’s station in ICU 
Immediately. Mrs. Shaw, you are wanted at the nurse’s station in ICU 
immediately.

   Casey’s MOM 
Look at her! 
   (motions to the still, unmoving form of her  
   daughter) 
She’s asleep, is all! Her skin is pink and vibrant still! Look! See her 
chest rise? She is breathing, by God!

   Casey’s DAD 
Breathing.

(A nurse in blue scrubs, mask and hair cover enters and crosses to the bed. 
She pulls out a blood pressure cuff and wraps it around the girl’s arm, then 
inserts the end of her stethoscope under the cuff and adjusts the earpieces, 
pumping the black bulb several times. She quickly scans the various monitors 
that are attached to Casey by dozens of leads, and notates the values of each in a 
chart, which she hooks back on the life-support cart next to the bed. She turns to 
leave and makes eye contact with Casey’s mom, and then looks down and exits 
DR)

   Casey’s MOM 
In and out. On the hour. Take her blood pressure and look at 
the monitors. Then write something down. They think she’s 
dead. They think we’re crazy to keep her hooked up. They think 
we should let her go.

   Casey’s DAD 
   (Softly, weeping) 
Let her go.

   Casey’s MOM 
But it’s not up to us, is it? I mean, we’re not in control, are we? 
God is in control. And until I hear God tell me to let Casey 
go – to turn life support off – we will believe that everything is 
possible when God is honored and His will is obeyed.
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   Casey’s DAD 
His will.

   Casey’s MOM 
Amen! Jesus said if you have faith the size of a mustard seed 
— a mustard seed! Know how big a mustard seed is? You can 
hardly see it, by God! It’s tiny!

   Casey’s DAD 
Tiny.

   Casey’s MOM 
I’ve got that kind of faith! I can believe that one day — like 
Lazarus — my Casey is going to open her eyes and sit up and 
shake these monitors from her arms and legs and head and 
jump onto the floor and walk out of this place! And it won’t 
matter that the doctors and nurses and administrators and 
anybody else here didn’t believe! It is the power of God to work 
and act in the spiritual world and do things no doctor could 
ever accomplish!

   Casey’s DAD 
No doctor.

   Casey’s MOM 
So, they can think what they want. It doesn’t make any 
difference. It does not matter. Because my tiny faith is going 
to release the Power of the Universe! The One who flung 
everything that is into being is capable and able to do wondrous 
things! HE is able! It does not matter that no one else believes! 
Jehovah God will prevail!

   Casey’s DAD 
It does not matter.

   Casey’s MOM 
Yes, it does not matter.
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VOICE OFFSTAGE 
Security, code gray in the front lobby, stat. Security, code gray 
in the front lobby, stat. Code blue, ICU. Repeat, code blue, ICU.

Lights fade as last VOICE OFFSTAGE repeats several times, 
fading in volume.

§§§

Choices
Dear Diary,

I once heard it is better to ask forgiveness than to beg for permission. Don’t 
ask — just do it. Like Nike. 

That’s basically what happened in my case. Only it wasn’t me that needed the 
forgiveness or the permission.

The Dr. Bill Show just served to celebratize me more. I don’t even know if 
that’s a word, and I’m too damn tired of it all right now to look it up.

My mom got a hunk of money for appearing, as did the Millers.

I declined to be a part of that circus — I’m now 19 and the age of majority, so 
Mom couldn’t “persuade” me to go on air. That’s not what I’m about.

Paparazzi and media have been following me everywhere since I survived 
almost two years’ of operations and therapies and Lord knows what else. I still 
feel like a Frankenstein. The only thing missing are those nodes sticking out of 
my neck.

Counseling. Lots of counseling. World-famous therapists from European 
countries and Mrs. Miller’s church. God! If I hear someone else tell me God must 
have a great plan for my life, I’m going to SCREAM! And it won’t be for  the 
Bible!

For all of them — my parents, the TV show hosts, the media, the shrinks and 
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preachers and whoever else — it’s not really about me. 

It’s about them. What they can get out of it. How they can attach their names 
and careers to Cassandra. “Well, as Cassandra’s doctor, or therapist . . .” — just 
how much entertainment do you want tonight?

A never-ending line of suitors. Publicists and publishers. Movie and TV 
producers.

Even stalkers.

“I love you for your mind,” said one chronic emailer. I’m not sure how he got 
my email address. Probably hacked it.

Cassandra.

That’s my new identity. Take Casey and Alexandra and what do you get?

Fits, right? After all, I’m no longer Alexandra Sigmon. My body — my shell 
— died and was peeled back and thrown to the researchers who clamored for the 
discarded meat and bones of my past existence.

It’ll probably end up in the Museum of Natural Science. In a glass case right 
next to that giant bumblebee. Or John Dillinger’s infamous penis that floats in 
a jar. Embalmed and splayed open so that museum goers can see the result of 
texting and driving. 

And, I’m not Casey Miller, though I sure as hell look like her. Her soul left 
long before the surgeons cut the final wires to her dead brain. Just a pulpy hard 
drive with a blown motherboard. Good for nothing. 

Great body, though.

When her parents first met this new person I am, her mom was shocked and 
elated. I thought she was going to have a heart attack — or maybe explode from 
the conflict that must have raced through her body and mind.

I remember she approached timidly, and took my — Casey’s — hand in hers 
— though at the time I couldn’t feel it — and bent over to whisper “Praise Jesus!” 
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in my ear.

I’m culturally Jewish. It didn’t really do much for me — her saying that. 
Besides, Jesus didn’t do the surgeries. The surgeons did.

My hand twitched involuntarily in hers — circuits trying to fire up — and 
she smiled broadly and looked up to the ceiling, mascara-stained tears streaking 
black rivulets down her cheeks.

Adjustments. From the beginning. Slow and deceptive, I thought later.

I say deceptive because the only fair thing to do would be to let me have the 
truth at the beginning, when I came out of my safe, comfortable coma.

Just tell me: you aren’t you and you never will be you again. Then fill in the 
details.

That would have been the honest thing to do.

After all, nothing close to honest occurred prior to and during the transplant.

Mom overruled Dad on that decision. She had legal custody. Dad was too 
much of an emotional wreck at the time to stand up for me. Like I would have 
wanted to do myself had I been awake and able to verbalize.

I didn’t have a Living Will, after all. What 16-year-old does? Nothing to 
attest legally to what I wanted. So, I had no say in the matter. No choice.

And, poor Casey!

Well, actually she had already vacated her body. What good was it, as 
athletic and beautiful as it had once been?

Her mom proclaimed that Casey would live on — what — in me? Or was it I 
would live on in Casey? I don’t think she thought that out very well.

Anyway, she said she had prayed about it, and the pain in her knees could 
never match the pain in her heart.
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Then there was Jaska Talgerian. I’d say “doctor,” but I’d have to add “witch” 
before it.

Once I saw this black and white horror movie on Friday Night Thrills and 
Chills, a local late-night scary movie show. All the classics. Great stuff. Lon 
Chaney, Jr. as the misunderstood carnivore wolfman; giant ants and tomatoes 
and black gobs of goo. The emcee was dressed up like a dead mortician — 
blackened eye sockets, stark white face make-up, thin red lips. He was creepy. I 
saw the actor once in the mall without his make-up. He was still creepy.

“The Brain That Wouldn’t Die” was about this doctor and his girlfriend, and 
how he loved her to the max and they were going to get married. They go out 
to dinner to celebrate their engagement. He drinks too much and crashes. Her 
body is mangled but she is still alive! So he takes her to his laboratory in the 
basement of his house — yeah, right! — and cuts off her head and puts it on this 
tray of blood and other stuff. There are wires hooked to her head and brain. She 
survives.

Then he goes out to find the perfect body — ends up with an old girlfriend 
who he kills for her body.

So, see where I’m going with this? Ironic. It was like my life was scripted for 
the sequel to “The Brain That Wouldn’t Die.”

Talgerian didn’t perform that operation for me or for Casey or our parents. 
He did it for himself. Like the doctor in the film.

He’s the one who has continued to profit. And, God how he has made out!

To demonstrate his innate generosity, he has slipped hundreds of thousands 
of dollars to Mom and the Millers from all of the proceeds that have come his 
way as a result of my being alive.

The only sane voice I’ve heard is Hensley Giodarva’s, who posed the question 
not only on the Dr. Bill show, but everywhere she speaks:

What about Alexandra’s well-being? Would it not have been kinder, more 
humane, to allow her to die naturally from her injuries?
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Bravo! Well said, I say.

Again, this was never about me. It was about how everybody else felt.

Mom felt tremendous guilt about driving into the intersection and not seeing 
Casey ahead. She always used to tell me it’s not about who’s right and who’s 
wrong. It’s about defensive driving. Huh?

Cathy Miller? Well, Casey’s mom, in my opinion, lived her life through Casey. 
The genetic combination of her dad’s athleticism with her mom’s looks gave that 
girl way too much of an advantage! David Casey had been an all-state high 
school athlete in three sports, and had eyes for a full athletic ride at Chapel Hill. 
Then he dropped his motorcycle on a rain-slicked turn heading up to Boone 
one weekend. He erased half of his left knee and shin, and all of his chances for 
athletic fame.

Instead, he got his associate’s degree in engineering at Catawba Community 
College, and started climbing his ladder to success in construction.

Cathy was arm candy — Homecoming Queen at Hickory High — and the 
most popular girl in her Cathy-centric world. You know, I shouldn’t judge her. I 
didn’t know her at all. Just what friends said. Friends. What do they know, after 
all?

Mr. Miller now sags about the middle, and is prematurely gray and worn 
from the stress of living with his crazy wife. And her? There’s not enough Botox 
in the world can preserve her youthful looks.

Casey was a delight from the beginning, so Cathy has told me.

She has made it her business to tell me e-v-e-r-y-t-h-i-n-g about her 
daughter. She spent hours showing me photos of Casey from the first day I was 
able to have visitors and respond.

I see the disappointment in her eyes when I don’t let Casey “come through,” as 
she puts it.

She thinks the DNA in my body holds Casey’s personality, I guess. Like she 
even knows what DNA is.
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Me — Alexandra, that is — was so far in the other extreme from Casey that 
this combination of us strikes me ironic and hilarious.

I mean, if God was behind this event, what a grand old time he must have 
had thinking it up.

What if we — I think God always uses “we” when referring to himself —  did 
this to Casey and Alexandra?

Kind of like his experiment with Job. Have you considered my servant Job, he 
asked Satan, who was wandering about looking for something to do. That’s my 
translation.

I remember watching a Youtube video of Bert Parks, who used to emcee the 
Miss America beauty contest.

“There she is,” he sang, “Miss America . . . there she is, your ideal!”

No such song for the new me, Cassandra.

“There she is . . . the surgical manipulation of Casey and Alexandra into 
Cassandra . . . there she is, so surreal!”

That would be the song. I can hear Bert singing it now.

No choice in the matter.

No choice at all.

No one asked.

No one considered.

No one imagined.

No one thought.

No one cared about “me.”

Only about themselves.
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My mom. My dad. The Millers. Talgerian. Dr. Bill. God.

Only about themselves.

Wasn’t my choice.

Wouldn’t be my choice.

Will not continue to be my choice.

— Alex (Cassandra)

§§§

The Dr. Bill Show
Camera three: medium close up shot of Dr. Bill. Enlarged photos of Casey 

Miller and Alexandra Sigmon on the screen in the background.

Dr. Bill: One of the most controversial medical procedures to come 
along since the first heart transplant performed by Dr. Christiaan Barnard in 
1067 in Cape Town, South Africa. Brain transplants have been the center of 
medical and ethical debate since the first operation was performed three years 
ago in North Carolina.

Cut to photo series, projected as Bill goes through the story of the 
accident:

•	 Accident scene in Hickory

•	 Close-up photos of the two cars

•	 Jaws of life being used to cut Alexandra out of the minivan

•	 Shot of both girls being worked on by EMTs, Alexandra in the 
foreground and Casey in the background
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•	 Helicopters landing in the parking lot of nearby Belle Hollow 
shopping center

•	 The girls being gurneyed to each copter

•	 The copters lifting into the air

•	 At CMC helipad, the copters landing

•	 Girls being unloaded and rushed by hospital attendants into 
the trauma center

•	 Photo of Sigmon’s father and Miller’s parents through a glass 
door talking to a masked physician gowned in a surgical apron, blood 
spattered on it

Dr. Bill: Two teen-aged girls were involved in a horrible traffic accident in 
Hickory North Carolina in April three years ago. Seventeen-year-old Casey 
Miller and 16-year-old Alexandra Sigmon. Miller, a Senior at Hickory High 
School, drove through the red light at an intersection while texting on her 
iPhone. Her car was struck by a van, driven by Alexandra’s mother, Dana 
Sigmon.

The two girls were life-flighted to Carolinas Medical Center in Charlotte 
where both were kept alive by extreme means for days.

Miller was brain dead — but her body, relatively uninjured. Sigmon 
suffered extensive internal injuries, but had normal brain activity.

It was a juxtaposition of life and death − one girl’s body and another girl’s 
brain − that presented the medical and science community with its first 
opportunity to merge a relatively healthy body with a relatively healthy brain. 
The stuff of science fiction, right?

Cut to Bill, Camera two: POV: Over Dr. Bill’s shoulder into the audience

Dr. Bill: We’ll talk to the lead neurosurgeon on this history-making 
surgery. Dr. Jaska Talgerian worked on the procedure for years and was called 
in to oversee this historic surgery . . .
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Cut to Camera one: CU of Talgerian

Cut back to Camera two: same pov as before

Phil: And we will talk to the Millers, parents of Casey Miller, the body 
donor . . .

Cut to Camera one: CU of David and Cathy Miller

Cut back to Camera two: same pov as before

Phil: And to Dana Sigmon, Alexandra’s mother, and who drove one of the 
cars involved in the accident that day . . .

Cut to Camera one: CU of Miller

Cut back to Camera two: same pov as before

Phil: Finally, we will explore the question of ethics in terms of those 
employed in the decision to perform transplanting Alexandra Sigmon’s brain 
into the body of Casey Miller. Dr. Hensley Giodarva, internationally-known 
ethicist, is with us . . .

Cut to Camera one: CU of Giodarva

Cut back to Camera three: same frame as previous

Phil: All of this and more when we return . . .

Fade. Up music. Run scroll.

Cut to commercial.

§§§

So long, farewell, 
auf Wiedersehen, good night
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April 28, 2015

Dear Diary,

There’s no way to turn around and go back to the way it was. I look in the 
bathroom mirror and see what I cannot see otherwise: the face of a stranger 
reflected back.

Not me. Not Casey. Cassandra.

Not the path I would have chosen. But unlike what Frost said, there is no 
saving the other for another day. This is the day, and another day is not possible.

You are the only one I can confide in. Even Sally Childers, who I thought was 
my closest friend ever, doesn’t understand. I don’t blame her. How could she? I’ve 
quit complaining — around everyone and anyone. 

But, really . . . is it complaining? I think of complaining as whining about 
things not worth whining about.

“Quit complaining!” Sally tells me. Even when I’m not saying anything she 
says that. I guess it’s in my eyes and on my face.

I had a date with one of Casey’s old boyfriends. It was a stupid thing to do. 
But he kept hounding me! And then Mrs. Miller said she thought it would be a 
good thing — help him out with the adjustment. Help him!?Like I’m supposed 
to help everyone else to adjust to ME? Then my own mother chimed in, “Yes, go 
out with him!”

So, when he came home from college for spring break, we went to the lake for 
a picnic. He said it was something he and Casey used to do.

And somewhere along the date he reached out and held my hand. Again, 
something he and Casey used to do.

And so it went . . . down a path of what he and she used to do. And at the 
point he kissed me, and cupped my breast — I drew back and said that was 
something I had NEVER done — and reminded him I was no longer Casey.
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I’m not sure if his heart or his hard on was offended. And we came home. 
And I never dated nor talked to him again.

So I called up Sally and we went to a tattoo parlor in Newton. She couldn’t 
believe it.

“Don’t you need to ask anyone? I mean, what will Mrs. Miller think? This is 
so COOL!”

The tattoo I wanted and the tattoo I got were two different things.

I wanted delicate wisteria twisting down my arm in a network of vines, 
leaves and flowers. Shades of green with black highlight, purple and blue blooms. 
And, hidden behind the flora, a half face – peering out with one large eye — 
the sad and dark look of a young girl. Innocence lost. From a picture of myself 
during one of my blue blob times.

What I got was a half-assed rendition that looked more like the guy majored 
in drawing Ligers. I probably should have known better, but at the time — who 
cared?

When I showed the final tattoo to Sally she shrieked in horror, “MY GOD!!! 
WHAT THE FUCK IS THAT?”

She said I should never show it to anyone — ever! That I should go around in 
long-sleeved shirts. That I should sue the guy and refuse to pay him. 

“How painful is it to erase a tattoo?” she asked. Then she mentioned the 
reality show where real artists correct bad tattoos.

But I wasn’t upset. I got what I paid for, after all. I mean, what’s fifty bucks? 
And, the little tattoo shop in Newton made out like a bandit, selling digital 
images of my tattoo for some pretty steep money. I was glad I could help him 
out.

Plus, it really wasn’t my skin or my arm. I was just kind of leasing the body  
in my mind. So whenever I looked at the mess going down my right arm, I 
imagined the imagined tat. 
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My mom thought it was the end of the world. What would Duke University 
think? And I told her that one Duke coed was paying her tuition by making 
porn movies, so how could a little tattoo change my status? Besides, Duke was 
going to — again — make out like a bandit by my going there. They even waived 
my tuition. I heard that applications for the fall had tripled because I was 
going to attend. How curious. Being the main attraction in a freak show has its 
advantages.

I fired my publicist. There was nothing for her to do, I kept refusing offers. I 
could have provided funds for her three children to go to Duke, for that matter. 
But I have absolutely no interest in the fame or the fortune. To everyone else’s 
dismay.

I’m sure every girl — well, most, anyway — would give anything to have 
the attention I have. I mean, to go from a size 14 to a size 8? To go from acne-
faced, straight-haired, big nosed to svelt and curvy? Even without the media and 
paparazzi I turn heads. Even if no one knew who the hell I am, they would want 
to know who the hell I am.

There is not one boy or even man on earth I could not have. I’m pretty sure of 
that. Add to that my status?

So why complain? Why whine? Why rue that fateful afternoon drive?

I think, why did I ever come out of that coma? Why couldn’t I have 
completely shut down? My kidneys? My lungs? My liver and other vital organs?

Two roads diverged . . . on a spring afternoon . . . and that has made all the 
difference.

I think of that scene in my favorite movie, The Sound of Music. A party at 
the Captain’s mansion. Guests gaily mingling and socializing while Hitler and 
the Third Reich is poised to enter Austria. Pert Maria skuttering about, making 
the Baroness green with jealousy, showing the von Trapp children to the party. 
Manipulating. Calculating. Taking advantage of the situation. 

Singing, dancing, twirling about in turn, the blonde and blue-eyed 
wunderkind totally enchant everyone with their goodnight adieus. The 
culminating pièce de résistance: Gretl, sleepy-eyed and nauseatingly cute.
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So long, farewell, they sang.

Auf wiedersehen.

Good-bye.

So, God? Why not the sixteenth century? Why not England. Why not 
William Shakespeare? Why not? Please tell me, why not?

Why . . . this?

— Alex (Cassandra)

§§§

The Obituary
Miller-Sigmon, April 30, 2012 - April 30, 2015

HICKORY — Cassandra Miller-Sigmon, age 18, died Thursday, April 30 at 
her home on 68 4th Street Court NW in Hickory, NC.

Miller-Sigmon is survived by Dana Sigmon, her biological mother, 
Glenn Thomas, her biological father, and David and Cathy Miller, her 
“postoperative-transplant” parents.

Miller-Sigmon was preceded in death by her operative-transplant sister, 
Casey Hepner Miller, and by her pre-operative self, Alexandra Chernaud 
Sigmon.

Miller-Sigmon, an honorary graduate of St. Stephens High School, was 
accepted into the pre-med program at Duke University, but had to delay her 
entrance due to her ongoing medical conditions. She was scheduled to enter 
her freshman year in the fall of 2015.

Memorial Services for Miller-Sigmon will be held at Drum Funeral Home 
on Saturday, May 9 in the chapel. A joint Jewish-Christian celebration will be 
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observed. Burial details are pending.

No flowers, please. The families ask that you direct financial gifts in 
Cassandra’s name to the Jaska O. Talgerian Center for Brain Transplants, P.O. 
Box 2861, Omaha, Nebraska 68104.

§§§§§

Epilogue
Hickory Police Department

Investigative summary: on the death of Cassandra Miller-Sigmon

File 201-C-231289

30/04/2015

The victim, a white 18 yr old female, was discovered in her bedroom by 
her mother, Dana Sigmon, age  at around 8:30 a.m. Thursday, April 30.

The subject was on her bed, and was non-responsive according to notes 
provided by Catawba County EMT.

A prescription bottle containing 8 oxycodone 15 mg tablets was found on 
the bedside table. The prescription was for 24 tablets, and had been picked up 
from the North Center Street Walgreens on 29 April in the evening, according 
to the mother. The bottle was tagged and taken into evidence.

Subject’s mother stated her daughter displayed nothing to indicate she was 
depressed or suicidal during the last few days prior to her death. She stated 
her daughter is under a local physician’s care, and that the prescription was 
for treatment of pain.

According to Mrs. Sigmon,

I last spoke to Cassandra just before 10 p.m., and I went to bed. She was 
reading a collection of poetry by Robert Frost, her favorite poet. When she didn’t 
come out for breakfast at 8, I didn’t think much of it, as she often has headaches.
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At 8:30, I knocked at her door, and when she didn’t respond, I entered, where 
I found her unconscious on her bed. I immediately called 911 and began CPR.

The body was transported to Catawba Valley Medical Center where the 
county coroner will conduct an autopsy. His preliminary findings are suicide 
by drug overdose, and time of death estimated to be between 1 a.m. and 3 
a.m., April 30.

There were no other indications of any kind of physical struggle, nor were 
any other causes of death apparent on the body or in the room or house.

Foul play does not appear to be a factor in the death.

The book of poetry was found on the victim’s chest, and opened to the 
poem, The Road Not Taken.

Signed, Norman Childress, Criminal Investigator

§§§

Breaking News . . . Brain Transplant recipient commits suicide

The body of 19-year-0ld Cassandra Miller-Sigmon was discovered early 
this morning by her mother, dead apparently by overdose of prescription 
medications. Miller-Sigmon was the first successful brain transplant, 
performed in Charlotte NC by a team of surgeons headed up by Dr. Jaska 
Talgerian.

When contacted, Talgerian was shocked.

“I am incredibly overwhelmed by this turn of events,” said Talgerian. “As 
you know, Cassandra is the most unique person in the world, with the body of 
one person and the brain of another. My thoughts on her committing suicide 
turn to perhaps an imbalance of either hormones, causing her depressive 
state of mind at the time, or the incomplete regrowth and attachment of brain 
cells.”

Asked what he planned to do, Talgerian said he would immediately request 
that he lead the autopsy.
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“This is not something to be left with your local coroner,” he smiled and 
laughed. “We will have to do extensive research on her body and brain in 
order that the next brain transplant is successful for the long term.”

 §§§

WSOC-TV9

Students from two local high schools have gathered tonight for a 
candlelight memorial in honor of 19-year-old Cassandra Miller-Sigmon, the 
first successful brain transplant patient. Miller-Sigmon apparently committed 
suicide by overdose of oxycontin — which had been prescribed for pain by 
her physician. Dana Sigmon, the mother of Alexandra Sigmon, and Cathy 
Miller, mother of Casey Miller, the two teens that were both donors and 
recipients of the transplant, were at the memorial.

“This is the most saddest time of all,” weeped Cathy Miller. “The beauty of 
both these girls — my Casey and Alex — is lost, and my heart breaks for my 
dear friend’s loss as hers breaks for me. God had a plan for that accident three 
years ago, and I know my God has a plan now.”

Mrs. Sigmon was too distraught to speak to Channel 9 at that moment.

Because the girls attended both Hickory High School and St. Stephen’s 
High School, nearly a hundred representatives from each school was in 
attendance. We spoke to two friends of Cassandra’s — her best friend, and a 
boy friend, both of whom were crushed:

“Alex was the most excellent person I ever knew,” said Sally Childers, now 
a student at Catawba Valley Community College. “And when she became 
Cassandra − you know, after the transplant − she still was. I will mourn and 
miss both of them, Alex and Cassandra.”

The boyfriend, who asked not to be identified, was also distraught.

“We used to do so many things together,” he said. “So many things.”

§§§§§
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The Transplant
(or, The Hair of the Dog That Bit You)

Part I: 

Desperate times call for desperate measures

I drew the can close to my face and put the magnifying glass against 
it, moving it back and forth from the can until I could read the tiny 
print. The glass was inherited from Gommy, my grandmother, who had 

collected stamps and coins for years. She used it to make out coin inscriptions 
and stamp details, which were hard to see with the naked eye.

The magnifier was a rectangular glass with a stainless metal frame holding 
it in place. There was a grooved columnar handle protruding from one of the 
corners. The handle was covered with a black rubber grip.

“Ingredients: sufficient water for processing,” the first ingredient. Mainly 
water, I thought. That’s what makes it so squishy.

“Meat By-products, Chicken, Beef, Liver,” the next ingredients. Yum. 
By-products. I knew hot dogs were beef and pork by-products, but never 
seriously considered which by the by were. It was better not to know. Except 
Calyssa would want to know. Well, not really. Calyssa would go three aisles 
out of the way to bypass the luncheon meat coolers in the grocery store.

“Brewers rice.” Ah, at last a redeeming ingredient.
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As I read through the various other stuff, sodium tripolyphosphate, 
carrageenan, potassium, chloride, zinc sulfate, copper sulfate — I wondered 
how any dog could thrive on this concoction.

The detail section of the label said the can was “packed with meaty 
goodness for a hearty, delicious meal.”

How long had this can been on the shelf? Meaty goodness? Delicious? 
Who the hell determines it’s delicious?

I’ve read there are actual jobs for animal food tasters. Yech! I began to 
choke back bile just thinking about it.

Peabody sat patiently on the floor beseeching Rom with big brown eyes.

“Not gonna work, Peabody. Not today.”

I pulled the key tab on the lid of the dog food and peeled the lid back 
slowly. The smell of meaty goodness and deliciousness wafted to my nose. 
Grabbing a large soup spoon out of the silverware drawer, I scooped out a 
rounded glop of dog food and held it up.

“Cheers!” I said to Peabody, who was by now salivating onto the kitchen 
floor.

Grabbing and pinching my nose with my left hand, I guided the spooned 
food into my mouth with his right, choking down the dog food.”

“Ahhh!” he rasped, grabbing a tall glass of water pre-poured for this 
moment. He chugged down the water, his eyes nearly squirting lacrimal tears.

“God! Peabody! So this is what you live for every day!”

Peabody’s chestnut tail fanned the floor like a windshield wiper.

I gripped the can tighter, and scooped out more of the dog food, and 
repeated the initial action. I did this until the spoon stirred in the can without 
dredging up any dog food.

“Okay,” and wheezed at my very disappointed dog. “One down — nine 
more to go.”

As I slowly progressed over the next hour through cans lined up in front 
of me, my disgust waned. In fact, on the fifth can I actually began to discern 
some of the finer nuances of taste and texture.

Peabody eventually sulked out of the kitchen and lay down under the 
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dining room table, his head nestled between his front paws. He only looked 
up and over at me whenever he heard the poof of air when I opened another 
can.

My cell phone tinkled.

“Hey. Almost through the first batch,” I said. It was my girlfriend Alyssa.

“How is it?”

“According to the label, it’s meaty goodness and a hearty delicious meal.”

“How many cans?”

“I thought I’d start with 10. The feeding guide says four and a quarter to 
seven and a half cans a day for big dogs up to 150 pounds.”

“You’re a bit above that, Rom.”

“So — it’s my first feast — and I added three more cans.”

“Tell me — how is it?”

“At first I thought I was going to spew. Then, believe it or not, I got used to 
it.”

“It’s going to work, you know.”

“So you say. It’s a helluva lot cheaper than rib eyes.”

“There’s that — but the homeopathic effect.”

“You know I love you, right?”

“But . . . ?”

“If this doesn’t work, what then?”

“I don’t know! I hadn’t thought beyond this part!”

“Chill, Cal! I’m not blaming you! It’s not your fault.”

“Yes it is. At least partly. If I hadn’t suggested the transplant.”

“You didn’t know, Cal. Who could have known?”

“Still . . .”

§§§
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Part II: 
On Top of Old Smokey, all covered with hair . . .

My dad told me two lies when I was growing up: I would never have to 
worry about my weight, and I would always have thick, curly brown hair.

Dad was hirsute on every part of his body except his head. And he had 
been that way since he was in his twenties.

He always thought his baldness was the result of serving in the South 
Pacific in the Navy during the war, and having to wear his officer’s hat nearly 
all the time.

“Hell, the heat and my hat killed the heck out of my hair,” he said.

Mom didn’t seem to particularly care, ‘cause he made up for it in other 
ways — like being a more than successful business man.

He also said “Grass doesn’t grow on a busy street,” which is what I said to 
“Dr.” Timberwolf on my first visit to his hair club.

“Well in your case, then,” chuckled Timberwolf as he rubbed his latex-
covered fingers across my slick dome, “there’s a traffic jam!”

I had pretty much heard all the bald jokes, which were as stale as could be 
to me.

“So, what kind of hair did your maternal and paternal grandfathers have?” 
he asked during the intake, which I couldn’t answer.

My dad’s dad had died in the great flu epidemic in the winter of 1918, 
and Dad was born that next spring. He never knew his father, and there were 
hardly any photographs of the man.

Mom’s dad died of a stroke two months before I was born. He was in his 
fifties, and seemed to have enough coverage in the pictures there were of him.

I always thought I probably killed my hair when the afro craze hit. 
Even though I was white, dozens of friends and I had our hair permed and 
brillowed up. A lot of the stars — Art Garfunkel, John McEnroe, Billy Crystal 
— were doing it, too.

I read in the Autobiography of Malcolm X a lot of blacks killed their hair by 
using really harsh chemicals to straighten it. Straighten it!
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It was ironic that way. It was a fad. No one wanted to look like they looked.

“Well, I don’t think a few months of perming your hair would damage the 
hair roots extensively,” said Timberwolf.

So he took a few skin samples from my crown and said it looked like the 
river bed was dry as a bone. He was referring to my scalp.

“So, what’re my options?” I asked, knowing the floodgate of expensive and 
miraculous solutions was about to wash me away.

“You could do what men have done for years, which is to let your side hair 
grow out long and extend it over your head with some hair gel to keep it in 
place.

“You could wear a rug, and I’d be happy to refer you to some good carpet 
cutters in the area.

“We could tie in real hair into your scalp.

“I could put you on a regimen of various prescription drugs, which are 
expensive, and tend to produce more down than hair.”

“It sounds pretty dismal,” I said. “I’ll need a note from you I can give to my 
girlfriend. She suggested this in the first place.”

“Ah. The girlfriend. You might consider getting a new girlfriend — one 
who accepts you the way you are.”

“They don’t exist. If it weren’t my hair, it would be something else.”

“I agree. There is one more possibility for you.”

Here it comes.

“It’s still in the early developmental stages, and I cannot guarantee the 
results will be to your liking. Oh, never mind, I shouldn’t have brought it up.”

Can you say put the lure in the water and then jerk it back out when a fish 
starts to nibble?

“But you did bring it up. So, you may as well spill the beans. I won’t tell you 
money is no option, but I suppose I need to rule out everything before I tell 
Cal there is no hope.”

“Money would not be the consideration. I’m involved in something – 
experimentations — and have the backing of venture capitalists. You wouldn’t 
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have to pay me anything.”

“So, what’s the catch?”

“The catch is if my experiments were to work on you, you would become 
my poster boy. Like Jared became for Subway.”

“Okay.” I leaned in with interest.

“You would be a beta participant.”

“Not alpha?” I kidded.

“You would join a group of men with similar conditions as yours, where 
heredity factors or others mean a healthy head of thick hair is not in the 
cards,” he continued, ignoring my remark.

As he paced about the room, I sensed his excitement growing.

“You need to know I plan to do this scientifically — meaning it would be a 
blind study, and not all participants would receive the same treatment.”

“To validate the experiment,” I added, letting him know I knew what a 
blind study was.

“And you’re okay with that?”

“I haven’t left,” I answered.

“It’s not without discomfort,” he said, looking at me with curiosity.

“Well, weaving hair plugs, or planting hair follicles isn’t painless,” I said. 
Then I uncovered my forearm by unbuttoning my sleeve and rolling it back, 
revealing a multi-colored tattoo reaching from my wrist to beyond my elbow.

“It will be a little more painful than your tattoo was, Rom,” he responded.

When he sensed I was ripe for the kill, he called in his office assistant, who 
entered the exam room armed with a large folder of forms, waivers, and other 
documents I was responsible to fill out, plus a request for medical records.

It all seemed on the up and up.

And when Calyssa and I discussed it over a bottle of chardonnay, it seemed 
the right thing to do at the time.

Funny how those things go.

§§§
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Part III
Sign, sign, everywhere a sign . . . †

†by the Five Man Electrical Band

I suppose we should have picked up earlier on some of the tell-tale signs 
after the experiment began. But we were so astonished with the early results 
— what’s a few ominous tell-tale signs?

Really, almost immediately hair was growing . . . and profusely! I never 
knew what Timberwolf was doing because he sedated me. Cal had to sit and 
wait through the sessions, and then drive me home. It took me a couple of 
days to recuperate each time.

First sign: tremendous thirst. I couldn’t drink enough water. I could go 
through a gallon of water in less than an hour.

Timberlake said the follicle roots needed a lot of moisture, and reminded 
me how my initial skin tests indicated a dry bed.

Second sign: I couldn’t go through the meat department in the grocery 
store without loading my cart with armfuls of steak and roasts and other red 
meat. I spent a month’s grocery budget on meat on one trip.

Timberlake said the body needs tremendous amounts of iron in order for 
the hair to take permanent “possession”, he called it, of the scalp and body.

Third sign: My hearing became so acute I could hear roaches skittering 
across the countertops in the kitchen at night.

Timberlake explained heightened senses were a common reaction to other 
participants, and things will go back to normal eventually.

Fourth sign: The ends of my fingers began to itch, and scratch as I might, I 
could not relieve them.

He wasn’t sure why that was. Other participants experienced itching in 
their toes and tailbone.

Fifth sign: Peabody started growling at me for no reason at all. And 
he wouldn’t come when I called him, but slinked into another area of my 
apartment.

I never mentioned this to Timberwolf. I figured, what would he know 
about dogs?
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Sixth sign — and you won’t believe this one: I actually started seeing 
smells! No lie! When it first happened I was resting on the couch after one of 
my sessions with Timberwolf, and I had some chicken giblets simmering in 
a pan to make chicken stock. I saw an orangish-brown ribbony cloud come 
out of the pan and spread through the room! It was the smell of the giblets 
cooking!

On the subway going to work one morning, someone in the car I was in 
farted, and I saw the fart and traced it back to the person!

I won’t begin to tell you everything I’ve seen and smelled since. I began to 
think I should seriously consider becoming a crime detective, because I could, 
literally, smell out the crooks!

I never mentioned this to Timberwolf because I was afraid he might think 
I was losing it, and either stop or cut back on the treatments.

Seventh sign: aggression. I’m normally a peaceful and passive guy. About 
a month into treatments I literally turned on my supervisor and let him have 
it over a project I was working on. Frank — my supervisor — is very assertive 
himself (we called him Alpha Wonder behind his back), and did not like to be 
argued with. One day — I don’t know — I felt cornered, and this huge swell 
of angry emotion exploded! Frank backed down — which he never does. And 
then he tip-toed around my cubicle after that. Everyone at work wanted to 
know what I have on him.

And I don’t. Have anything on Frank, I mean.

Again, everyone goes through life cycles, and I figured this was one of 
mine. This one had its benefits.

So when you put all of these things together in a list, there you are — it 
shoulda caught our attention.

But it didn’t. Calyssa was so ecstatic about running her fingers through my 
thick brown hair (it was actually multi shades of brown and black and a little 
blonde mixed in) that the obvious wasn’t obvious to either of us.

Well, there was another sign as well: my labido. My sexual prowess had 
been heightened by an exponential factor of about three, and Cal said I was 
like an animal in the sack. My positional preferences changed as well, and I 
liked — well, you know — doggy-style.

§§§
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Part IV: 
Grandma . . . what big teeth you have!

I think it was when hair began to grow in on my ears, the nape of my neck, 
and under my eyes, plus the trip to the dentist that did the trick.

Timberwolf said hirsuteness was not uncommon, and had told me at the 
beginning I would probably see hair in places hair had never been before.

I thought maybe part of the treatment was steroids, because I noticed my 
chest and shoulders and haunches bulking up. But he said steroids were not 
being used. He said I should enjoy the changes.

Then my mouth started to ache, and became so sore the gums swelled up 
and began to bleed when I brushed.

So I went to the dentist, who oohed and ahaad for nearly twenty minutes 
before he popped up from my mouth and announced he needed a new set of 
X-rays.

I asked why, but my mouth was so full of cotton and he was so intense I’m 
sure either he didn’t understand me, or hear me, or both.

“Do you have any unusual dental history in your family?” he asked after 
the images were taken.

“None I can think of.”

“I’ve seen this before — not very often, mind you. You have new incisors 
growing in on both the top and bottom locations. They really aren’t incisors in 
the normal sense — they are very pointed — more like canine teeth.”

“What?”

“Like I said, it’s unusual — well, really unusual. But it has happened before 
and there are a few dental papers on the subject. That’s why I asked about 
your family history.”

“How did this happen?”

“I have no idea. If you like, I can have them surgically removed, and you 
won’t have to worry with them. I mean, they are going to push out your 
permanent incisors in four places if we don’t. The roots of those teeth may 
already be cut by the canines and dead. I’m not sure we can save them, and 
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we’d probably need to put in either a bridge on top and bottom, or my favorite 
solution: implants.”

So, as he prattled on, my mind kept hearing the ka-ching of the cash 
register. Jeesh!

“If you didn’t want to do anything, I guess the positive end of the story is 
you’d never have to dress up for Halloween!” he laughed. “The teeth? Get it?”

I got it.

So Cal and I talked it over, and decided to confront Dr. Timberwolf 
together.

We handed him a written list of the various evidences of which we had 
come to be aware. I also had a copy of my latest dental X-rays.

We sat in his office quietly while he read, examined, and digested what we 
had gathered. Finally he looked up from behind his desk, adjusted his glasses, 
and sat back.

“Just what would you have me do?”

“Stop the treatments,” Calyssa said quickly, “and do whatever is necessary 
to reverse what’s going on!”

I nodded silently, scratching the hairy nape of my neck with itching 
fingers.

“Well, that ship has sailed for parts unknown, folks,” he said slowly in a low 
voice. “And coming back is nigh impossible.”

I felt the surge of anger as it pulsed up my spine. It was all I could do to 
contain myself.

“I know it’s not the answer you wanted to hear, Rom, but it’s all I can tell 
you. If I stopped the treatments, there’s no telling what would happen. In fact, 
after the first three treatments, everything I’ve been doing has been to hold 
things in check.”

“You mean you knew these things were going to happen?” I growled.

“I didn’t exactly know. But due to the animal trials, I had a strong 
premonition things could progress in this direction.”

“What the hell direction are we ‘progressing’ in?” I stood and shouted, 
slamming my fists on his desk.
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“Sit, Rom!” Timberwolf hissed between his teeth, which he bared as he 
stood defensively. He seemed larger than I remembered. Bulkier about the 
shoulders and upper arms. A bit hairier himself.

Startled and confused by his reaction, I sat. Cal bowed her head in 
obeisance.

“If you will remember, I said you may not like the results. But, you are 
not the only one involved in this experiment, and I can tell you I have made 
significant strides at control.”

“Control? What the hell are you controlling?”

“I can’t tell you. But, here’s the good news: I am about to launch an 
advertising campaign with you as my centerpiece -- and the results will pay 
handsomely, I am certain.”

“Wait — you’re going to release these treatments to the public?”

“I said if it proved successful you would become my spokesperson. And it 
is immensely successful — well, with one or two drawbacks which you have 
with any new product!”

“My teeth are more than a drawback! Hair all over my face — drawbacks!”

“Okay, sure. But not insurmountable. Look, I’ll cover the dental work 
costs, if that’s what’s worrying you. And, I’ve got some depilatory products in 
the works for your face and ears. You do like most of the enhancements, yes? 
You have a handsome mane, and your sex drive?”

“So, you plan to fully disclose the possible reactions to your treatments?”

“Like I said, Rom, the benefits outweigh the inconveniences . . .”

“These are way more than inconveniences!”

“Perhaps we should let our consumers judge for themselves.”

“Our? When did this become a we thing?”

“When you signed the contract.”

“Well, then, I want out of the contract.”

“Then you’re willing to pay me what you promised if you break the 
contract?”

“Wha —?”
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“Again, the contract. See, Rom, like so many who want something so badly, 
you failed to read the fine print -- both you and Calyssa. And in the fine print 
is an agreement you will want to consider carefully before you back out.”

So, he had me. By the proverbial testicals. He was Pavlov in disguise, using 
both punishment and reward to get the desired results. If I played the game 
and ran the obstacle course for him, I would get a treat. If not, a punishment.

I’ve always preferred a treat over a punishment. I don’t know, I’m different 
that way, I guess.

§§§

 

Part V: 
A star is born

Time was of the essence, to Timberwolf. At first, I was scheduled for 
commercial filming, ad photography, and appearances on Donahue and The 
Tonight Show.

Both Phil and Johnny took positions of skepticism, even though I was 
armed with before pictures of myself over the years. I gave dutifully the spiel, 
and took everything in a good-natured manner. Timberwolf actually had to 
give me a sedative to keep me from getting angry and exploding on national 
TV.

There were also infomercials, and the combination lit up sales. Sales were, 
of course, sessions with Timberwolf at incredibly exorbitant prices — and 
were, by nature, booked by the rich and the famous — which also helped 
spread the word.

Cal and I were somewhat appeased by the six-figure check Timberwolf 
deposited into my checking account, and it was easy to get lulled into the 
sense of if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. That had to do mainly with the money, not 
the continued physical degradations.

We had the oral surgery, and the canine teeth were extracted. Like my 
dentist feared, the four incisors were dead — their roots cut by the canines. So 
those teeth were also pulled.

The dentist had to pack the holes with donor bone marrow grafts. I didn’t 
ask where the grafts originated, but I had visions of grave robbers late at night 
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working under a full moon.

The problem is the bone marrow grafts had to take hold over several 
months to become a part of my jaw bone. The next process would be drilling 
holes into those four places and screwing in the metal bases for the implants.

During the waiting period — guess what? More canines developed.

So the dentist advised to let the canines come in. Then he would cap them, 
and they would look normal. I wondered why the hell he didn’t think of that 
in the first place.

The canines came in, two on the top and two on the bottom. I looked 
like Lon Chaney, Jr. in The Wolf Man. The capping had to wait, though — 
according to the dentist.

Because of that, and because the office banter about me being a were-wolf, 
and because I was bringing in pretty good money from Timberwolf, I quit my 
job.

With Cal, things were beginning to become more than a little dicey.

We couldn’t go out without attracting a lot of attention. I never dreamed 
publicity would become the big problem in our relationship — but it had.

She hated it. Privacy could only be had if we stayed in and ordered out. 
There’s only so much Chinese one can stomach.

And, my action de faire l’amour became more and more beastly. I nipped 
Cal once on the neck, and she had to go to an urgent care for stitches. When 
the doctor asked, she said her dog had bitten her when they were wrestling on 
the floor.

“You probably ought to check to make sure your dog is free of rabies,” she 
cautioned Cal.

“Yeah. I thought of that already.”

At the same time, it seemed like werewolfism had become a national 
fetish. An American Werewolf in London grossed over $30 million at the box 
office. Even Jack Nicholson and Michelle Pfeiffer jumped on the band wagon 
in Wolf.

Biters were everywhere, in every story and every film.

And wherever I went, the same question: Are you a werewolf?
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To which I answered, “No! Of course not!”

“What about the teeth and the hair?”

On every full moon the paparazzi and other news media and reporters 
gathered outside my apartment building and waited for me to leave. I used to 
be able to ride the subways or the buses, but no longer.

National Inquirer had me featured every other day on their covers.

WOLF MAN SIRES BABY WITH MICHAEL JACKSON’S SISTER and 
more.

It went on unending. And it became more and more difficult to cope. More 
than once I struck out at cameras and reporters, snarling and growling out my 
frustration. Every time I rued my action, as cameras clicked and caught me 
looking like a damn werewolf.

Cal and I broke up. Yes, it was all over the tabloids. Even ET Tonight 
covered it. And when Cal began seeing other men, she was tailed and never 
got any privacy. I think she went through half a dozen before it was finally 
over.

Like so many celebrities, my star rose quickly and brilliantly — like a 
Nova. But like all stars, like all rising suns, there is the inevitable sunset.

§§§

 

Part VI:
Ain’t it any wonder that we hate to see the sun go down?†

†“Werewolf,” Five Man Electrical Band

An ultimate showdown with Timberwolf was inevitable.

He had cut off communications with me — wouldn’t answer my calls. He 
ended our weekly sessions because he had become so busy with the rich and 
famous.

Checks were no longer deposited in my bank account. He sent a registered 
letter citing the fact because I refused to be available for publicity events, the 
payment part of our contract was null and void. I wasn’t, of course. I mean, 
what normal persons would continue to expose themselves to the media 
hounds?
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I was isolated.

Calyssa had moved on; I had no job, though money for the moment wasn’t 
an issue. For the future, no doubt I could wrangle a book deal, as long as I was 
still a hot commodity. And as far as I knew, I was. I couldn’t remember if I 
was barred by the contract or not — from selling my story, I mean.

My condition grew more aggravated. More hair in more places. My 
fingernails began to round out — like a dog’s toenails. The good thing was 
I could extend my leg up and back and scratch my neck with my toenails. 
Which was good. Certainly odd.

I gave up the canned dog food. Why eat by-products when I could afford 
steaks again?

When I went to bed I had to use the whole bed (I bought a king-size bed: 
California King), as I would have to rustle about quite a bit until I found a 
comfortable position.

Peabody had come to the point he couldn’t stay. He shivered around me — 
hiding behind the couch, and he began to lose weight. I finally called Calyssa 
who mercifully agreed to take him as long as I footed the food and vet bills, 
which I did.

It was an awkward moment.

“How are you?”

“Well, as you can see, a bit hairier and long in the tooth,” I joked.

She didn’t laugh. She leashed Peabody and I carried his stuff to her car out 
on the street. She had left the city and was living with an artist who was living 
with his parents in Upper Westchester County.

We didn’t kiss, or hug or even shake hands. It was obvious she did not want 
any physical contact with me.

Then she and Peabody drove off.

I guess it was a coincidence the day Cal picked up Peabody was also the 
night of the full moon. Maybe not. Maybe there are no coincidences. Maybe 
everything is backed by some cosmic grand scheme and we all are just 
players, like Shakespeare said.

It must have been part of some cosmic design I wrap myself up in a heavy 
raincoat and hat and walk the twenty-six blocks to Timberwolf ’s office. I 
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didn’t dare take the subway or the buses. And the walk did me good. Helped 
me to think through and imagine the confrontation and all of the possible 
scenarios, none of which ended good.

Lexington Avenue. He had moved up in the world over the last year. Life 
was good. His storefront windows, now protected with a heavy accordion 
gate, were plastered with the pictures of some of his clientele — the ones who 
wanted to bask in the limelight. Rock stars, whose diminishing and receding 
hairlines were a threat to their careers; actors used to tossing wavy locks on 
screen and batting dark eyes. It was rumored Sean Connery was a client. 
Pernell Roberts was another thought to have sought Timberwolf out. Both 
had balding issues.

An alley down the side of the building led to an irregular court where 
I knew a back door existed. I had used the back door many times to avoid 
paparazzi. Though locked, I had come prepared with a small crowbar, and in 
the bathlight of the moon, summoned strength enough to jimmy the door 
open.

It was dark. But then, my heightened senses came to my aid, and I easily 
wound through hallways and upstairs to Timberwolf ’s office.

I could smell him. I could hear him rambling about, and dictating notes.

He was startled when he finally noticed me in the door frame of his inner 
office. But he calmed almost immediately.

“I thought you might come by sometime. And, it is a full moon,” he said, 
smiling. A genuine smile, not a leer.

“I’m not a werewolf,” I answered, stepping into the office.

“I know.”

“But I need to know how to stop all of this,” I said, touching my face and 
barring my teeth.

“That’s simple. Click your heels three times and repeat ‘There’s no place 
like home.’”

“It’s not funny.”

“I’m not trying to be.” He put his dictation recorder down and moved 
around to the front of his desk, and leaned against its front edge.

“You’ve had the ability to return things back the way they were since we 
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began our sessions. Like Dorothy.”

“Don’t make me angry! I may not be a werewolf, but I have fangs and claws 
and the power of a beast, and I’m becoming more of a monster every second 
you fool around with me!”

“Rom, what do you think I introduced into your body to precipitate your 
hair growth and all of the other changes you’ve experienced?”

“How would I know?”

“You’re not stupid. I thought you might have figured it out by now — all 
this time. Let me show you.”

He walked to a closet and pulled out a clear IV bag full of clear fluid. I had 
seen them many times. Saline. He laid it on his desk.

“This is what you got.”

I stepped forward and picked up the bag.

“So what’s in it?” I asked.

“Saline.”

“What else?”

“Nothing.”

He watched as I began to spiral down into confusion.

“I didn’t change you at all, Rom — you did. How, you ask? By your own 
will and volition. All I did was throw in a little encouragement, a few prompts 
and some suggestive comments, and you did all the rest.”

“But the hair — my senses!”

“All in your mind. At first. The brain is an awesome organ, Rom. It’s power 
is untapped. Even Jesus said you could move mountains if you believed. If you 
just believed! Imagine what else is at your fingertips if you just believe?

“It’s what separates the geniuses of the world from the rest of the herd. Not 
because anyone is really smarter — or has a better brain than anyone else. The 
Chopins and Mozarts and Einsteins believed something. Or, from the other 
direction, refused to believe something — that it cannot be done! That new 
music, or a medical cure or anything else which never was can exist just by 
thinking so! Or what fails to exist is because someone can’t believe it.
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“My favorite musical is Music Man. Know why? A genuine shyster of a guy 
goes to a small town in Iowa and teaches kids to play band instruments using 
the think method. What a scam! He sells the town instruments and uniforms 
and never teaches a lick of proper music. And when he is found out and about 
to be tarred and feathered, a miracle! The kids play their instruments. Why? 
Because Harold Hill made those children believe they could play just by 
thinking it!”

“And you’re Harold Hill.”

“In a way. I’ve studied human behavior for a long, long time, Rom. Not 
as a professional, but as a bystander — watching what makes the difference 
between the geniuses and the vast majority.

“You were part of the vast majority, my friend. You came to me with the 
very sincere goal of pleasing your girlfriend. Do you remember? And when 
I offered you the remotest possibility of success? Why you grabbed it with 
all your heart — and most importantly — all of your mind. In doing so, you 
stepped over the line from run-of-the-mill to extraordinary.”

“So I talked myself into my predicament?”

“You convinced yourself to the very roots new hair was possible. And 
along with hair, you heightened your senses to the point your sight and 
hearing and, yes, your sense of smell were boosted well beyond normal. You 
did all that!”

“What about the teeth? You telling me I did the teeth?”

“The teeth did surprise me. But it told me you had dug so deeply into your 
mind you were able to make anything happen! I frankly would have been 
satisfied at the hair alone. But I think the other things were gravy for you, and 
I believe you rather enjoyed them.”

“Well — but then everything —”

“Yes . . . changed for the worse. I’m sorry, I really am. The media — the 
tabloids — Calyssa. Those were unforeseen consequences.”

“So tell me. How do I go back?”

“Not sure you can. It’s so deep in your psyche now,” he said, rounding the 
desk and sitting down. “Plus, I don’t think I can trust you would keep quiet 
about all this. It would be not only embarrassing, but financially devastating 
to me. They don’t give these Lexington Avenue offices away for free, you 
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know, and I’ve grown accustomed to my work. It’s not everyone who is sought 
after by celebrities and the rich. Some of the most famous persons you know 
of call me by my first name.”

“If I can believe I can grow hair and believe I’m turning into a dog, it 
should be no problem to believe something I desperately want,  and to go 
back to just me the way I was before all of this.”

“When I said I wasn’t sure you could, I may have stretched the truth a bit.”

“So what else is new?”

Timberwolf pulled open a drawer. He reached in and withdrew a pistol, 
which he placed on his desk.

“I guess what I really meant to say was you can’t go back to the way it was 
because I won’t allow it.”

“So you shoot me?”

Timberwolf picked up the pistol and stood. I wondered if he had loaded it 
with silver bullets.

“You came here on a full moon. Before my eyes you transformed into a 
hulking animal. I had no choice. You see, belief also takes its form from mass 
hysteria. Elvis and The Beatles mesmerized America through it. Hitler used it 
to conquer most of Europe and to convince his minions to murder millions of 
Jews.

“Who wouldn’t believe me? The tabloids will resurrect dozens of photos of 
you from past issues. So will the major news media. You are the dark boogie 
man who has preyed on our imaginations for decades. Evil incarnate. And, 
an unfortunate error for which I will take full responsibility publicly, while 
avowing I have discovered and remedied those mistakes for the sake of my 
current and future clients.”

“Timberwolf!” I growled authentically. The electric current of rage shot 
through every part of my body, and I felt every ionic particle.

“Oh, you might as well know it’s not my real name. It’s Johnson. George 
Johnson. How very ordinary and plain.

“Timberwolf — clever, don’t you think? A play on your mind as well. I bet 
you thought I was treating myself, too. And the other Beta patients? None. 
You were my one and only — and so successful! I never dreamed —well, no, 
that’s not true. I did more than dream — I believed!
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“I now find myself in the company of so many who were able to pull so 
much out of so many little people! FDR. Stalin. Jim Jones and Jim and Tammy 
Bakker! God, the list goes on. Of course, not all ended well with each. But a 
bad ending is not a fate I intend to experience, Romulus.

“Ironic, no? Romulus. The Romulus Experiment. The perfect name for the 
perfect experiment. I owe you much. And you owe me quite a bit as well. So 
let’s call it even, shall we?”

What happened next was a blur. The police say Timberwolf fired off a shot 
in defense and wounded me, but not enough to stop me.

I apparently leapt over the desk and ripped his throat open with my fangs.

Then I called the police, and they and EMTs arrived, but too late. 
Timberlake died as a result of bleeding out through his jugular.

At the moment he died our contract became null and void.

At my trial I told the story as I knew it, but no one believed me. Some of 
Timberwolf ’s rich and famous clients testified by affidavit — they knew better 
than to appear at so public an event. They testified the “doctor” was legit. Who 
would ever question their testimony?

Even Calyssa appeared. But for the prosecution, not for me. There wasn’t 
anyone who could testify in my behalf.

As far as an insanity defense, the judge ruled based on the expert 
testimony of the prosecution. The shrink said since I walked twenty-
six blocks from my apartment to Timberwolf ’s apartment, consciously 
avoiding public transportation or taking a cab, I was able to discern 
between right and wrong. It showed my intent was premeditated.

Also, as Timberwolf had cut off my income (by my own testimony — 
against my lawyer’s advice), I had motive.

It was an open and shut case.

Still, everyone — and I mean everyone — thinks I’m a werewolf.

So here I am in prison — bald and fat. I can’t sell my story on account 
of the Berkowitz law. Despite that, unauthorized and speculative books and 
movies have come out. None begins to approach the truth.

I am waiting to be contacted by some wide-eyed novice journalist 
who wants to make a name for herself by getting my story. It will happen 
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eventually, I believe.

For the time being, though, I may as well be Hannibal Lecter.

The good side to this is all the other inmates and prison guards keep their 
distance, fearing I will transform and rip them to pieces. You see, I decided 
not to cap the fangs.

The bad thing is each month during the full moon, I am shackled by my 
wrists and ankles to the wall of a solitary confinement cell.

Ahhh-woooooooo!

§§§§§
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Petya y volk

Isak and Petya Zaslavsky lived a very simple life. Their cabin and small 
bit of land was tucked into a valley pinched by two ridges that edged 
down the east slopes of the Carpathians. Isak was Petya’s grandfather, and 

extraordinarily protective of the boy. 

Petya, who approached twelve years old, was filled with curiosity 
and bravado. That made life for him all the more intense because of his 
grandfather’s strict oversight. The boy spent his days completing a variety of 
duties that included milking their cow, gathering the hen and duck eggs, and 
splitting and stack ing wood for the coming winter. All other time he spent 
daydreaming about a life of adventure, and devising ways to make those 
dreams come true. Isak Zaslavsky made sure there was not a lot of free time 
for Petya.

The first snow brushed the ground and nearby woods powdery white.  It 
clung in clumps to the high branches of the thick groves of elm and oak and 
hickory, dropping and spattering softly below whenever a gust of mountain 
wind swooped down into the valley to play the trees with a soft moan.

With winter came increased vigilance, for foxes and wolves and the 
occasional bear would often forage at night around the cabin. Wolves followed 
the deer and mountain goats that descended from the higher altitudes into 
the valleys looking for flowing water and fodder. 

an adaptation of the children’s story, Peter and the Wolf
originally written by Sergei Prokofiev
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Petya had never seen a live wolf — volke. In the pivnaya — town saloon 
— were the stuffed heads of many animals fallen by a rifle ball, or captured 
in one of the many iron jawed traps set by local trappers. They were mounted 
on the walls of the saloon, peering wide-eyed with surprise, mouths slightly 
agape.

Petya, who was not allowed in the saloon, viewed them from outside, his 
nose pressed against a pane of glass. His grandfather warmed himself with 
a glass or two of the local vodka, and grumbled about the cold with other 
patrons. When Isak came out of the saloon, Petya would pum mel him with 
questions about the various heads mounted on the wall.

“That was a wolverine,” he would answer his grandson with a hint of 
irritation in his voice.

“And the one next to it? It looked like a rat — maybe a squirrel.”

“Ermine. Wealthy women love its fur. But I call it a weasel. They eat 
chicken eggs.”

And so the inquisition continued to question his grandfather all the way 
home.

Once there, they would both eat a boiled egg and a slice of bread, then 
prepare for bed. The ritual included washing behind the ears and scrubbing 
their teeth with the splayed end of sassafras root, then jump ing into itchy 
nightgowns made of burlap they had rubbed smooth with large pebbles from 
the nearby creek.

The two shared a bed constructed from pine, with a hemp rope mat-
tress and a bedsack filled with corn husks. Huddled together, they cov ered 
themselves with a down-filled comforter, their most prized pos session other 
than the animals. A low fire of mostly hot embers glowed a few feet away in 
the stone hearth. It was Petya’s job to stoke the fire, which he did whenever he 
awoke from cold during the night.

On frigid nights, the ones with no clouds, Petya would shoo the small 
goats into the cabin. And on nights of the full moons at his grandfather’s 
request.

“The wolves,” his grandfather would whisper, pinching together his two 
massive white eyebrows with a scowl. 
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Schastlivwy — Lucky — was their dog, whom they inherited with the 
cabin. At his prime, the dog must have been a formidable hunter — pursuing 
and keeping bears or raccoons or wolves at bay until his master, a hunter and 
trapper, could catch up and dispatch the beast with a well-aimed shot.  

After one such hunt, Lucky limped into the village broken boned and 
sliced up. His master did not return. The hunter’s body was never found, 
which was not surprising, seeing that no one went out to look for him for 
months. Lucky was cared for by the various patrons of the saloon with bits of 
bread and meat, and a wooden bowl of vodka laced water to ease the pain of 
his wounds.

When spring came and his master still had not returned to claim the dog, 
a small party of men ventured out into the woods near the cabin, and for a 
few kilometers up the mountain, to no avail. There were no signs of the man, 
and the scent was long erased by melting snows and spring rain. He was later 
found by a hunter. A shriveled corpse — mostly eaten and bones scattered, 
perhaps, by scavengers. He was buried in the back yard of the home, a 
wooden marker the simple monument to his existence.

When Isak and Petya Zaslavsky arrived looking for a place to live they 
were directed to the abandoned cabin where the missing man and Lucky had 
lived. No one else dared to do anything with the property, so superstitious 
were they.

After Isak and Petya moved in, Lucky limped from the saloon out to the 
cabin and flopped down near the stone steps at the front door, from where 
he rarely moved, except in winter. Petya gave him the name. Other than 
his ability to scare a fox away through his ferocious barking, Lucky was 
useless. But he was a welcomed com panion for Petya, and the limp wag of 
his tail every once in a while certainly exceeded the friendliness of Petya’s 
grandfather.

“One more mouth to feed,” Isak complained.

Though cold, Petya crawled onto the straw-baled roof, making sure to step 
only where he knew the rafters were so he wouldn’t plunge through into the 
cabin. Grandfather had forbad it, as re placement straw was hard to be had — 
especially in winter. No mention of worry over Petya injuring himself. 

Petya shinnied up a poplar sapling that grew next to the cabin, and then 
clambered atop the roof whenever grandfather was away. Laying flat near the 
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chimney for warmth, he could peer into the valley, and then up the mountain 
which disappeared into blurred grayness. Winter denuded the leaves and 
brush that blocked looking deep into the woods during the summer. 

He wanted someday to climb to the top of the mountain and hike along 
the ridge. Possibly to hunt a wolf or bear and shoot it, then drag its burly body 
back down to the cabin where he would skin it and hang its hide to dry. Then 
he would take its severed head to the saloon to be hung on the head-studded 
trophy wall. Perhaps he would to take his first taste of vodka in celebration of 
his feat.

From the roof he could also keep an eye on the road that ran a few meters 
away from his house to the village. Lucky lifted his lethargic head to sniff 
the air whenever anyone approached on the road and released an apathetic 
bark. Normally that was when Grandfather Isak would first appear on his way 
home. That bark gave Petya time to scurry across the cabin roof to the sapling, 
and down into the back area where he grabbed the feed bag and began 
scattering partially ground corn on the ground for the hens.

Grandfather was not fooled by Petya, and continued to warn him.

“I smell your pee at the side of the house where you relieve yourself from 
the roof. I know that you disobey me, Petya. One day your foolishness will be 
your undoing.”

One day Petya was lost in reverie on the roof of the cabin, dreaming of 
killing an incredibly large bear. Lucky barked. It was not his normal tired and 
disinterested bark — but one filled with alert. Petya looked up and saw men 
riding along the road. He slid his body down the backside of the roof, then 
slowly pulled himself to the top of the roof to peer out at the road. Lucky had 
risen to all fours and stepped out into the yard in front of the cabin. His barks 
were a mix of low-throated growls and fierce yelps.

The men came into better view. There were four of them, slowly riding 
in the direction of the village. Each was bundled in fur coats and hats, with 
leather breeches and knee-length boots. Various bags and gear were tied onto 
the horses behind their saddles. Each had a rifle sheathed away on the flanks 
of their rides, within easy access. The lead rider slowly reined his horse to a 
standstill at the house, as did his company.

“Hallo?” he voiced with deep resonation. It was directed towards the cabin. 
The word echoed like a howl as Lucky increased his warnings. 
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Lucky was now rabid in his barks and growls. Petya had never seen the dog 
behave this way before.

One in the group pulled out his rifle and aimed it at the dog.

“Shall I silence this cur?”

“Nyet,” the leader responded, holding one hand up. “Wait here.”

With that, he dismounted and walked the short distance from the road to 
the cabin. He approached Lucky directly, his gloved hand extended palm up. 
Lucky cowered to his belly, and turned on his back, presenting his undersides 
in obei sance. He pulled one glove off, crouched and scratched the dog’s belly. 
Then he stood and looked around.

He was taller than his companions. His shoulders were wide and his arms 
long. His hands, large with thick fingers. And he was hairy. The hairiest man 
Petya had ever seen. Only his nose and thin lips and small areas under his 
eyes did not bristle with black hair. His eyes were deep-set and dark, and 
peered like an animal’s, darting back and forth. When he opened his mouth 
once more to call out, his white teeth stood out in stark contrast to his dark 
face — even and nearly perfect in shape.

“What big teeth you have,” thought Petya, remembering one of the tales his 
mother used to tell him.

The man’s upper torso was burly — barrel-chested, his grandfather would 
later describe it after his had seen the man. But his waist was trim, and his 
legs, long and lithe.

“Hallo!” he called out again. This time Lucky did not respond, but crept off 
silently to the edge of the cleared area, and squeezed into the underbrush.

The man tipped his head back and closed his eyes. He sniffed loudly.

“I know you’re there,” he announced with assuredness. “I can smell you!”

“What a big nose you have,” thought Petya, trying to make himself as small 
as possible.

“That’s all right,” said the man after a time, turning slowly and walk ing 
back to his horse, “I will be back, and you and I shall have a chat then. I can 
wait.”
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His entourage laughed at the comment. He remounted and the group 
continued down the road toward the village, geeing their horses to a trot and 
then to a gallop.

Trembling, Petya peeked back over the rooftop at the road. Nothing but 
slowly settling dust marked where the pack of men had just moments been. 
His heart beat madly, and his palms were sweaty. He wanted down off the 
roof. He had felt like a treed animal when the big man spoke. He felt hunted. 
He wanted some place to feel and be safe. And he never wanted to have that 
feeling of being hunted again.

“They were like wolves,” Petya thought. And was reminded of another 
time. A time he thought he had forgotten.

§§§

It was night. A large moon hung lamp-like in the sky. He was in a tow er — 
a temple — the steeple. He crouched near the cast iron bell, which hung limp. 
Earlier it had rung out – an unanswered plea to the rest of Kiev. 

“Come and help!” it rang out. “Save us!” it implored. 

But the windows of the houses in Kiev were shuttered tight, muffled from 
the shrieks and screams of the hunted and the slaugh tered. The doors of most 
houses were bolted shut against the night mare that frothed in the streets 
only short distances away. Like the Passover, as if the sides and tops of the 
doorframes had been painted with blood. Only it was God’s will that those 
who could have helped — should have helped — instead stay within their 
homes and be passed over by the horror without.

From his vantage Petya could see the flames of houses on fire in Kiev, 
could hear the cries for help arise from the streets and float over the rooftops. 
He covered his ears from the horror, yet was compelled to look down from 
the steeple onto the dark street below.

There, four men on horseback clattered to a stop on the cobbled street and 
looked up to where he hid. The leader, big and burly and hairy and bearded, 
dropped from his mount and leaped to the wall of the church, staring, glaring 
up at Petya with deep-set dark eyes. He climbed up the plastered surface, long 
claws protruding from his thick fingers.

Petya retreated behind the bell, cold to the touch, and awaited the dark one 
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to reach the steeple.

“Help!” he screamed, knowing no one would hear. Knowing few would 
care. But screaming, nonetheless, as the dark one — the thing with hairs and 
eyes and claws — clawed and crawled closer and closer up the steeple wall.

“One last look,” he thought. “Perhaps he’s fallen. Perhaps he’s gone,” and 
stealthily crept from his crook behind the bell, and slowly neared the edge of 
the steeple where he could look. His heart, beating; his palms, sweating.

Nearer and nearer. What big eyes...What big teeth...Nearer and nearer.

“PETYA! WAKE UP! WAKE UP!”

§§§

Petya opened his eyes to a cool, damp cloth bathing him, refreshing him; 
to the soft touch of his grandfather’s hand on his forehead, and the reassuring 
whisper, “You’re okay! It was a dream. A nightmare. It is over and we are safe. 
You have nothing to fear. It was only a dream.”

But not all of it was a dream.

It was a time that crept back into his awareness, from a remote cre vasse 
in his mind. It was the pogrom — the days of horror when he was much 
younger. In Kiev. And his mother and his father — Jews — had fallen in a 
spate of horror too awful to ever want to remember – too penetrating to 
forget.

They were murdered and beheaded. Like the trophy heads in the village 
saloon. And sometimes Petya dreamed of their preserved heads mounted 
on the wall of the saloon, among many other human heads, pale with lifeless 
eyes. Fallen at the hands of the hairy man and his entourage — his henchmen.

An evil man. A wicked man. A beast.

Petya wanted to tell his grandfather of the man who had called “Hal lo,” 
who had said “I smell you,” but was afraid. He didn’t want to admit he had 
climbed back onto the roof in disobedience. He didn’t want to admit that, 
had the man discovered him, he would have had nowhere to run. That he had 
been “treed” like an animal. Like he near ly had been when his grandfather 
rescued him from the bell tower.

It was his grandfather who brought the man up over their supper.
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“There is something you need to know.”

Petya didn’t answer, but looked up from eating his soup.

“There are men here. Ohotniki, if you believe what they say.”

“Hunters?”

“They are here for the winter, and will be setting traps in the moun tains, 
and hunting as well. They will stay in the village.”

Petya sopped his piece of bread into his soup.

“I want you to stay away from them, Petya. I want you to not go into the 
village anymore, either.”

“Why not?”

“Until they have left, you should not go into the village. When they do, all 
right. You will do this for me? You will obey me? Not like the roof, Petya. I am 
very serious about this.”

“Who are they?”

“It is enough to say they are not entirely who they say they are.”

“They’re not hunters?”

“Well, yes. They are ohotniki. And they are trappers. But not the kind you 
think.”

“What other kinds of ohotniki are there?”

His grandfather stopped and looked at him wistfully, as though think ing 
carefully about his answer.

“One day you will know, Petya. Today is not that day. Stay away from the 
village, and if they ever come here, hide yourself.”

Petya knew that already. He would never willingly expose himself to that 
band of hunters. He would never willingly come out at the call of the beast-
man. He would, in these particular matters, obey his grandfa ther.

§§§

That winter was as harsh as it was strange. Large snowfalls and icy winds 
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bore down on the region, freezing life to a standstill. In addi tion, attacks on 
the livestock of the villagers were reported much more than ever before.

“The wolves are starving in the mountains, and their natural prey has left,” 
explained Grandfather Isak explained when Petya asked. “A cow or goat is an 
easier meal. You need to be careful whenever you go out, Petya. Skinny as you 
are, you are still a feast to a hungry wolf!”

“I have Lucky, Grandfather.”

“As good as having nothing,” he answered. “I think it is time for you to 
learn how to shoot the rifle.”

Petya was delighted at the an nouncement! Not only was it recognition that 
he was growing older, but it meant Grandfather would be focusing attention 
on Petya! 

The boy relished every moment of instruction his grandfather gave him. 
Every word, every touch, every wince of his eyes, every commendation – was 
as a rare drink as from a cup of pure cool water to this thirsty boy.

The rifle was an old one — one his grandfather had used when he was a 
boy. Not modern, it required reloading after being discharged.

“Everything about this rifle is hard to come by. Gunpowder, wadding, 
bullets. So everything must be done intentionally, my boy, with an eye that 
you must make every shot count. Do you understand?”

It was another way of saying that firing the rifle would be a rare thing. 
Loading, shouldering and aiming the firearm, then going through the 
motions of reloading and firing, were the primary and singular elements 
of his training for days. Over and over, until Petya could do everything by 
rote. Load the rifle with a bullet, in sert the wad, pour the gunpower into the 
small opening. Stand, feet slightly apart, right foot planted back and left foot 
forward and toward the target, slightly bent. Raise the rifle slowly, butt on 
the right shoulder, left hand under the barrel stock. Cock the hammer. Slide 
the right forefinger over the trigger. Take a deep breath, aim, breathe out and 
squeeze.

Petya was allowed to fire the rifle one time only. That day came after many 
days.  Isak stepped back from his grandson and announced, “So we will see 
what you have learned.”
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His grandfather tacked a squared piece of dried racoon skin onto a large 
oak that stood in front of the cabin. This was after days of non-firing practice.  
His grandfather then stepped off ten paces from the tree and drew a line into 
the dirt with a twig.

“Stand here.”

“Isn’t that too close?”

“You will soon see how close it is. Stand here. Now, everything I taught 
you. Stand tall, your right foot planted and back, your left foot toward the 
target and forward, slightly bent. Raise the rifle slowly, butt on your right 
shoulder, your left hand out under the barrel. Cock the hammer slowly. Take a 
deep breathe, aim, and as you let the air out, slowly squeeze.”

The rifle erupted with a blast and a large puff of smoke, sending chick-
ens and goats and even Lucky running. The barrel swung up and back with 
the blast, knocking the surprised boy to the ground and onto his back. His 
grandfather doubled over in laughter, wheezing and tearing up in his eyes, red 
in the face. 

It was the first time Petya had ever seen his grandfather laugh.

Petya picked himself up off the ground and dusted the dirt from his 
trousers. He was still pale from surprise, and his shoulder and backside ached. 
When he finally got composed, he looked at the target on the oak. It was 
untouched. As was the tree.

“So you see, Petya, you were not too close, yes?”

“Yes, I was not too close.”

Grandfather Isak then stepped halfway to the tree from the line he had 
drawn in the dirt.

“To make sure, you shoot from here.”

“What if I miss from here?”

“Depending what you are shooting at, if you miss, you are dead.”

§§§

Petya’s bad dreams recurred with increased frequency, and became 
more and more real. He could feel the cold and moisture of the night air, 
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the hardness of cobblestone and wood and the ground. He heard things he 
ordinarily never heard, like his own breathing and the pound ing of his heart. 
And others — like the man-beast who stalked him. He smelled sweat and 
trees and water and animals. He even smelled fear. That seemed to feed a  
strange hunger — an energy — that attracted the man-beast relentlessly to 
him. Hunting. Chasing. Closing in.

The dreams moved from the bell tower — away from the screams and 
closed shutters and doors with blood smeared on the top and sides of the 
doorframes; away from cobblestones and streets. The scenes were now the 
cabin and the village and the saloon. In each dream, he was trapped. Trapped 
on the roof of the cabin, the four beastly men riding at slow gallop through 
the mist; the man beast gripping his reins in large paws, claws extended, eyes 
glowing, slowly approaching, approaching, approaching. In the village, run-
ning through the streets, passed cloaked and faceless beings, shrouded by 
the dark and the mist. In the saloon, backed up against its wall of mounted 
heads that stared out blankly and gaped wide, blood streaming down the 
wall. Among them, the heads of his father and mother and the head of his 
grandfather.

Himself, with the old rifle that smelled of steel and gunpowder and time-
worn oak stock; cocking the hammer and slowly raising the barrel, then 
siting down the barrel at the beast bounding out of the dark – eyes blazing 
red — fangs bared and salivating white foam — claws extended — and hair, 
everywhere hair, black and thick and wiry hair.

He would awaken doused in sweat, his grandfather bathing and soothing 
him. Assuring him. Calming him.

§§§

One of the hunters, one of the trappers, one of the thugs — was found 
dead at the edge of town. His head was missing. It had not been sliced off 
with saber or axe or saw. It had been ripped off. By an animal. By a beast. By a 
monster. It was the day after the first full moon since the ahotnik had arrived a 
few days previously.

Speculation was rampant in town. It joined to other rumors also 
circulating. The speculation to the questions who were they? Why were they 
here? What were they after? 

The hunters asked a great many questions. A great many questions. Theirs 
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weren’t the type that one asks when new to an area. Where is the hunting 
best? Where can we get supplies? Who can stable our horses?

Theirs prompted suspicion from an already suspicious community that 
prided itself in privacy while respecting the privacy of others.

“When did they come to town?” and “What else do you know about 
them?” and “Is that their real last name?” and “Do you know if they’ve been 
baptized?” and “Do they attend church ser vices?”

The dead hunter was not terribly disturbing to the village. There were 
enough furtive looks and glances in the village to know that one less ohotnik 
was not a tragedy to them. 

The question on most minds was would this convince the one-time quartet 
and now trio to shorten their intended time of stay.

But the gruesome way the man was killed drew much speculation. After 
all, this was not the first time a man had been torn apart by some thing in the 
area. It happened five years earlier. In fact, it too was preceded by the killing 
of livestock. 

A hunter had been brought in to track, find, and kill what ever the beast 
was.

He was the same man who had occupied the cabin where Isak and Petya 
lived. The man who went missing and was later found.

The village assumed both he and the beast killed each other. The killings 
had stopped.

Until now.

§§§

The second ohotnik was found outside the saloon early the next morn ing. 
The body had been dumped into a large wooden barrel butt first, its arms and 
legs protruding. Again, the head had been ripped off and was gone.

“He went outside the back to pee,” said the owner of the saloon when 
asked by the burly man. The Alpha-man, as the villagers had come to call 
him, was visibly up set — angry — at the lack of information from the mute 
bystanders.
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“Someone must know something!”

If that were so, no one came forward. The Alpha-man and his one sur-
viving companion went from house to house, looking for anyone who could 
shed light on or any evidence that would reveal the murderer.

“Who knows that it’s not him?” murmured the saloon owner under his 
breath. “He even looks like volk.”

“Why would he search for the truth, then?”

“Because the truth will not be found. And the suspicion is directed 
elsewhere in his mad activity.”

“Why would he kill his own men?”

“Maybe he cannot control who he kills. It is the time of the full moon.”

The village employed no police — no authority to conduct an 
investigation. The villagers themselves were the enforcers, but there was never 
— or hardly ever — a reason to enforce anything. Petty thefts. Some property 
damage, maybe. But those were attributed to the hand ful of village children 
who sometimes played pranks. 

These murders were more complicated than the ability of the villagers to 
solve them. It was as if the Alpha-man and his henchmen had brought this 
upon themselves with their nosiness and their persistent questions. There was 
a sort of justification at these gruesome acts.

Isak introduced that thought at the saloon after several shots of vod ka. He 
slurred out his thoughts why the men had come to the village, and why the 
murders were occurring.

“When I left Kiev with Petya, men like these roamed the streets like 
barbarians. They tore good Jews from their homes – yes, I use the words 
“good Jews!” The Jews never bothered me. They were honest and worked hard 
and also believed in their God as I believe in mine.

“The night we left was full of horror. Like I say, good Jews jerked from 
their homes, beaten — the women, raped — just because they were Jews! 
By men like these! They were also called ohotniki. They had also set traps to 
ensnare and imprison. And behead them. Yes, behead!

“And I saw it, and could no longer live among so savage a people.
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“So these ‘hunters’ show up here. Looking for what? Volki? Bears? They 
do not hunt animals, I think. They hunt humans. They are exactly like those 
beasts in Kiev! Mark my words.”

“Isak,” interrupted another villager in the saloon, “they asked about you 
and the boy. Where you are from. How long you are here. If you are Jews.”

“See! Hunters of animals? Hunters of men, I say!”

“Are you Jews? Are you and your grandson Jews?”

“My friend, I tell you I am come from a long line of Russian Or thodoxy. 
Petya and I are not Jews.”

“Then, why do you not come to church?”

“Because I will not be called a hypocrite. The god I believe in would not 
allow the things that happened in Russia! He would not suppress and starve 
the poor and the lowly. He would not massacre thousands of people because 
they are Jews, or gypsies! He extends his arms to all.”

“Even the hunters?”

“No. Not hunters such as these. Even God has his standards. We are talking 
about izverg — monsters, not humans. These men are monsters! They deserve 
what they get! Hell cannot come too soon where they are con cerned.”

And so, Isak Sazlovsky’s words, uttered foolishly among his “friends” and 
loosed unthinkingly by three shots of vodka, made their way out of the saloon 
and down the streets and into the houses and into the church until, finally, 
they reached the ears of the Alpha-man.

§§§

Grandfather Isak made his own bullets. He melted lead in an iron cup in 
the hot embers of the fire, then carefully poured the liquid lead into a bullet 
mold, which he let cool. Tonight, however, he did not have lead in the iron 
cup, but bits of silver — his wedding band and a small silver menorah that he 
and Petya used during Chanukah.

“Grandfather — the menorah?”

“This time God will look the other way.”

The fire had to be stoked to build very hot coals, which was Petya’s duty. 
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He used a hand bellows to blow on the coals, raising the heat to the point the 
items began to slowly liquify around the edges, then, finally, into a silver pool.

“It must be very hot, Petya! Much hotter to melt the silver than lead,” Isak 
prodded him.

“But why silver?” Petya asked as his grandfather carefully poured the lava-
like silver liquid into the mold.

“It is pure. It will not only kill, but purify as well. It will overcome evil of 
great size and strength and power.”

“What are we going to shoot that is so evil? Where will we find such a 
thing?”

“Evil has found us, Petya.”

§§§

The January moon had just begun its short ascent into an otherwise clear 
and cold night sky. It beamed brightly, and illumined everything in a ghostly 
pale blue tint. Grandfather Isak donned what he wore on Passover: his black 
pants and white shirt. For tonight he also wrapped himself with a prayer 
shawl, and, lastly, put on his yarmulke, and then sat down at their small table.

“Is the rifle loaded with the silver bullet?” he asked Petya.

“Yes, Grandfather.”

“Good. And you, Petya, are you ready?”

“I am, Grandfather.”

“Also good.” 

With that he bent his head and began murmuring a melancholic tune, his 
old eyes closed, and the thumbs of his interlaced hands rubbing each other 
continually.

Lucky bayed loudly and interrupted the peace. The dog was just outside 
the door, and Petya could tell by the sound that the hound was standing. His 
barks were interspersed with deep, guttural growls. The sounds of hoofbeats 
on the road from the village reached their ears.

Petya stood to get the rifle, but his grandfather motioned him to sit.
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“Patience, Petya.”

The horses stopped just outside the cabin, and stamped the ground 
nervously. Lucky continued his defensive stand. A horse snorted, and then 
whinnied.

“Hallo!” a deep, reverberating voice called out. It was the Alpha-man.

Grandfather sat still, and motioned Petya to do the same.

Lucky growled and barked incessantly at an uncontrollable level.

They heard a loud blast — a gunshot — and Lucky yelp — and then si-
lence.

Petya jumped from his seat and grabbed the rifle and ran to the door 
before his grandfather could stop him. He swung the door open and stood in 
the doorway.

On the ground before the doorstep was the body of Lucky, bathed in 
moonlight. Just beyond were the two riders and their horses, silhouett ed 
against the gray-blue sky. The rider just back of the Alpha-man had his rifle 
resting on his legs across his saddle, the barrel still smoking.

Grandfather Isak stepped up behind Petya, and put his hand on the boy’s 
shoulder and gently squeezed.

“Let me,” he said quietly, and stepped around his grandson and stood 
between him and the riders.

“Ah, Zaslovsky, I believe. So, we finally meet again.”

Grandfather Isak said nothing, but stepped down the stone steps onto the 
ground, and knelt by the side of Lucky and stroked the dog’s side.

“An unfortunate event,” remarked the Alpha-man. “I could not hear for all 
that barking. But, he is old and infirm — and in a better place., no?”

Grandfather Isak stood slowly and faced the Alpha-man.

“Yes. We meet again.”

“Grandfather, you know this — this man?” Petya’s tone was one of 
disbelief.
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“A few years ago — Petya, is it?” the Alpha-man reponded. “Kiev, right, 
Grandfather?” smirked the Alpha-man.

Grandfather stood still and raised his head a bit at the moon. As if he were 
basking in its light.

“The pogrom. You were a part of it,” the words seethed from Grandfa ther’s 
lips, through clenched teeth.

“I don’t deny it. Why should I? You Jews are an inconvenience to the 
advancement of humanity.” The Alpha-man glared through his black, hairy 
face — his eyes picking up the yellow light of the moon.

He continued, “We discard the deformed and the tragically flawed, don’t 
we? It is our practice to cleanse humanity of its dregs and draw backs. To be 
purified — like silver.”

Petya remembered the silver bullet, and raised the rifle to waist level. The 
second hunter noticed, and slipped his rifle off his saddle with one hand, 
raising the barrel vertically to point in the sky, the butt on his saddle.

“You are a rabbi? I see your vestments.”

“No, I am not a rabbi. But, as you said, I am a Jew. And that is why you are 
here, yes? To finish the business of Kiev? To severe my head as you did that 
of my son and my daughter-in-law. To deprive my grand son of his legacy? 
Perhaps, to deprive him also of his life?”

The Alpha-man laughed heartily, as to a very funny joke. His horse snorted 
and stepped back as Grandfather edged forward with his words.

“I am no fool, Zaslavsky! I know what you are — what you really are.”

“And what is that?”

“You are izverg!”

“Coming from a man who has decapitated and raped and burned, I find 
that more than ironic. And how is it I am the monster?”

“You ripped the head off one of my soldiers in Kiev. At the temple that 
night. Under the glow of the full moon,” the Alpha-man said, and looked up 
in the moon-bathed sky.

“I was seventy-three years old,” the old man answered in a voice that 
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sounded hoarse.

“You had the strength of a full-grown wolf that night. One swipe of your 
hand — your claws — and you killed with ease.

“Then you scaled the tower and disappeared with your grandson. I vowed 
to find you and to avenge my friend.”

“Avenge a friend’s death. Again, how ironic. How did you find me?”

“It was not hard — but took time. I knew you were an animal. I knew you 
could not control the effect of the moon and would need to hunt every month 
for the rest of your life.

“I knew that to hide in Kiev, or another large city would not be a wise 
thing. Your killings, whether animal or human, would arouse your neighbors 
sooner or later.

“So the best place to hide, and to redirect your hunts from human to 
animal, would be in a remote place where you would be able to both range 
and kill without being noticed. And what better place than the Carpathians? 
Even if a human kill were discovered, it would be attributed to a wolf or a 
bear. But I daresay you kept your victims to cattle, or deer or goats.

“I searched to the south and worked my way north along the mountains 
until I heard about a village where a hunter had been called in to rid the area 
of a beast.”

“And you thought of me,” Isak growled.

“Yes, I thought of you. It was not you, of course. Another izverg. But I 
reasoned you heard the tale as well, and thought it would be the safest place. 
The competition was gone, and there have been no killings since.”

“Until you came.”

“Yes. And you tried to shift the blame on me and my men. Clever, but a 
drastic and fatal error. Volk, I believe you called me.”

“An accident. The vodka talking.”

“Which fortunately led me straight to you. But I long ago sus pected my 
prey lived here, when we first arrived. I came to call, but no one was here. 
Still, I could smell you!”
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“What a big nose you have! And now you’re here.”

“Yes. For you. And your grandson if the blood of his grandfather flows in 
his veins as well.”

“He’s pure.”

“And I’m the Tsar! Keep an eye on the lad,” he commanded his compatriot. 

The man pulled his gun down and aimed at Petya.

“If he is not pure, my friend, then our silver bullets will purify him, too,” 
continued the Alpha Man. He unsheathed his rifle and climbed down from 
his horse and faced Grandfather, his rifle held in both hands at the ready.

In the moonlight, Petya watched. 

This was the situation:

Lucky lay dead on the ground in the moonlight;

His grandfather stood between him and the two men, the prayer shawl on 
his shoulders, glowing a gentle blue;

The Alpha-man stood by his horse, which was getting increasingly 
nervous, stomping about and snorting, his eyes rolled up in fright. 

The Alpha-man jerked hard on the reins to still the animal.

The second “hunter” held his aim on Petya from his saddle, swerving the 
barrel to compensate as his horse jolted nervously about under neath the 
saddle.

All three rifles were loaded with silver bullets.

Grandfather Isak slowly raised his arms out horizontally. He tipped his 
head further back and breathed in deeply, exhaling with a growl. Before 
Petya’s eyes, the thin, frail man increased in size — his shoulders expanded 
and bulked up. His hands cracked loudly, fingers extending, sharp claws 
emerging from their tips. His prayer shawl and clothing ripped apart along 
the seams, and dropped to the ground. In a blink, he was covered in thick 
hair, his balding head covered. Petya was stunned, yet mesmerized by the 
sight in the cold blue light of the moon. The hunters were as transfixed.

In another instant he suddenly leaped at the second hunter, barreling 
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past the Alpha Man to throw his arm in a huge circular motion towards the 
startled man’s neck. It cracked with a loud pop, and the head flew backwards, 
bouncing off the hindquarters of his horse onto the ground. The horse, 
startled by the head, reared with a cry and vaulted forward, crashing into the 
Alpha-man’s horse. That horse reared in fright and dropped the Alpha Man to 
the ground as the second horse galloped off down the road toward the village. 
The decapitated hunter somehow remained astride, bouncing violently in the 
saddle.

The Alpha Man stood quickly and turned to face the huge wolf, who was 
now merely feet away. As he raised his rifle to shoot the wolf, Petya also raised 
his rifle to fire at the Al pha Man. But Petya was too slow. The wolf lunged with 
an angry yowl as the Apha Man shot, spinning his grandfather in mid-air, 
who landed with a thud on the ground at the feet of the hunter.

“One down, and one to go,” he sneered, looking at Petya, who held his sites 
on the burly Alpha Man.

“He’s too far away,” Petya could hear his grandfather’s voice in his mind, 
and held his fire.

The Alpha Man approached, speaking as he stepped towards Petya.

“You never knew? All that time? You thought I was the beast that came up 
the tower after you, didn’t you? I’ll bet you were scared to death. I’m going to 
do you a favor, Petya. You may not be a wolf, but you are a Jew. And to cleanse 
the earth of Jews is as good a deed as riding the world of wolves. They are 
both dangerous and unnecessary to human ity.”

Petya trembled with the rifle, keeping aim at the chest of the Al pha-Man. 
He heard the man’s beating heart, thumping, pumping blood throughout 
his body. Petya’s own heart pounded in his ears. The combination of the 
beats were a driving frenzy, and he surged with excitement as he cocked the 
hammer of his rifle and slid his finger onto the trigger.

“Ten paces. He is too far. If you miss, you will die,” his imagined 
grandfather’s voice instructing.

Eight paces.

Seven.

Six.
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Just as the Alpha Man’s foot trod out the distance with his own rifle aimed 
squarely at Petya’s head, the wolf sprang out of the dark, fangs bared and 
claws splayed, growling so fiercely and suddenly that the hairs on Petya’s neck 
stood up. The beast fell upon the surprised Alpha-Man, who in turning about, 
exposed his neck to the wolf. Petya heard a loud crack, and the Alpha-Man 
lay still on the ground.

The beast stood on it’s four legs and glared at Petya. He seemed to im plore 
Petya with his eyes, “Shoot me.”

“No, Grandfather!”

The wolf crouched low and advanced slowly, the blood of the Alpha-man 
on his fangs, and of the other hunter on his claws. His eyes said, “Kill me or 
be killed.”

When the wolf leaped, Petya squeezed the trigger.

§§§

Petya Zaslovsky was taken in by one of the villagers. His grandfather 
Isak and his dog Lucky were buried in the yard near where they fell, a short 
distance from the grave of Lucky‘s original owner. The bodies of the hunters 
were buried in the woods, along with their heads. The owner of the saloon 
sarcastically remarked he should have mounted the heads on the wall along 
with the other animal trophies col lected there.

Petya’s grandfather’s death was ruled accidental by a passing magis trate 
who came through the village many months later.

Petya escaped unharmed, with the exception of a slight scratch on his leg, 
which mended after a few days of an intense fever. An infection from the 
scratch, no doubt.

When he was almost twenty, tall and handsome, with thick black hair and 
beard and penetrating eyes, Petya left his foster family to make his way in 
the world. Rumor has it that he crossed the Carpathians into Transylvania to 
become a hunter and tanner of hides.

But no one really knows for sure. 

§§§§§
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The Apostate
Part One: The Walk

Sam Martin paused at the bottom of the steps that led from his second-
floor apartment and tapped the bright purple icon on his smartphone. 
Within a few seconds the app opened to the first page of Record My 

Walk, and a Siri-like voice instructed him, Begin workout. Martin stepped 
onto the paved sidewalk.

Each morning for nearly three months he donned special athletic 
underwear, his exercise shorts and a short-sleeved T-shirt. He then slipped on 
an arch bandage over his foot, on account he suffered from plantar fasciitis, 
and he didn’t want to go see a podiatrist. He was a pain self-manager. 

Special socks ($10 a pair) as well as his Áh - dee - dás (one must know 
how to pronounce one’s footwear correctly) Boost walking shoes ($200), and 
a liberal application of muscle rub, (which made him smell like a giant breath 
mint) plus two ibuprofen completed his preparations.

His sidewalk route paralleled a main drag. The road was two lanes either 
way, plus a middle turning lane. It teemed with every type of motorized 
vehicle from early sunrise to sunset, and on Friday and Saturday nights as 
well.
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Martin walked a little over four miles each day. He varied only in the 
direction he took coming out of the complex. Some days he headed north 
where his destination was a convenience store and gas station shy of a mile, 
then retraced his steps south to a main intersection where the sidewalk ended, 
about a mile and a quarter. 

The reason for the exercise was a photo he saw of his profile taken at his 
niece’s wedding earlier that summer.

“GAWD!” he gasped at the photo. His extended family gathered each year 
in July at the beach. “I am NOT going to the beach next year looking like 
that!” he said to himself, which he repeated to his youngest daughter, who 
told her older sister.

“Dad’s not going to the beach next year.”

The app on his phone was a clever GPS program, and depicted him 
on screen as a little blue balloon that traversed along the mapped route. 
It captured his overall distance, time, average time per mile and split 
information per mile. It also graphed the elevation of his walk, revealing the 
variance above sea level — in short, the hills and dales of his route. Plus, it 
calculated everything into totals. For example, it estimated he had burned 
over 20,000 calories since he began the routine.

It also posted automatically to Facebook, and Martin enjoyed the ‘likes’ 
friends and family gave him to encourage the regimen.

He particularly enjoyed his walks on Sunday, as traffic was sparse. Not 
that there was much danger to him, except at one or two streets he had to 
cross. He held that motorists — specifically of the female persuasion – did 
not realize that the pedestrian has the right of way, not the vehicle operator. 
It wasn’t sexist — no male driver had ever been a threat. It was a matter of 
survival.

More than once he stepped onto a street to cross and came inches from the 
fender of a turning car where a female driver looked surprised and mouthed 
“Sorry!” He never replied or signaled “That’s okay,” but stared long and hard, 
hoping to burn sense into the careless driver’s cellphone-occupied brain.

The upshot of those experiences was when he was driving, he was 
particularly wary of pedestrians, joggers and cyclists. 
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Along his route were the temples, sanctuaries — and various other 
religious abodes — that attested his was a community of ardent religionists. 
On his side of the street was a Jewish temple, a Baptist church, two 
Presbyterian churches side-by-side (PCUSA and PCA — which his ex-wife 
could readily and accurately distinguish), a nondenominational evangelical 
church that met in the elementary school gymnasium, and a Christian 
Science reading room. On the opposite side of the road was a Church of the 
Latter Day Saints. He thought that to be powerfully symbolic.

His route was the gamut of American religion, minus Muslim, Hindu, 7th 
Day Adventist and a pot of other religious strains – including Catholic. But, 
if he walked far enough, he would encounter those as well. He was content to 
keep the religions manageable and not walk farther. 

On Sundays, the God-factor infringed on his thoughts. Normally Martin 
mentally thought-played a vast array of music to walk by. He avoided “Eye of 
the Tiger” and “Chariots of Fire.” They were too cliché. His selections ranged 
from Billy Joel (“Uptown Girl”) to the “Wizard of Oz,” and he imagined a 
thump-thump-thump pace. He also mentally rearranged each tune to include 
violins and other instruments not normally associated with the song.

His Sunday songs were “God is Working His Purpose Out,” and “Onward 
Christian Soldiers,” and other songs he knew from watching too many TV 
evangelists when he was a kid. “And He Walks with Me” was a tune that 
repeated often.

Martin was agnostic, like his father. He hadn’t always been that way. In 
his late teens he got swept up in the Jesus Movement that flowed across 
the country during the late 60s. He loved the long-hair, flared pants and 
open-necked shirts that were bona-fide Jesus-freak costumes. That he could 
somehow be remotely associated with the hippie movement in its counter-
culture vanguard, and yet still relate to straight-laced Baptists, was amazing to 
him.

But, alas, as the maxim points out “everything that goes up, comes down,” 
as did his unbridled spiritual enthusiasm. Partly because the idealism of the 
Jesus Movement inevitably met the reality of any movement, and struggled 
with sustainment. Plus, its leadership not only failed — but sinned. Health 
and wealth doctrine took over, along with seed faith and other notorious 
scams. The health-and-wealth doctrines of independent evangelical 
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conservative sects, promulgated to the end that little old widows gave up their 
last $500 as a seed-faith gift to fat-pocketed ministers. “Your seed-faith gift 
will be returned 10-fold!” promised the TV evangelists. That’s a pretty good 
return on the investment. But, not likely, he believed.

In the revelatory wakes of the Jimmy Swaggerts and Jim Bakkers, Martin 
began to see cracks in the feet of clay of the most prominent (and yes, 
wealthy) of the popular religious leadership.

And so he turned away.

Those who knew him were stunned, and pleaded continuously that he 
repent and come back. Others cared less.

He rejected the idea of becoming part of any organized religion, joining 
any church, espousing any spiritual philosophy. Most, he thought, turned on 
narrow points of what he termed “law.” Laws that could not necessarily be 
proved — in his opinion.

“Once saved, always saved,” said the Baptists. Right. He heard Jesus 
Saves, but wasn’t sure at which bank. If he knew that, he would transfer his 
money there immediately, he would jest to downturned frowns and scowled 
eyebrows.

The Calvinistic doctrine of predestination, which some of the 
Presbyterians espoused, meant to him, “Why care or try? In the long run, it 
doesn’t matter!”

The Methodist view of God: God is a really nice guy (as his ex-wife often 
quipped). Then why all of the natural disasters, famine and disease? Why war? 
Surely Man is not behind all of these!

And the Catholics — ah, yes! A history of crusades, cruelty, hypocrisy. He 
had been told his family — way back when — had been excommunicated 
from the Catholic Church.

On and on. Religion after religion. 

Eventually, Martin developed a philosophy of “do no harm,” or if harm was 
inevitable, try at least to lessen the pain. Especially for himself.

Religion angered him, which fueled his pace. He had his best times per 
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mile on Sundays.

In the midst of this religious reverie, on this particular Sunday, at just 
about midway through his daily distance, Sam Martin’s walk was interrupted. 
He fell to the sidewalk from a sudden myocardial infarction.

 

§§§

Part II: The Talk

Sam Martin “came to” with a loud gasp as suddenly as he had dropped. 
Everything around him was cadmium yellow bright, and he could see nothing 
discernible.

“Oh, there you are, Sam!” said a pleasant voice close by. “I was wondering 
when you’d see fit to join us again.”

Sitting up slowly, Martin gathered his senses. It was still very bright about 
him, but he could now see the shape of a man sitting beside him on what 
appeared to be a chaise lounge chair. Martin lay prone on a similar chair.

Large multi-color beach umbrellas with chaise chairs and sunning people 
dotted a snow-white beach all about him. Just beyond glistened an aqua sea, 
its waves braking softly onto the shore.

Martin turned to the man, who was dressed in all-white loose-fitting 
cotton pants and shirt, then sat fully upright. The man remained resting on 
his chaise and adjusted his sunglasses then tipped his broad-brimmed hat to 
shade his eyes.

“Am . . . I —?”

“No,” interrupted the man, smiling and squinting due to the sun in his 
face. “You are not dead.”

“Alive?”

“Well, at the moment.”

“Is this heaven?”
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“Barbados. Which in my book is a bit of heaven. Nice, don’t you think?”

A waiter clad in white cotton approached with a tray that held two very 
large pineapples. The tops were cut off, and Martin could see straws and tiny 
paper umbrellas angling out of each. As the waiter bent between the two 
chaises and offered “Daiquiri?” with a pleasing accent. Martin could see each 
pineapple held a pink concoction that smelled delicious.

“Please indulge, Sam,” instructed the man beside him. “It’s on me. Put it 
on my tab,” he said to the waiter, who bowed and smiled, then handed Martin 
and the man a pineapple drink.

Sam put the straw to his lips and sucked. Strawberry ice cream! Pineapple! 
Coconut! And, rum? He put his drink on his knee and looked the man over 
carefully.

“Aren’t you supposed to look like Morgan Freeman?” he finally said.

“Ha! I hear that all the time! Actually, I tried that a few times, but you 
know, Freeman’s got so much mileage and money out of that gig! If he keeps it 
up, he and I are going to be mistaken by folks for eternity!”

Martin tipped his drink, smelling the mixed delight as he drank deeply. 
When he put his pineapple down, he looked at the man.

“Whoa! What happened?”

The man was no longer a man, but a sleek and beautiful brunette, with skin 
that glistened with a deep tan. She wore a bikini, and stylish sunglasses, and 
her lips were painted bright red, as were her nails and toenails.

“I have many looks, Sam.”

“Can you please change into something else, then? It’s making me nervous 
thinking I’m lusting after God!”

“Oh, sorry.” And he changed into a very dark-skinned old man, with white 
curly hair, broad nose and plump lips. When he grinned, he revealed mostly 
pink gums. He wore white cloth wrapped about his waist and loins.

“Better?” he asked, with a decided foreign accent.
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“How do you do that?” Martin queried.

“You know, I’m not exactly sure. It’s something I learned when I was 
younger and I developed it. Now I do it pretty much without thinking. It’s like 
the horse of a different color in ‘The Wizard of Oz.’ Do you remember that 
movie, Sam?”

He then transformed into a small boy with bright red hair, blue eyes and 
freckles. He spoke with an Irish accent.

“So Sam, are you havin’ any misgivins’ ‘bout yourrr life yet?”

Martin looked at the young boy and shook his head.

“So — this is what? A holy intervention? A wakeup call? A visitation of the 
three Christmas ghosts moment?”

The boy laughed, and as he laughed, transformed into an Indian woman, 
dressed in a colorful silk sari, her forehead marked with a bright red dot. She 
smiled and laughed heartily.

“You could call it that.”

“It’s because I’m agnostic, right?”

“It’s because I am afraid I am going to lose you, my son,” and with that, he 
turned into a Catholic priest in black cassock and white-collar.

“You already have.”

“And yet, here we are.”

“Yes. But in reality or in my head? Like Dickens said, ‘You may be an 
undigested bit of beef, a blot of mustard, a crumb of cheese, a fragment of an 
underdone potato . . . ‘”

“I just love that part! Scrooge was such a great doubter! Agnostic — as you 
say — to exponential powers! No. I’m not beef nor mustard nor cheese nor 
potato. I am who you say that I am.”

“Why are we here? What happened to me? What’s going to happen?”

“Well, I thought it might be nice to have a little chat at this point in your 
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life. As angry as you are about everything —”

“I’m NOT angry about everything!” Martin interrupted vehemently.

“Then, as introspective as you are — will that work for you? I thought you 
might like to ask me some questions.”

“Really?

“Why not? As my son, you deserve the very least.”

“Your son?”

“You didn’t exactly create yourself, Sam. Finished with your drink? Come, 
let’s go take a walk down by the water. I like the wet sand squishing between 
my toes. And I’ll answer any question you have to the best of my ability.”

A slight breeze from off the water cooled them, and the sun, despite 
shining down from what Martin thought was a high-noon position, did 
not beat down upon them. It was pleasant. Plus he still a bit tipsy from the 
daiquiri.

Along the way, his companion shape-shifted every couple of yards, rolling 
into a myriad of types of people, nationalities, costume and religion. 

“You see,” he explained, “Mankind – that’s not politically correct, right? — 
Humankind was made in the image of God. Not the other way around.”

“So you embody all of us, but we do not embody all of you?” Martin asked.

“Close enough. You have only bits and pieces of what I’m really like.”

“And what is that? What are you really like?”

“Can’t show you that, Sam. You and the rest of the world are unable to 
endure that kind of revelation. So, anyway … we’re not here about me exactly. 
We’re here about you. Ask away. What do you want to know, Sam?”

“So much to ask! I don’t know where to start.”

“Take your time. A simple question. Start with that.”

“Okay . . . creation. How’d that happen?”
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“Wow! I say ‘simple,’ and you ask about creation!”

“You could say, Big Bang for short. I’d get that. Or, you could say the 
Biblical creation theory. I wouldn’t get that so much.”

“Yeah. Okay, I need to use a Star Trek analogy here.”

“You’re a Trekkie?”

“Great show! Watched every episode, AND all of the movies. Anyway . . . 
remember the transporter?”

“Sure.”

“Creation began with my thoughts and ideas. Mulled them around for 
a couple of eons before I set things in motion. So, where the transporter 
analogy comes in is me, transporting those ideas out into space — which at 
that time was null and void.”

“Hard to imagine.”

“I know, right? So it wasn’t exactly a big bang, although things did pop a 
lot at the time. I mean, you can’t hear sound in space. Actually, I was the only 
one around to hear it — the old if a tree falls in the forest and there’s no one 
around to hear it sort of things. So, I set things in motion.”

“Then the deists have it right. You started the ball rolling and now sit back 
and watch.”

“No! Nobody has it right! Only partially. Bits and pieces. Like this 
ginormous picture puzzle with a billion times a billion puzzle pieces. 
Glimpses.”

“Did you know how things were going to work out? I mean like the 
evolution of animals and things? Like why the dinosaurs? And why in god’s 
name the cockroach? Sorry.”

“No problem. Okay, so I learned. I really liked the dinosaurs. That’s the 
little boy in me, you know. And cockroaches? Really complex in the scheme of 
things. They get a bum rap — kind of like flies and mosquitos, in my opinion.”

“But then your opinion means a lot! You being God, and all.”
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“Sam — when was the last time you ever cared about God’s opinion?”

“Well, uh — I —”

“Sorry. Trick question. You can only know about me what others tell you. 
It isn’t like you and I go on these walks every day. And most everybody is so 
wrong!”

“What about evolution? Survival of the fittest?”

“Plagiarized. I thought of it before Darwin, but he still gets the credit. And 
he doesn’t let me forget that to this day!”

“And war? Why wars?”

“Not my idea.”

“But the Old Testament —”

“Old, schmold! Who asked me about those things?”

“But, Moses . . . “

“Look, Moses had his day. Did a few tricks. Frankly Penn and Teller amaze 
me more. But, as a result he kind of had the world by the balls.”

“So, you’re not for war?”

“You have two girls, Sam. They fight and argue continuously. Do you like 
it?”

“No.”

“Ex-actly! Nor do I.”

“So, in a war, do you pick sides?”

“Do you pick one daughter over the other? Love one more, or love one 
less?”

“No. But then I do have to punish every once-in-a-while.”

“Yep. Parenthood is not an easy thing.”
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“You didn’t pick sides in WWII?”

“In WWII, I had to discipline.”

“Hitler?”

“Did anyone come out of that war unscathed?”

“I guess not.”

“It was a matter of the level of discipline.”

“So when a soldier gets killed, that’s part of your discipline?”

“I didn’t say that. You did. And others. And that goes for accidents, and 
illness, and all of the other bad things that happen to both good and bad 
people — despite what they say at Westboro Baptist.”

“So there are good people and bad people, then?”

“People are people. They are neither good nor bad. They do good or bad, 
however.”

“And those that do enough good — do you love them more? And those 
that do bad, less?”

“Again, I didn’t say that. When your girls accuse you of loving the other 
more, how do you respond?’

“Well, sometimes I . . .”

“No. That’s not love. That’s like. I don’t always like what my children do. 
But I always love them.”

“That’s hard.”

“I never promised you a rose garden.”

“Isn’t heaven a rose garden, so to speak? Aren’t we going to live forever? 
Aren’t we going to either heaven or hell?”

“What do you think?

“Until today I thought we all die, decay and add to the peat moss. Now, I’m 
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not so certain.”

“Ex-actly! That’s my intent!”

“Peat moss?”

“Not knowing. Uncertainty.”

“Uncertainty is a good thing? How’s that?”

“A life of certainty is boring. It’s not motivated by anything. Everything 
is resolved for the person of certainty. Posh! Why would I foster that on 
anybody? My life isn’t full of certainty. And it’s plenty exciting as a result. 
Look, when I seeded earth with humanity, I had no idea how that experiment 
was going to turn out.”

“Hence the flood.”

“That was a local story blown up to mass proportions. I hate the media.”

“It didn’t happen?”

“It happened, but not on a world-wide scale. I didn’t wipe out the earth, 
otherwise how would there be so many flood stories in the various world 
cultures? Big, devastating flood? Yes. But all people and animals did not die.”

“But the Bible says . . .”

“People have their Bibles, their Qurans, their Books of Mormon and on 
and on and on. Doesn’t mean I had control over how they wrote or edited. I 
didn’t publish them. You don’t see my name on the copyrights.”

“True.”

“Besides, the fundamental Baptists are wrong.”

“How?”

“The King James Bible is not the original bible.”

“Everybody knows that . . .”

“. . . Except the fundamental Baptists!” they both said together, laughing.
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“I don’t understand the religions part. Why did you do that?”

“Once again — not my idea.”

“Yeah, but the Ten Commandments and all of the rules and regulations! 
Stoning and banishment and judgment and hell fire. That’s not you?”

“I kind of gave Moses a free hand there, but I think he overdid it. Look, 
early humans were a pretty rowdy bunch. They had to fend for themselves 
against all the animals and nature – and each other. It’s not like Roberts’ Rules 
of Order was the prevailing guide back then. So, Moses asked, and I said, 
‘Okay.’ Actually he asked several times because I couldn’t understand him. He 
stuttered, you know.”

“It’s all thou shalt nots. Negative. Not very encouraging, if you ask me.”

“Yeah, well . . . nobody’s perfect.”

“I thought you were.”

“Look, Sam . . . laws and rules aren’t meant to harm anyone – just the 
opposite. They keep people from getting hurt – or worse.

“Thou shalt not commit adultery came about because Moses knew that if 
you went sneaking over to your neighbor’s house and had a little tryst with 
the wife when the husband was away, all hell was bound to break out when 
the guy found out! The same thing for murder, and theft and all those other 
things people were doing. So Moses thought, just don’t do it. The antithesis of 
Nike.

“What else you got?” he asked Martin.

“What’s the purpose of life?”

“The purpose of life. Don’t you mean what is your purpose?”

“I suppose.”

“Because, if everyone’s purpose in life is the same — that would be kind of 
disappointing, right?”

“I dunno.”
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“What if everyone’s purpose is the same? What if it’s to get through life 
in the best way you can? To do the best you can with what you’ve got, and 
to make sure along the way you do no harm to anyone? What if it’s the Boy 
Scout motto: do a good turn daily? Help someone. Encourage someone. What 
if I told you that you make your own purpose daily — that the purpose of life 
in the larger sense is to come together with all that’s around you? To blend 
with every other creation in the world?”

“Then I’d get into the Lotus position and start humming ‘Ohmmm.’ Don’t 
go existential on me.”

“Okay, it’s not quite that bad. But close. There really is a larger picture. And 
guess who is in charge of that?”

“You?”

“If that’s true — and it is — then there’s got to be a level of trust. You’ve 
got to begin to trust me. Everybody needs to trust me. Instead, you’ve all got 
your heads down and you focus on the small stuff. That’s what religion is — 
focusing on the small stuff. And like you, I hate religion.”

“But how can we trust a concept? Something we can’t see or actually hear?”

“I’m not a concept. You see me now. You hear me, right?”

“Sure, but are you telling me everyone is going to have to die to come to 
that point of trust? That you stay hidden until a heart attack occurs?”

“Not everyone needs a heart attack, Sam.”

“Oh yeah. Faith. The substance you can’t see.”

“Shall I remind you of electricity?”

“Right. Can’t see it -- but you know it exists by turning on a light. That’s 
not what I mean. And there’s not exactly a God switch. You’re God, not an 
automatic current at my bidding.”

“Glad to hear you say it.”

“Ah. And that’s why you brought me here? So that I would say you’re God? 
To get me turned around in the correct direction? Notice I didn’t say ‘right 
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direction.’”

“I brought you here to give you pause to think about things. Specifically 
about me. And us — you and me. I know you don’t disbelieve in me.”

“You’re right.”

“And, like I said earlier, I know you’re upset — about the religion thing.”

“I am.”

“And I understand that.”

“Good to know.”

“The upshot of all this is that I’m not the one responsible for your anger. 
Can you see that? Whatever the question is, the answer is much, much 
simpler than how humankind has come to see things. I’m not a complicated 
guy – really!”

“So, you aren’t responsible for all the religion crap?”

“Nope. Ask me what denomination I belong to.”

“What denomination do you belong to?”

“None of them. Now, ask me which religion I support?”

“Which religion do you support?”

“None of them. Now, ask me which people of faith I am for?”

“None of them, right?”

“Actually, all of them. See? Is that so complicated?”

“I guess not.”

“You look disappointed.”

“Confused, really.”

“Because . . . ?”
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“The simplicity thing.”

“Hey, like I said, I’m not that complicated. And that’s what I want you to 
tell them.”

“Them who?”

“Everyone.”

“You mean like stand on a soapbox on the street corner kind of thing?”

“Not at all. Those who ask.”

“And why will they ask?”

“Because you almost died today. You have a story to tell.”

“Wait — all this so you can get your commercial out?”

“It’s not a commercial. It’s the truth.”

Sam Martin paused on the beach to ponder the implications. Foam from a 
broken wave eased up over his toes and stuck.

“So, I’m to be a kind of modern-day prophet?”

“I guess. Sure — why not? I officially knight you Sir Sam Martin, Prophet 
of the Truth.”

And with that, Martin heard the distant woo-wooing of an approaching 
fire truck, and the loud ‘ee-oo-ee-oo-ee-oo’ of an ambulance somewhere down 
the beach. He crumpled to the sand, and everything went blank.

§§§ 

Epilogue

“That’s it?” asked Scratch.

“Yep. Pretty simple, huh?” responded his uncle.

“So, Martin is going to spread his experience in church? He’s going back to 
church? How the hell does that help The Cause?”
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“Scratch, my fine boy — subtlety is the mark of a true deceiver. We don’t 
win through lies. Lies get exposed. We deal in half-truths, just like the 
politicians. Remember, ‘You will not surely die.’”

“Oh, yeah! That was pure genius!”

“Ex-actly!”

“But you passed yourself off as — you know — He who shall not be 
named.”

“I never did. Sam assumed who I was. I never said otherwise.”

“Ah!”

“Remember, the most destructive worms are those that hatch from 
within the body — not those that assault it from the outside. People are very 
protective and defensive. They hardly ever look at what’s going on inside 
them. Cancer cells are already inside a person’s body. They don’t enter in 
through body cavities.”

“So, do you think I’m ready for this, then?”

“Patience, Scratch. Your time will come. Steep yourself in my wisdom a 
bit longer, and you will be among my elite soldiers. Now, tell me about our 
inductees for today.”

“It being Sunday, the numbers are high. All those who nodded and greeted 
others at church while lusting in their hearts at the time of their deaths; those 
who gave their pastors ‘amens’ while embezzling from their companies; that 
coach who prays as halftime, then touches a student in the locker room. And 
many, many more.”

“Open the doors, then.”

Huge steel doors slowly opened, supported by thick strap hinges. 
Grating sounds accompanied the movement. Outside a throng of countless 
individuals turned, beckoned by the opening doors, looks of awe and fear 
etched on their faces.

“WELCOME TO HELL, MY CHILDREN!”

§§§§§


